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Abstract
Despite common-sense assumptions that the bond between a person and their mother
tongue is inviolable when they spend their childhood as a monolingual user of the dominant
societal language, some Japanese people who became users of English after childhood (late
plurilinguals, or LPs) have reported a wish to distance themselves from their first linguaculture,
Japanese. In this study, I used critical realist grounded theory method to construct theory that
explains the nature and causes of this phenomenon. Analysing the linguistic (auto)biographies of
17 LP participants, I conceptualised the phenomenon as first language dissociation (FLD). I
defined FLD as a relatively enduring psychosocial process through which a person distances
themselves from their L1 because of its entanglement with, and subsequent connotation of,
perceived impediments to their current or future flourishing. I identified a complex set of
push/pull causes operating at various levels of the psychosocial world that form the causal
mechanism for FLD among Japanese-English LPs. Causes that pushed the participants away
from the Japanese linguaculture included intersubjective conflict with norms associated with the
Japanese linguaculture or with Japanese-speaking significant others (a conflictive state I termed
contrasubjectivity), and self-Orientalist linguaculture ideologies, often inculcated through
language education. These push causes result in a form of negative affect: undesire. Undesire
adheres to a once-desired object—in this case, Japanese—that has come to connote illbeing, and
compels one to distance oneself from it. Concurrently, the onset of acquisition of a second
language—English, with its attendant ideologies—opens up a psychological mirror dimension
that promises greater intersubjective harmony, or prosubjectivity. This contrast between the
negative affective valence of the Japanese linguaculture and the positive affective valence of the
English linguaculture intensifies over time and is further amplified as those experiencing FLD
engage in a variety of distancing behaviours. Finally, I established the conditions under which
some Japanese-English LPs who have experienced FLD might reassociate with their first
linguaculture. I conclude the dissertation by summarising my theory, reflecting on the strengths
and limitations of the study, and discussing its implications for the fields of applied linguistics,
multilingualism and critical language pedagogy.
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Lay Summary
Despite common-sense assumptions that the relationship between a person and their
mother tongue is inviolable when they grow up monolingually, some Japanese-English late
plurilinguals (LPs)—Japanese people who start acquiring English as a second language after
childhood—have reported a strong wish to distance themselves from their Japanese first
language and culture. In this study, I used critical realist grounded theory method to construct
theory that explains the nature and causes of this phenomenon. Analysing the linguistic
autobiographies of 17 Japanese-English LP participants, I identified a complex set of causes
from which the phenomenon, termed first language dissociation (FLD), emerges. These include
conflict with Japanese-speaking others and common beliefs about named languages. I also
suggested factors that can amplify the affective force that drives FLD, undesire. Finally, I
established the conditions under which some people who have experienced FLD might
reassociate with their L1 language and culture.
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Preface
This dissertation is original, unpublished, independent work by the author, A. R. Moore.
The data generation reported in Chapters 3–8 was covered by UBC Ethics Certificate number
H19-03181.
Chapter 6, Figure 6.1: Kaplan’s Graphic Representations of Ethnolinguistic Rhetorical
Movements is used with permission from John Wiley and Sons (License Number:
5176030908566).
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Chapter 1: “Oh Whatever … Except Japanese”: Introducing First Language Dissociation
One would suspect that a rudiment of [language loyalty] is natural in every user of
language, because the inescapable emotional involvement with one’s mother-tongue as
one learned it in childhood ... makes any deviation seem repugnant. (Weinreich, 1953, pp.
99–100)
Imagine, if you went to live in another country, would you want to leave behind your
mother tongue completely? Obviously not. You still have friends and relatives in your old
country that you want to talk or write to. And even if you didn’t, you have in your head
all your knowledge and memories of its culture … Your mother tongue forms part of
your identity—your sense of who you are. And it forms part of the identity of the group
of people you know best—those with whom you grew up. (Crystal, 2010, p. 81)
I think I wouldn’t speak about my like sexual relationship, that I couldn’t do it in
Japanese. … I use Japanese in Japan … Not in US and UK, that maybe it reminds me that
I shouldn’t be a gay or something kind of like I’m just- only one gay person in Japan.
Some kind of feeling, maybe unconsciously I’m thinking about it when I speak it in …
Japanese. Something kind of stop me. (Yoshi, a participant quoted in Moore, 2013, p.
146)
In 2007, I conducted a qualitative research study (later published in Moore, 2013) that
explored the links between the sexual identities of a small group of Japanese gay men and their
motivational investments in learning English as an additional language. An unexpected finding
revealed that three out of the five participants (Yoshi, Masa, and Kenta) expressed discomfort
with the idea of communicating in Japanese, either in general or specifically when discussing
matters relating to their non-heteronormative identities.1 For example, writing in English, Masa
explained his general preference at that time for using English over Japanese:
That’s mainly because speaking English means that I’m communicating with people from
various countries, so I don’t necessarily pay attention to the Japanese original cultural

1

All names of participants and my acquaintances are pseudonyms.

1

perspectives such as “uniformity” … In other words, I can make simpler, clearer and
more direct what I would like to tell without considering such perspectives. On the other
hand, speaking Japanese basically means that I’m talking to Japanese people who have
such perspectives in their mind. So when speaking Japanese, I unconsciously happen to
think about such perspectives at the same time in talking to people, which quite often
makes me feel fed up with them. (p. 146)
It was notable to me that Yoshi, Masa and Kenta all framed their desire to avoid or
distance themselves from the Japanese language as being somehow beyond their conscious
control. Both Yoshi and Masa framed the phenomenon as something that happened
“unconsciously,” while Kenta felt that, were we to have used Japanese to talk about his matters
connected to his sexual identity, the language would have “spontaneously” triggered an instinct
to protect himself and made it more difficult for him to speak honestly. Furthermore, it was not
just English that appeared to offer a preferred linguistic code; Kenta, fluent in French, German
and English, and keen to avoid Japanese as he was unsure whether he could speak honestly about
his sexual identity, was clear when pressed that he would have felt more comfortable in any of
his additional languages. “Oh whatever,” he told me emphatically, “except Japanese” (p. 147).
Back in 2007, I can remember being both fascinated and a little shocked when my
participants shared these feelings with me. As someone who had enjoyed learning several other
languages during my adolescence and young adulthood while maintaining an unselfconscious
and untroubled bond with my English mother tongue, it had never occurred to me that others
might experience this relationship in a more fraught way. Common reactions when I explain the
research questions underpinning this doctoral research to others include surprise and even
disbelief that the affective experiences described by Yoshi, Masa and Kenta are possible. Their
2

accounts appear to contradict the enduring assumption, as exemplified by the epigraphs from
Weinreich (1953) and Crystal (2010), that the relationship we share with our mother tongue is
natural, harmonious, and inviolable.
Masa, Yoshi and Kenta can all be described as Japanese late plurilinguals (LPs)—LPs
being those who (a) have acquired languages in addition to their first language after childhood,
and (b) use two or more of their languages in their daily lives, outside of the context of learning
(Pavlenko, 2005). During the further nine years I lived in Japan, I met other Japanese LPs—not
all of whom were gay men, or even queer—who shared similar negative feelings associated with
the use of Japanese, including Ikumi, a student in a content and language integrated learning
English class I taught on human rights. During a class on queer rights that used interview
excerpts from Yoshi, Masa and Kenta in which they described their complex affective
relationship with the Japanese language, Ikumi, a straight-identifying cisgender female, looked
up at me with an expression of relieved recognition; this was exactly how she felt about
Japanese.
During those same nine years, I searched the literature on bi/multi/plurilingualism and
language learning for a theoretical framework or construct that could adequately explain the
experiences reported by these Japanese LPs. It is a phenomenon that is rarely considered or
discussed. On occasion, I found scholars like Kramsch (2009a), who touched on the following in
her introductory chapter to The Multilingual Subject:
In language learning, desire is first of all escape—the urge to escape from a state of
tedious conformity with one’s present environment to a state of plenitude and enhanced
power. Many adolescents find in a foreign language a new mode of expression that
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enables them to escape the confines of their bodies, they rebel against the limitations
imposed on them by the constraints of their social environment. (p. 14)
However, this initial impulse “to escape,” framed here as a manifestation of general teenage
angst experienced by adolescent language learners, is not returned to past this brief mention, and
it seems to be of a different quality, intensity, and duration than the sustained negative affective
responses to Japanese described by Yoshi, Masa, Kenta and Ikumi.
Naming and Defining First Language Dissociation
Naming the phenomenon they described (assuming that they were referring to the same
phenomenon) has been a challenge throughout the development in this study, and I was aware
that the use of any term was also an implicit act of theorisation that might misleadingly shape my
understanding of the object of study. At various points in the evolution of my theorisation, I have
used the provisional terms of “first language affective resistance,” “first language avoidance,”
and “first language discomfort.” Through conducting the present study, I have arrived at the term
first language dissociation (FLD), defined as a relatively enduring psychosocial process through
which a person distances themselves from their L1 because of its entanglement with, and
subsequent connotation of, perceived impediments to their current or future flourishing.
I wish to make it clear from the outset that I am using the term “dissociation” quite
separately from the ways it was been taken up in the fields of psychology and psychiatry
(Braude, 2009; Sinason, 2020; van der Hart & Dorahy, 2009). I am using it, based on its more
general sense of uncoupling or separating from something, to refer to a psychosocial process.
This is quite different to the ways it is understood by psychiatrists, psychologists and
psychotherapists to gather a varying range of purely psychological disorders together (see
Moskowitz et al., 2019, for an overview of the debates surrounding which psychic phenomena
4

are classified as dissociative disorders). I see FLD, and language dissociation more generally
(see Chapter 9), as neither a mental state, nor a pathological one.
The remainder of this dissertation is dedicated to presenting (a) the evidence upon which
I have based this theorisation of its nature, and (b) an explanatory critique of the causes of FLD
in Japanese late plurilinguals. Before doing so, however, in the following sections of this
introductory chapter, I first disambiguate FLD from some related concepts within the fields of
second language acquisition (SLA) and bi/multi/plurilingualism. I then briefly survey the
literature on Japanese LPs to identify possible instances of hitherto unexamined FLD. Following
that, I discuss the implications of the metatheoretical framework in which I situate my work,
critical realism, for the theorisation of “language” and “languages”. Finally, I give an overview
of the remaining chapters.
Distinguishing FLD From Related Concepts
As FLD is a new term that I am introducing, I wish to take some space here to elaborate
on the above definition through a discussion of the differences between FLD and the related but
distinct concepts of language attrition and language shift.
Language Attrition
Sometimes known as language loss, language attrition refers to “the non-pathological
decrease in a language that had previously been acquired by an individual” (Köpke & Schmid,
2004, p. 5). This is usually studied through an analysis of certain aspects of linguistic production
by the attriter, including their lexicon, grammar, phonology and phonetics and pragmatics. The
causes of language attrition include changes to the speaker’s environment (such that contact with
and use of a language becomes limited) and also attitudes and identification processes (e.g.,
Schmid, 2002). Given this, it is probably safe to hypothesise that FLD and L1 attrition are often
5

linked, but not necessarily mutually dependent. That is to say, it is relatively common for L1
attrition to occur without the L1 having come to connote any impediments to their wellbeing for
the attriter (i.e., the attriter is simply in an environment where they do not encounter the L1 very
much) (see Schmid, 2018, for an example). Whether a person can experience FLD without any
evidence of attrition is unclear and beyond the scope of this study.
Language Shift
Lastly, language shift refers to a more macro sociolinguistic process in which “the
habitual use of one language is being replaced by the habitual use of another” in communities
(Gal, 1979, p. 1). FLD might well be experienced by individuals within those communities and
contribute to patterns of language shift, but they are different phenomena. For example, in
Bonner’s (2001) study, older speakers of Garifuna, a non-dominant language used by Belize’s
Garinagu ethnic group, complain that Garinagu youth are ashamed to use Garifuna in the
increasingly multiethnic and multilingual town of Dangriga. This is how they make sense of the
gradual language shift that is taking place between generations. However, Bonner provided no
actual evidence of any Garinagu person expressing shame about their Garifuna L1. Similarly,
McDonald (1994) and Constantinidou (1994), in their anthropological studies of women’s
preference for dominant languages (French and English, respectively) over their subordinate L1s
(Breton and East Sutherland Gaelic, respectively), argued that women were drawn to the social
mobility symbolised by the dominant languages without necessarily demonstrating that they
experienced negative affective reactions when using their non-dominant L1s. Indeed, it may well
be that these people leading language shifts maintain positive emotional attachments to their L1s
while at the same time shifting to the habitual use of other languages. This continues to be the
case in Ireland, where, despite the fact the Irish language continues to be highly valued by the
6

majority of the population as a symbol of national identity, numbers of daily speakers continue to
decline and language revitalisation efforts tend to result in passive bilingualism or the tokenistic
use of just a few words for marketing purposes—results that do not seem conducive to the
halting the decline of Irish in the long term (Brennan & O’Rouke, 2019; Paulston, 1994).
Having clarified some of the finer conceptual details of FLD through the above
discussion of its relationship to similar concepts, I now provide a discussion of instances in the
literature on (and by) Japanese late plurilinguals in which FLD might have been a useful
explanation for their experiences.
Possible Sightings of FLD in the Literature on Japanese Late Plurilinguals
In a complementary vein to the research reported in Moore (2013), Harrison’s (2011)
doctoral research examined the role that English played in the experience and performance of
sexual identity for eight queer Japanese plurilinguals, most of whom appear to have been LPs.
While the autoethnographic accounts and cross-participant analyses the eight participantresearchers generated tended to focus on the symbolic meaning English assumed in their lives,
Harrison noted that “negative attitudes towards Japanese language and Japanese culture were
evident to some extent in all eight narratives/analyses either through direct labeling and
description or indirectly through comparison statements [with English]” (p. 149). Reflecting on
writing their own autoethnographic accounts in English, one of the participant-researchers,
Akihito revealed that “it’s easier for me to express my sexuality in English because I can get safe
distance and I know that my acquaintances who do not know about my sexuality won’t read it.”
(p. 118). Harrison interpreted this “safe distance” afforded by English as “an affective and
cognitive distance from [Akihito’s] native language community contribute to him feeling less
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anxious about constructing a public sexual identity” (p. 119). Another participant-researcher,
Mayumi, similarly wrote:
… I realized that I was more conformable to read or talk in English regarding to
sexuality. It might be able to think that It’s because English was not my first language
and there is distance between the concept in my mind and the real meanings that the
terms have. And the another is that there were much more useful terms in English to
think about it logically. Also I still couldn’t get rid of the dirty image from the Japanese
terms. (p. 240)
The “dirty” Japanese terms she refers to in the final sentence are “レズ” (rezu) and “ホモ”
(homo), gairaigo terms for “lesbian” and “homosexual,” borrowed and translated from English
into Japanese, and often used in discriminatory ways. Participant-researcher Katsuya, reflecting
on his own experiences and those of his fellow participant-researchers, argued that “it is not very
strange that some of gay Japanese feel more comfortable speaking English about being gay
because in my opinion, they are suppressed both at the language level and at the society level”
(p. 122). These accounts from the participant-researchers offer some intriguing analytic leads,
but because Harrison’s focus, like mine in Moore (2013), was mainly on what English
represented to the participant-researchers, the exact nature and causes of these queer LPs’ desire
to distance themselves from their Japanese L1 (at least when it came to discussing their
sexuality) is not explored any further. I would argue that the cases in Harrison (2011) are
consistent with the idea of plurilinguals distancing themselves from their L1 because of its
entanglement with, and subsequent connotation of, perceived impediments to their current or
future flourishing—in this case, as queer people.
8

While Moore (2013) and Harrison (2011) both contain data indicative of queer Japanese
LPs experiencing the phenomenon I theorise here as FLD, it is important to note that there are
examples of what looks like FLD in non-queer Japanese LPs, too. Takahashi’s (2013)
longitudinal study of a group of Japanese women negotiating their identities and desires for
English, social mobility and White masculinity while living and learning in Australia offered
examples that seem to indicate a similar phenomenon. For example, one of her participants
related her feelings of repulsion when her bilingual Australian boyfriend used Japanese during a
sexual encounter:
Ichi:

you know he was using Japanese in bed and it was such a turn off! he said to me,
“wow you are so wet!” in Japanese ((with a frown on her face and frustration in
her voice)). it was so disgusting!
(p. 80, translated from Japanese by Takahashi)

Takahashi analysed Ichi’s reaction as stemming from her desire to use her White boyfriend as a
means to master English and that his use of Japanese undermined her image of him as a “pure”
English-speaker. However, I argue that Ichi’s reaction could also be understood as a product of
her desire to distance herself from Japanese in intimate situations. Later, another participant,
Chizuko, tells Takahashi that she prefers foreign men because, to her, any relationship with them
would be conducted in English, and it is in English that she can be her “理想の自分” (p. 126), or
ideal self. She contrasts this with her inability to express herself in Japanese, as this forces her
“to beat around the bush” (p. 127, translated from Japanese by Takahashi). Even though Chizuko
acknowledges that her English is more limited than her Japanese, she paradoxically feels
inhibited when using her first language. In her analysis, Takahashi focused on how Chizuko’s
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desire for a White husband is linked to her motivation for learning English. However, I feel that
we could usefully explore what Chizuko’s comments imply about her feelings towards using
Japanese. Tellingly, Takahashi noted that Chizuko had expressed a sense of conflict with what
she saw as “rigid Japanese social norms” (p. 127), suggesting the significance of a similar kind
of societal suppression as that invoked by Katsuya, Harrison’s (2011) participant-researcher.
Staying with the topic of gender and social norms, but moving away from sex and love,
something resembling FLD can be found in studies looking at the use of “the West” and English
in some Japanese-born women’s projects of emancipation from patriarchal oppression. For
example, in the conclusion to McMahill’s (2001) case study of a Japanese feminist English class,
McMahill mentioned that some of the class participants, most of whom were LPs, stated that
they expressed themselves “less stereotypically and more honestly, directly, and assertively in
English than in Japanese” (p. 333). Though McMahill does not expand on this aspect much
further, she does note that such beliefs may be rooted in the “dichotomous discourses” (p. 333)
swirling around English and Japanese, and the sociocultural milieux they respectively index—
discourses that the participants could be seen to both perpetuate and challenge at times.
Published in the same year, Kelsky’s (2001) cultural anthropological study of a subset of young
Japanese women’s narratives of internationalisation was set against the same sociopolitical
backdrop. The narratives are shot through with the same “rhetorical contrasts” (p. 4) between a
progressive West offering the promise of feminist emancipation and a backward Japan, ruled
over by “‘feudalistic’ Japanese men” (p. 4). Surveying such women’s autobiographical
narratives, alongside cultural and literary texts, Kelsky not only found that English was
commonly viewed as a weapon for these women in their fight for professional advancement, but
that Japanese, “with its highly codified rules of speech hierarchy and masculine and feminine
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speech, is isolated as one of the fundamental obstacles to women’s self-expression” (p. 101).2
She cited one of her own informants who invested heavily in learning English as she felt it
empowered her to express her “many opinions” (p. 102), opinions that she felt she “couldn’t
possibly say” (p. 102) in Japanese. Later, Kelsky noted that some of her informants described the
development of a “‘Japan allergy’ leading some to reject their Japanese nationality and become,
as one woman described a friend, ‘non-Japanese Japanese,’ for whom Japan is no more than an
exotic vacation spot” (p. 210). In both studies, we are not offered any significant further
information regarding the women’s feelings about their L1 Japanese and the causes of these
feelings, and there is no clear evidence of any women specifically distancing themselves from
the Japanese language—behaviour that I will argue here is distinctive of FLD. However, the
evidence does suggest that for some of the women, their L1 Japanese had come to connote
perceived impediments to their current or future flourishing within Japan.
Perhaps the clearest glimpse we have of FLD can be found in the Japanese-American
writer Kyoko Mori’s (1997) autobiographical novel, Polite Lies: On Being a Woman Caught
Between Cultures, narratively structured around a trip back to her estranged homeland of Japan
in the wake of her father’s death. Despite being an LP, she laments her frustrations with the
Japanese language: the codes of politeness that she finds too lengthy, the way those codes reify
social hierarchies of power, and her inability to use and understand these pragmatics. In the
opening chapter, while explaining why she has only made five short trips to Japan (“all for

Needless to say, the initial promises of English and “the West” often turned out to be siren calls, and many women
became merely subject to different oppressive relations of power outside of Japan, eventually necessitating their
careful navigation of the precarious “space betwixt and between Japan and the foreign” (Kelsky, 2001, p. 202).
2
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business, not pleasure,” p. 6) in the twenty years she has lived in the United States, her desire to
distance herself from the Japanese language is unambiguous:
I don’t like to go to Japan because I find it exhausting to speak Japanese all day, every
day. What I am afraid of is the language, not the place. Even in Green Bay, when
someone insists on speaking to me in Japanese, I clam up after a few words of general
greetings, unable to go on.
I can only fall silent because thirty seconds into the conversation, I have already
failed at an important task: while I was bowing and saying hello, I was supposed to have
been calculating the other person’s age, rank, and position in order to determine how
polite I should be for the rest of the conversation. (pp. 10–11)
Her frustrations become even keener when confronted with the “high, squeaky voice” (p.
19) recognised as a common resource for Japanese-speakers when performing femininity (Ohara,
2004), and other aspects of gendered Japanese speech. Because gender is a relational system, she
describes a strong dislike for using “‘proper’ feminine language” (Mori, 1997, p. 15) when
talking with Japanese men. In such situations, she writes, “Every word I say forces me to be
elaborately polite, indirect, submissive, and unassertive. There is no way I can sound intelligent,
clearheaded, or decisive” (p. 15). It is for this reason that she refuses to use Japanese with a
Japanese male professor of physics who works at the same university as her back in the States.
While we might critically question the reality of Mori’s often very negative portrait of Japan and
its people—and the tropes on which these portrayals rely—Polite Lies offers a singular yet rich
account of the existence and nature of FLD.
The instances above provide further evidence that the phenomenon theorised here as FLD
exists among some Japanese LPs, and that the experience of it is not just restricted to those who
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identify as queer. However, because this phenomenon of Japanese LPs feeling discomfort when
using or contemplating the use of their L1 Japanese was not the main focus of any of these social
scientific and literary explorations, there were questions that remained to be answered, including
the following research questions (RQs) that drove the focus of the study reported here.
Research Questions
•

RQ1: How can the nature of (what I came to theorise as) FLD best be theorised?
o Is FLD best theorised as an affective, cognitive and/or social phenomenon?
o What are the defining characteristics of FLD?

•

RQ2: What are the causes of FLD among Japanese LPs?
o Under what conditions does FLD emerge, and why?
o What role, if any, does the Japanese linguistic system and the domains in which it
is used play in the initial development of FLD?
o What role, if any, do Japanese plurilinguals’ additional linguistic systems and
their domains of use play in the initial development of FLD?
o What role, if any, do non-linguistic factors play in the initial development of
FLD?

•

RQ3: How do Japanese LPs’ experiences of FLD develop over their lifespan?
o Which factors might amplify or lessen the intensity of the experience of FLD?
o Is it possible for LPs to change their relationship to their L1, such that it no longer
stimulates negative affect? If so, under what conditions?

Critical Realism: The Philosophical Underlabourer for This Study
For this study, I use critical realism (CR) as the metatheoretical framework, or the
philosophical underlabourer that delineates “the general contours of the world at an abstract
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level” (Bhaskar & Hartwig, 2010, p. 203) and argues for the role of science in revealing them.
CR is a philosophy of science first developed by Roy Bhaskar (1998, 2008) in the 1970s, but
since elaborated by other scholars (e.g., Archer et al., 1998; Collier, 1994; Danermark et al.,
2002; Frauley & Pearce, 2007; Sayer, 2000). CR has a number of consequences in terms of how
things like objects (broadly conceived) and causes are theorised, and how we might go about
methodologically generating data that can inform this process. While I discuss the
methodological implications of CR for the variant of grounded theory method (GTM) I used for
this study in Chapter 3, I will take some space here to outline CR’s ontological and
epistemological positions, showing how they impact the model of causation underpinning this
study, and how the ideas of language and named languages are understood within it.
Theorising Things and Their Structures, Properties and Powers/Liabilities
At the heart of CR lies a realist ontology (Archer et al., 2016). That is, CR maintains that
there is a reality that exists more or less independently of our attempts to grasp it. Critical realists
are interested in making claims about the nature of social reality, the objects (broadly conceived)
that comprise it, their internal layered structures, the emergent properties those layered structures
enable, and the powers and liabilities they obtain relative to other objects. I will unpack each of
these ideas in turn. First, we should note that the real objects we might study could include things
as disparate as the sun, humans, education systems, institutional racism, laws and policies,
individual beliefs, the relationship between a researcher and a participant, and so on. Second,
each object has a particular structure, and it is thanks to that structure that it has a set of emergent
properties. For example, Maxwell (2012) reminded us that researcher/participant relationships
are real phenomena, and that “their actual nature and operation need to be understood in order to
use them [in realist social science] productively” (p. 100). In order to analyse a particular
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researcher/participant relationship, we must first consider its layered structure (the two people
involved, their unique embodied subjectivities, the aspects of these subjectivities that become
relevant through their intersubjective exchange, the mode of their interaction, the fairly
established and differently empowered roles they assume, etc.), the properties that emerge (e.g.,
the potential for particular kinds of information to be generated), the powers that can be exerted
on other objects (e.g., the power of a researcher/participant relationship to affect the feelings of
the social actors involved) and the liabilities that other objects have in terms of being affected by
the powers of another object (e.g., the liability of a participant to be affected by the
researcher/participant relationship) (Mingers & Standing, 2017).
Critical realists also accept a causal criterion (Collier, 1994), in which “a plausible case
for the existence of unobservable entities can be made by reference to observable effects which
can only be explained as the products of such entities” (Sayer, 2000, p. 12). To develop their
case, critical realists often ask transcendental questions, such as, “What must reality be like for
this empirical observation to have been possible?” The primary mode of reasoning through
which CR creates answers to questions like these is abduction (discussed further in Chapter 3).
Examples of scientific objects that are the product of the causal criterion would include the asyet hypothetical existence of dark matter in physics, or institutional sexism or racism, the
existence of which may be unacknowledged or denied within an institution but the effects of
which might be observed by looking at, say, the promotional outcomes of gendered and
racialised employees in a particular company (Martinez et al., 2014; Zotzmann, 2017). RQ1 and
its sub-questions inquire about the nature of the phenomenon that I and others have observed the
effects of in Japanese late plurilinguals, namely, in their expressed emotional discomfort when
using their L1 Japanese, and their subsequent efforts to distance themselves from it. The
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phenomenon itself is not explained by extant theory, and it cannot be observed directly, so we
can reason its existence by asking what reality must be like in order for it effects, which we can
observe, to be true.
Multiply Determined Causation in a Complex, Open System
CR assumes that causation in our complex, open world is multiply determined (ElderVass, 2014), meaning that “events are caused by the interaction of many different causal factors”
(p. 252). For example, there is unlikely to be just one single cause of FLD, but a complex
generative or causal mechanism involving many factors. Things, their structures, their properties,
and the potential powers/liabilities they sometimes obtain within actualised generative
mechanisms all belong to what Bhaskar (2008) termed the domain of the real. The properties and
powers/liabilities of things are not always activated, but when they are activated under particular
conditions, the generative mechanism fires, and this causes events to occur—the domain of the
actual. Actual events occur all the time, but very few are observed and apprehended by social
actors. Those that are experienced belong to the empirical domain. CR is epistemologically
relativist, and the empirical domain collects all of our subjective, more or less fallible
experiences of the reality. Our apprehension of events that occur (the actual) and the nature of
the things involved in them (the real) is always imperfect, but some accounts can be judged as
better than others. Thus, in CR, reality is stratified into these three domains: the real, the actual
and the empirical. This is what is meant when critical realists refer to the paradigm’s depth
ontology (Collier, 1994). RQ2 and its sub-questions aim to establish the constellation of causal
conditions (things, processes, types of events, etc.) that are involved in the generative mechanism
that causes FLD to emerge among some Japanese LPs. Finding the most plausible and persuasive
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answers to RQ3 and its sub-questions should help us to understand if and under what causal
conditions FLD might be resolved.
Using CR’s Depth Ontology to Theorise Language and Languages
Some of the assumptions implicit in the way participants and I discussed language
together are decidedly unfashionable in contemporary applied linguistics. For example, the emic
accounts from Japanese LPs that first suggested the potential reality of FLD to me presupposed
the existence of a distinct language called Japanese that was used “in Japan,” and as we
generated data for the study, we often discussed named languages like English and Japanese in
ways that suggested they existed as well-defined, discrete linguistic objects. Indeed, in a way,
this implicit theorisation was written into the project through the selection criteria that
participants must (a) have learned Japanese as an L1, (b) have had some proficiency in at least
one other language, (c) have experienced feelings of emotional discomfort when using (speaking,
listening, reading, writing, thinking in, etc.) Japanese (see Chapter 3). This was necessary
because I needed to describe the phenomenon in terms that would be readily understood by
potential participants, and the evidence I had at that point suggested that the concept of Japanese
as a distinct (and geographically-bound) named language was central to the empirical experience
of the phenomenon.3
However, I think it is important to be clear about the very specific way in which I
understand the reality of named languages, and how this relates to what is real about language
and actual linguistic practices. To do so, I draw on the work of Alison Sealey and Bob Carter

3

To some extent, this was also unavoidable, as even those scholars who seek to expose the unreality of any unitary
languages indexed by named languages often find it nigh impossible to do their work without recourse to the very
terms and concepts they hope to debunk (e.g., Blommaert & Rampton, 2016; Otheguy et al., 2015; Vallejo & Dooly,
2020).
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(Carter & Sealey, 2015; Sealey & Carter, 2004) who, in theorising language and languages
across CR’s depth ontology, have provided a theoretical account that allows us to bring together
in a stratified framework both common-sense, empirical ideas of named languages and more
accurate theoretical accounts of what language and languages are really like.
According to Sealey and Carter, aspects of language that belong to the domain of the real
include, at an individual level, human language capacity, or “the mechanisms internal to the
human organism which make language processing [and production] possible” (Sealey & Carter,
2004, p. 70). This would also include the mental architecture that allows each human to store
their own distinct idiolect. What is real about language also includes its structure and properties
external to the human mind that enable intersubjective communication—its material nature as
waves of sound that travel from the mouth of one speaker to the ears of another (or gestured
signs performed by a user of sign language and perceived by the eyes of another) and its
potential property of being written down, all of which enable ideas (and language itself) to be
passed on.
When these structures and properties of language are actualised by human actors through
cognitive action and social practices, this results in real sense- and meaning-making events that
belong to the domain of the actual. Hall (2020) refers to these as “instantiations of the language
capacity” (p. 21) and—writing here specifically about ontologies of English, but making points
applicable to the relationship between any actual language variety and a named language—notes
that they “exist independently of what people think English is, of the existence of the word
English, and indeed, of whether people are aware that English exists” (p. 22). As human
practices unfold over the contours of extended space and time, Sealey and Carter (2004) argue
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that this gives rise to the “separation of some varieties [of language] and the merging of others”
(p. 72), though they clarify that
our position here is emphatically not one which seeks to reify language varieties. They
are not natural kinds, their boundaries are porous, their codification is indeed often a
matter of politics rather than linguistics; nevertheless languages as actualized variants do
have an existence as cultural emergent properties. … On our account, … language
varieties—“languages”—are examples of the domain of the actual. The issue of naming
and accurately classifying varieties is a different matter from recognizing and
acknowledging their existence. (p. 73)
Likewise, Pavlenko (2006) asserts that “as permeable and porous as they are, linguistic and
cultural boundaries and entities exist and are real phenomena to be counted with” (p. 28).
Linguistic practices are unevenly distributed across space (and time), and this accounts for the
empirical experience of encountering language that is practically incomprehensible to us,
especially when we travel (Carter & Sealey, 2015). Though discretely named languages may be
poor concepts with which to accurately grasp actual patterns in the distribution of linguistic
knowledge and practices, named languages do exist as empirical objects.
There is a substantial body of literature that shows how the empirical notion of named
languages shapes both how plurilinguals understand their linguistic repertoires and their actual
behaviour. Though the mental structure of one’s linguistic repertoire is unlikely to be variegated
along the ideological fault lines of named languages (Li, 2018), Grosjean’s (2001) model of the
language mode continuum demonstrates how even nascent plurilinguals routinely and
successfully switch between different language modes, ranging from almost completely
monolingual to fully plurilingual, depending on their assessment of a wide variety of internal and
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external factors that bear on the communicative or sense-making task in which they are engaged.
In a comprehensive survey and critical discussion of empirical studies that explore the emotional
lives of plurilinguals from a variety of disciplinary levels, Pavlenko (2005) concludes that due to
the often uneven distribution of language varieties across the social domains of a plurilingual’s
lifeworld, “even when the two or more languages are learned from infancy or early childhood,
speakers may be socialised into somewhat different affective repertoires … in these languages”
(p. 230), and that “differences in repertoires internalized in the process of affective socialization,
combined with cross-linguistic differences in emotion concepts and scripts, may result in
development of distinct affective styles in the respective languages, often perceived as distinct
affective and relational selves” (p. 231) (see also Burck, 2005; Dewaele, 2010; Kramsch, 2009a).
Thus, as real objects in an empirical sense, named languages remain important—and potentially
causally significant—components in the psychic and social lives of plurilinguals.
CR’s depth ontology, then, allows us to bring together seemingly incompatible ontologies
of language, language varieties and named languages. Crucially, this account of the reality of
language also explains how it is possible for Japanese LPs like Yoshi, Ikumi and Kyoko Mori to
feel the way they do about the linguistic practices they understand to be “Japanese.”
The Structure of the Following Chapters
As I searched for an existing theoretical framework that could explain the experiences of
the Japanese LPs discussed above, I surveyed a wide range of literature that discussed
plurilinguals who had in some way distanced themselves from their L1s. In Chapter 2, I present a
summary of that theoretical sampling, as I believe it ultimately sketches out the potential reach of
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FLD in terms of its explanatory power when applied to groups other than Japanese LPs.4 In
Chapter 3, I explain the critical realist variant of GTM I employed in this study, building on the
developing literature that has explored the compatibility of CR with GTM to adduce four broad
tenets that I believe emerge from their combination and make the methodology I used distinctive.
With these tenets forming a methodological foundation, I then describe the actual practices I
engaged in with the participants to iteratively generate and analyse what I theorise as their
linguistic (auto)biographies, before exploring some of the practical and theoretical implications
of my commitment, as a critical realist, to the understanding that research is ineluctably a social
practice. I conclude the chapter by sharing information about the 30 participants in this study.
My use of GTM in this study also explains why there is no dedicated early chapter laying out the
mid-range theoretical frameworks that deductively framed my understanding of my object of
study. While the majority of modern GTM variants acknowledge both the impossibility of
atheoretical understanding and the important contributions that extant theory can make in the
construction of a grounded theory, I endeavoured to delay my integration of extant theories with
my grounded theory until I was sure that the extent of their explanatory fit with my empirical
data gave me sufficient warrant to do so. In some cases, my analysis of the data also enabled me
to modify and even expand on those extant theories, as I will show in later chapters. To better
reflect the timeline and nature of this process within the narrative structure of this dissertation, I
have chosen to integrate the presentation of these extant theories with my presentation of the
grounded theory itself, which is unpacked across Chapters 4–8. Chapter 4 looks across the
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In his discussion of the role of extant theory in ensuring our eventual theories are informed (rather than wilfully
naïve), Thornberg (2012) argues that conducting a broad literature review prior to engaging in data generation and
analysis can be understood as a form of theoretical sampling, a vital methodological process in the development of a
grounded theory (see Chapter 3).
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participants’ linguistic (auto)biographies in order to abductively theorise a series of sequential
linguistic knowledge states that I contend (a) all LPs must go through, (b) explains how LPs
come to empirically understand Japanese as their first language, and, (c) provides a theoretical
account of the formation of the binary conceptual system from which FLD emerges. Chapter 5
then focuses on the LP participants whose linguistic (auto)biographies showed evidence of FLD
to identify a set of causal conditions that I assert are key factors in its emergence. Chapter 6
pauses at the moment of emergence to first discuss the roles that ideologies and beliefs of
language, people and places play in the emergence of FLD, before going on to show how, in line
with CR’s critical obligations, I worked with participants to first trace the origins of their beliefs
and then interrogate their veracity. Chapter 7 unpauses the analysis to discuss some of the
contingent factors that can be seen to amplify the intensity of FLD and its shaping effects on the
trajectories of the LPs’ lives over time and space. While some of the participants’ linguistic
(auto)biographies indicated that they were still experiencing FLD while participating in the
study, others constructed themselves as having experienced a change in their affective stance
towards Japanese, such that it no longer connoted ill-being for them. I term this process
reassociation, and in Chapter 8 I attempt to transcend the empirical details of those participants’
accounts to identify some more general conditions that can be seen to facilitate the process. In
the final Chapter, I first look back, summarising my theory of the nature of FLD and its causes in
Japanese LPs, before reflecting on how the study unfolded in terms of its methodological and
ethical dimensions, and considering the extent to which it met the various quality criteria
outlined in Chapter 3. I finish by looking forward, discussing the implications and potential
significance of the study to the field of applied linguistics, and mapping out some promising
directions for future research suggested by my study.
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Chapter 2: Plurilinguals Distancing Themselves from Their L1
In this study, I combined the metatheoretical CR framework introduced in the previous
chapter with the systematic guidelines and strategies of GTM (see Chapter 3), a research
methodology that is well-suited to developing new theory, well grounded in empirical data, to
answer exploratory research questions. A common misconception of GTM is that all of its
variants demand that practitioners delay conducting a literature review until the latter stages of
their own analysis. In fact, aside from those still adhering to Barney Glaser’s version of the
method (1998), most modern GTM variants acknowledge the value of judiciously engaging with
the existing literature pertinent to the general field and/or topic of one’s inquiry (Hoddy, 2019;
Hood, 2007; Strauss, 1987, Thornberg, 2012). For example, Thornberg (2012) advises that “the
researcher should investigate the prior knowledge in the substantive field to enhance his or her
theoretical sensitivity as well as the potential of the study to relate and contribute to this preexisting knowledge” (p. 251). In this chapter, I summarise my survey of a variety of sources—
including empirical research studies, autobiographies, essays and interview reports—from a
number of disciplines—including bi/multilingualism, Indigenous language revitalisation, literary
studies and psychotherapy—in order to provide a wide-ranging overview of documented
instances of plurilingual people distancing themselves from their L1. Although, as I will show,
this survey did not yield a theoretical account that could sufficiently explain the nature and
causes of the same phenomenon observed in Japanese LPs, it did raise my sensitivity to the
potential scope of the factors involved and the range of scales across which they might operate.
Furthermore, it helped me to identify a number of plurilingual populations for which my
eventual grounded theory might hold transferable explanatory power. With loose brushstrokes,
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the literature can be divided into approaches in which plurilinguals’ L1 distancing is understood
as primarily a) a social phenomenon and b) a psychological phenomenon.
Before I begin, however, I note that at this point in the narrative structure of the
dissertation, I am wary of labelling these instances as hitherto unidentified examples of FLD—to
repeat, a relatively enduring psychosocial process through which a person distances themselves
from their L1 because of its entanglement with, and subsequent connotation of, perceived
impediments to their current or future flourishing—as I have not yet shown the evidence and my
argument for this theorisation. Thus, I will refer to the examples that follow as instances of one
key definitional component of FLD: L1 distancing, or the practice of symbolically distancing
oneself from linguistic practices commonly understood to belong to one’s named L1. I will
return to the question of whether the diverse instances discussed in the present chapter might
fruitfully be understood as the products of FLD in the final chapter.
L1 Distancing as a Primarily Social Phenomenon
This group includes immigrant children whose L1 is different from the dominant
language of the receiving country, the children of first- and second-generation immigrants whose
home language(s) include non-dominant languages, and Indigenous youth in postcolonial
contexts.
L1 Distancing in Immigrant Children and the Children of Immigrants
Perhaps the most widely discussed group of people who have been observed distancing
themselves from their L1 are children whose families have immigrated to a receiving nation state
in which their home language is not dominant. This includes children who have immigrated with
their families and those born into successive generations of immigrant families (hereafter
collectively, but not unproblematically, referred to as immigrant children). While it should be
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noted that not all immigrant children distance themselves from their L1 (Hinton, 1999), evidence
from the studies reviewed here suggests that wanting to distance themselves from the nondominant, or heritage language (Chik et al., 2017), at some stage in their development is the
norm rather than the exception for such children. The causes identified in the literature are
complex and have been understood as the result of the interaction between various dynamics
including the identity development of children, family structures, socialisation with peers,
policies and practices within educational institutions, and larger structural forces such as
ideological discourses and government policy.
Depending on the ethnolinguistic vitality of their heritage language in their surrounding
contexts, the literature suggests that many immigrant children experience an initial stage of what
Tse (1998) has termed unawareness. This is a relatively brief stage in which ethnic minorities,
especially children, are relatively unconscious of their minority status and, if their home
language is a heritage language, the non-dominant status of their L1. This typically occurs while
children are being cared for at homes embedded in ethnic enclaves and before entering school.
Data from Hinton (1999) supports the idea of an initial stage of unawareness, during
which immigrant children acquire and use their heritage languages relatively unselfconsciously.
The following quote from one of Hinton’s Asian-American students studying in the United
States exemplifies this stage:
I came to the United States when I was just ready to begin preschool and the only
language I spoke was Hindi. My first exposure to American-English was with another
young Indian girl. She spoke only in English and I only in Hindi, but amazingly enough
the language barrier was unable to prevent us from somehow communicating and playing
games. However, when I went home, I remember feeling bad for the girl because I
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thought she had a language deficiency and could not speak. I thought Hindi was the
universal medium of communication and the concept of speaking a different language
was unfathomable. (pp. 204–205)
Jia and Aaronson (2003) note how the independent mobility of very young children is
often restricted to the home and perhaps its close environs. Depending on the demographic
profile of the neighbourhood and the ethnolinguistic vitality of heritage languages in community
spaces, this can result in immigrant children who live in ethnolinguistically vibrant enclaves
maintaining a longer period of positive heritage language acquisition and use, as Reese and
Goldenberg (2006) discovered in their study of Spanish language maintenance among Mexican
heritage families living in two demographically contrasting southern Californian communities:
the pseudonymous “Platero” community, a “densely populated, low-income, exclusively Latino
urban neighborhood,” (p. 46) and the “Garden” community, a “middle-income, predominantly
Anglo suburban community” (p. 46). During their year-long comparative case study of the two
communities, they found that, there were fewer signs indicative of a Spanish to English language
shift among the elementary school-age children living in the Platero community in which
Spanish remained dominant and widespread. For example, while the Garden community parents
were already noting superior English proficiencies and a preference for English over Spanish
among their children, “none of the parents in the Platero sample described children’s loss of
Spanish proficiency or reluctance to use Spanish” (p. 55).
The Platero school children were the exception to the rule, however. With remarkable
consistency across the studies reviewed here (Hinton, 1999; Kanno, 2004; Kouritzin, 1999; Lee,
2013; Shin, 2002; Shin, 2017; Wong Fillmore, 2000), entering school within the receiving
country also often meant entering a stage of ethnic ambivalence/evasion (Tse, 1998), with a
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detrimental effect on heritage language use as immigrant children become socialised into the
dominant sociolinguistic practices of the school. In many cases, this resulted in a deeper negative
emotional reaction to their heritage first language. Suàrez-Orozco (2005) states, “most children
long to be like others; many will quickly show a preference for the language of the dominant
culture” (p. 138), but quite why this is the case is not easy to explain and involves a number of
contributing factors. First, immigrant children quickly learn that social participation in most
schools is reliant on the acquisition of the dominant language, as this quote from one of Hinton’s
(1999) informants clearly demonstrates:
I went to an elementary school where there were virtually no Asians and predominately
whites. At first, I was excited to see kids with blond hair and pale colored skin like those
people in the movies. However, my excitement didn’t last long as I began to realize that
there was no way I could communicate with them because I spoke no English at all. (p.
205)
This is especially the case in contexts like Greece, Japan, and the United States, where
monolingual ideologies are widespread and manifest concretely in educational policies such as
state-level English-only instruction policies (Wiley & Lee, 2009) and the dismantling of
bilingual education programs (Rumbaut, 2009), and teachers’ belief that support for heritage
language maintenance is the responsibility of families and immigrant communities, not public
schools (Gkaintartzi et al., 2015; Kanno, 2004).
Sadly, it should be noted that learning the dominant linguistic code may not be enough to
fit in. Miller’s (2004) three-year study of recently immigrated children in Australia revealed that
legitimated participation is often granted by peers on the basis of their racialised appearance,
rather than English proficiency, with some participants reporting “black hair” Asian students
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being marginalised by their classmates in ways that “blondy hair” students were not, despite both
“black”- and “blondy”-haired groups being similarly less proficient in English (p. 303).
Against this backdrop of monolingual and sometimes racist ideology, Wong Fillmore
(2000) argued that subtractive bilingualism, in which one language becomes dominant over the
other, is a common outcome as immigrant children
come to believe that the language they already know, the one spoken at home by their
families, is the cause of the barrier to participation, inclusion, and social acceptance.
They quickly discover that in the social world of the school, [the dominant language] is
the only language that is acceptable. The message they get is this: “The home language is
nothing; it has no value at all.” If they want to be fully accepted, children come to believe
that they must disavow the low status language spoken at home. (pp. 207–208)
Here we see how something resembling FLD can develop among immigrant children as the
heritage language becomes a salient marker of difference and seems to connote ill-being. This
can manifest in the children’s own language preferences, such as Zhang and Slaughter-Defoe’s
(2009) participants, 18 Chinese immigrant children living in the United States, who were seldom
observed speaking Chinese with each other or their Chinese-speaking peers. As one participant
told them, “I only speak Chinese when I have to” (p. 90). One of the Indian-American
participants in Hinton’s (1999) linguistic autobiography study is even more emphatic:
Not only was I obviously different in my physical appearance, but I had to deal with a
separate culture as well. And my linguistic background was one of the only things I could
suppress, by speaking only in English. I used to get so embarrassed whenever anyone
asked me what language I spoke, or for that matter, even brought up anything Indian. I
mean really embarrassed. My face would get very hot. (p. 290)
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In extreme cases, immigrant children may refuse to use their heritage language
completely, even with their families. Wong Fillmore (2000) detailed the story of Kai-fong, a
young boy who moved to the San Francisco Bay area from Hong Kong at the age of five with his
family. Kai-fong was mercilessly bullied by other boys and ridiculed for his homemade clothing
they perceived to be feminine. He became withdrawn and, once he had learned a little English,
refused to speak Cantonese at home, even with his grandmother who could not speak or
understand English. Family relations deteriorated and Kai-fong, by this time preferring the name
“Ken,” dropped out of school. His activities remained a mystery to his parents. Indeed, as
documented in Burck (2005), Kouritzin (1999), Rodriguez (1981), Shin (2017) and Song (2010),
some immigrant children may not need to refuse to speak their heritage language at home as their
parents, often encouraged by misguided teachers and healthcare professionals, adopt the
dominant language as the home language in the belief that it will help their children to adapt to
the receiving context and do well academically.5
During the stage of ethnic ambivalence/evasion, immigrant children’s language
preference can even extend to other family members, and there are numerous accounts within the
literature of such children who, wishing to avoid intense feelings of shame triggered by public
use of their heritage language, beg their parents not to use that language with them in front of
others (Caldas & Caron-Caldas, 2002; Caldas, 2008; Ellis & Bilbatua, 2013; Grosjean, 2010;
Kouritzin, 1999; Lee, 2013).

I should note here that I do not consider these parents’ adoption of the dominant language over their first as the
home language to necessarily constitute an example of FLD. In none of these cited examples is it clear that the L1
has developed a negative affective valence for the parents themselves, only that they make this decision in the belief
that embracing the dominant language at home will provide some instrumental benefit to their children. Of course, it
is quite possible that such family language policies would contribute to the development of FLD among the children.
5
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I do not wish to suggest here that wanting to distance themselves from their L1 is an
inevitable experience for all immigrant children whose L1 is non-dominant, or that they will
never reestablish a positive relationship with their heritage language. Tse (1998) finds that many
go on to embrace ethnic identities associated with their heritage language before finding ways to
incorporate their various identities in ways that work for them. Evidence from Caldas and CaronCaldas’s (Caldas & Caron-Caldas, 2002; Caldas, 2008) longitudinal study, in which they charted
their three children’s language preferences and identity development as they tried to raise them
in a francophone home environment while living in the United States, indicates that—under
certain circumstances (see below)—immigrant children can come back around to their heritage
languages. Despite all three children exhibiting behaviors that would seem indicative of FLD
during their adolescence (e.g., not speaking French even when at home or with other
francophone friends; begging their parents not to speak French to them in public) (Caldas &
Caron-Caldas, 2002), by older adolescence, all three
had moved beyond the most intense socializing pressure of their peer networks, and were
developing an increasingly positive view of themselves as bilinguals who were not
ashamed to reveal this dimension of their personality. (p. 307)
A note of caution is warranted here, however, as we must acknowledge that this particular family
was able to leverage considerable funds of economic, cultural and social capital in the support of
this long-term positive bilingual identity development; as a middle to upper-middle class family
(one parent a university lecturer, the other a French immersion teacher), they had enough
economic capital to own a summer residence in Quebec, ensuring that the children spent regular
summers immersed and validated in their heritage language. Moreover, the heritage language
itself, French, holds a certain cultural cachet within the U.S. linguistic marketplace that many
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other heritage languages are rarely afforded (Kinginger, 2004). Only a very small proportion of
immigrant families will have access to similar kinds of capital.
Indigenous Youth in Postcolonial Contexts
In this study, I use Indigenous as a transnational term that can be used to broadly describe
the “living descendants of pre-invasion inhabitants of lands now dominated by others. They are
culturally distinct groups that find themselves engulfed by other settler societies born of forces of
empire and conquest” (Anaya, 2004, p. 3). Experiences resonant with my definition of FLD have
also been documented among some Indigenous youth growing up in postcolonial contexts, such
as the United States and Canada. This is not to say, however, that all Indigenous youth wish to
distance themselves from their L1; far from it, as the reports on numerous successful language
revitalisation projects and thriving Indigenous language practices attest (e.g., McIvor &
Anisman, 2018). However, the documented cases of L1 distancing among Indigenous youth can
be classified into two groups: those who were sent to residential schools and those who grow up
in contemporary Indigenous communities.
Assimilationist boarding or residential schools have frequently been used by colonial
powers as a means through which to subjugate Indigenous peoples, disrupt their communities
and forcefully absorb them into the dominant, supposedly more “civilised” colonizing society.
As Patrick (2007) pointed out, this often conveniently aided and abetted the colonizing force’s
desire for settlement lands, economic exploitation of Indigenous people and lands and so-called
“development”. As part of this mission, Indigenous youth were often forbidden from using their
first languages in favour of the dominant language of the coloniser. These rules were
systematically enforced through the use of punishments, often physical (Wyman, 2012). Though
some Indigenous youths managed to maintain their languages even in the face of such systematic
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eradication (Kelly et al., 2010), many suffered a seemingly permanent rupture with their L1, as
the following testimony from a residential school survivor illustrates:
Today I understand quite a few words in my own language. But every time I try and talk
it, my tongue hurts. I didn’t know why. I ran into another woman who went to residential
school with me and we were talking about it. She asked me if I remembered how they
would stick a needle in our tongue if we got caught talking our language. … Maybe that’s
why my tongue hurts whenever I try to talk my own language. (Assembly of First
Nations, 1994, p. 25, as cited in Hare & Davidson, 2016, p. 251)
Even without experiencing actual violence, the threat of punishment was enough.
Richard, a native Cree speaker who lost his first language through the residential school system
in Canada, is one of the participants in Kouritzin’s (1999) phenomenological multiple case study
of language loss among simultaneous and early plurilinguals (i.e., those who were raised
plurilingually from birth or those who began acquiring an additional language before the age of
12; see Chapter 3). He attested:
I heard that you got strapped if you spoke your language at that time. I never- I never got
strapped because I didn’t speak my language in the classroom. I was very careful about
that, right? Because I had never been strapped so I didn’t know what it was about, right?
And, I certainly didn’t want to find out. (p. 72)
Richard describes how he was at first excited about the thought of learning English as he
and other people in his community bought into the ideology of English as a valuable form of
cultural capital that would allow them to communicate with the outside world (p. 63). As his
fluency in Cree diminished during his long periods spent away from his family and wider
community, this was compounded by feelings of shame directed toward his first language as “an
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ancient dying language” (p. 67), showing that shame is an emotion shared by some Indigenous
language speakers and language minority children who distance themselves from their L1. To
counter these feelings of shame, Richard eventually invested in the idea that “you’re cool
because you speak English, you’re cool because you don’t speak Cree anymore. It’s better
because now you’re white, right?” (p. 67). Happily, Richard went on to reembrace his Cree
heritage and language, returning to his reserve and becoming fluent once more—over the course
of five years—through his participation as a community member and leader.
Even though most residential school systems have been dismantled today, feelings of
shame, engendered through the sociohistorically constructed hierarchy within which Indigenous
languages are usually marginalised, are still at play. A study conducted by McCarty et al. (2006)
investigated Indigenous language shift and maintenance among Navajo youth at four schools in
Arizona. They discovered that some of the youths were concealing the fact that Navajo was their
first language:
Jonathan initially reported that he was “learning” Navajo in school. However, during an
interview that lasted more than two hours, he revealed that his first language was, in fact,
Navajo. For years, he said, he had been “caught up in the confusion of learning English,
having to form those words in my head”. His first elementary teacher, who was Navajo,
had belittled him for his accented and ungrammatical English. This made Jonathan’s
early goal in school “just survival, how to cope in this colonial world we live in.” (pp.
667–668)
A teacher at one of the schools recounted her surprise during parent-teacher conferences
to discover that some students who had claimed not to know Navajo were, in fact, raised in
Navajo-speaking environments (p. 671). Similarly, another student commented that many of his
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schoolmates felt that Navajo stigmatised them as “uneducated, and they haven’t experienced
anything in the world” (p. 670). A Navajo-speaking mother ventriloquised her son, who was
refusing to speak to her in Navajo:
He’ll say, “Why do I have to speak Navajo? ... It’s a new world. We’re more into
technology, we’re into the bilaga´ana [White, English-speaking] world. I don’t have to
speak my language ... We want to go forward, not backward.” (p. 671)
Similar patterns of symbolic domination that associate the coloniser’s language with
modernity and various forms of success while perniciously chaining local Indigenous languages
to negative values have been documented around the world, including among Garifuna-speaking
communities in Belize (Bonner, 2001) and Miyara Yaeyaman speakers in Japan (Hammine,
2021). For some Indigenous youth, then, their Indigenous languages have taken on a negative
symbolic value, associated with ignorance of the modern world and dying cultures, while the
dominant language of the coloniser presents itself innocuously as the language of modernity and
progress, all achieved through the often-hidden sociohistorical machinations of colonialism and
its vestiges.
L1 distancing among both immigrant and Indigenous children emerges out of what
Blommaert (2007) has termed orders of indexicality. When we use a particular accent, dialect or
language, that performance indexes certain qualities, identities, characteristics and so on. The
things that language performances point toward are often ordered in hierarchies of value. These
orders of indexicality are tied to certain places and times, such that the same linguistic
performance might have a different meaning or value in Context A compared to Context B.
Blommaert states that,
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if forms of semiosis are socially and culturally valued, these valuation processes should
display traces of power and authority, of struggles in which there were winners as well as
losers, and in which, in general, the group of winners is smaller than the group of losers.
(p. 118)
In order for this system of oppression to succeed, Pavlenko (2005), drawing on Bourdieu
(1991), explains how the people involved—including oppressed groups—must be encouraged to
engage in the process of misrecognition, whereby “languages spoken by the dominant groups are
recognized as inherently superior, while negative attitudes toward minority groups are transposed
onto ‘their’ languages” (p. 198, my emphasis). We can see this when immigrant children
sometimes try to silence their parents’ public use of their heritage language and when Indigenous
people come to associate their language with punishment, pain and the past. It is not their lack of
loyalty to their mother tongues which is repugnant (to paraphrase Weinreich, 1953; see Chapter
1), but the external mechanisms of power through which this bond is weakened and sometimes
broken.
However, the contextual details and extralinguistic factors involved in the cases discussed
so far are notably different to those of the Japanese LPs I discussed in Chapter 1 and those later
recruited into this study (see Chapter 3). First, although Japan has no official language—and
linguistic diversity certainly does exist in Japan (see Gottlieb, 2005)—the language varieties
subsumed by the category “Japanese” are dominant and widespread. The Japanese LPs all
developed linguistic repertoires across the various domains of their lives in Japan that were
understood by them and others to be part of this dominant “Japanese”; Japanese was the
language of their family, their friends, their school teachers, their textbooks, most of the media
they were exposed to, and so on. For the most part, their use of Japanese never significantly
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marked them out as different.6 Unlike the immigrant and Indigenous children discussed above,
the Japanese LPs’ childhood linguistic repertoires ensured that, at least when measured along the
sociolinguistic dimension, they occupied a dominant social location.
Another factor that differentiates Japanese LPs from the immigrant and Indigenous
youths was that Japanese LPs occupied their sociolinguistically dominant position until at least
age 12, if not longer. The immigrant and Indigenous children who were observed distancing
themselves from their L1 all became aware at some point in their childhood (usually around the
age they entered into the school system) that their L1 did not occupy a dominant position within
the wider society in which they found themselves embedded. Though children in Japan may now
be learning English as a foreign language (EFL) from an earlier age in elementary school due to
educational reform (MEXT, 2014), all of the Japanese LPs discussed in this study only began
learning a foreign language in a sustained fashion when they entered junior high school around
age 12.7 At this point, it is safe to assume that their Japanese proficiency was firmly established,
such that they would be unlikely to suffer noticeable attrition even if they were to have moved to
another country in which Japanese was non-dominant (Schmid, 2011, pp. 72–74). Moreover,
between the ages of 12 to 15 (the age at around which compulsory education ends in Japan), all
of the Japanese LPs discussed here remained embedded in Japan, meaning that their use of
languages other than Japanese was predominantly in their EFL classes, conditions unlikely to

6

However, some participants did grow up using regional Japanese dialects that, if their families moved to different
regions, marked them as different. Still, all varieties were understood by the social actors involved as variants of
“Japanese”. See my discussion in Chapter 4 of Tsuji and his early appreciation of the differences between regional
dialects and the levels of local social capital they made available.
7
English became the required foreign language for junior high school students in 2002, and it had been the
predominant choice for foreign language study in the compulsory education system since the end of the Asia Pacific
War in 1945 (Kubota, 2020).
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diminish the social psychological benefits of having one’s L1 coincide happily with the
dominant language in the local order of indexicality (at least in theory, see Chapter 5).
In the absence of so many of the determinants of L1 distancing in immigrant and
Indigenous children and youths, the nature and causes of the phenomenon of L1 distancing
among Japanese LPs remain unexplained.
L1 Distancing as a Primarily Psychological Phenomenon
Approaches to L1 distancing among other groups of plurilinguals have framed it as a
primarily psychological phenomenon, in which social structures, hierarchies of power and
sociohistorical patterns of inequality fade into the background, replaced by past interpersonal
traumas and their psychic legacies. In this section, I draw from a varied body of literature,
including social scientific studies exploring the lived experiences of plurilingual people,
autobiographical works by noted writers, literary criticism and case studies presented by
psychoanalysts, to explore the idea of L1 distancing as a psychological process.
Additional Languages as Emancipatory Tools
Plurilinguals have been shown to—both consciously and unconsciously—deploy their
languages in principled ways as they engage with others in various sociolinguistic practices to
achieve specific ends (Grosjean, 2010). At a practical level, it can be observed that activities in
certain domains of a plurilingual’s life (e.g., work, home, school, academic writing, etc.) will be
accomplished in Language A, others in Language B, and some in both Languages A and B. It
would be incredibly rare to find a plurilingual person who used all of their languages equally in
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each of the domains that make up their lives.8 Grosjean refers to this particular patterning of
languages across plurilinguals’ lives as the complementarity principle. Very often the pattern is
easy to understand and the connections between language and domain are self-evident. For
example, there are plurilingual academics who, having done most of their academic training in
English-dominant contexts, struggle at first when asked to talk about their work in another of
their languages. However, sometimes the distribution of languages over a plurilingual’s life is
harder to explain, especially when different languages are associated with feelings of repression
or emancipation.
Though it is not always accompanied by evidence of L1 distancing, some plurilinguals
use an additional language (L+) as a tool to achieve what the literary critic and scholar Steven
Kellman (2000) has termed emancipatory detachment. Detaching themselves from the
constraints of their L1 (e.g., an overfamiliarity with the language or the stylistic shadow of
famous literary forebears), some plurilingual writers have noted that they find a creative freedom
through using an L+. For example, Nancy Huston (2002), an anglophone Canadian who later
learned French and went on to become a celebrated writer in her adopted tongue, posits that the
French language was
for me less emotionally-fraught, and therefore less dangerous, than my mother tongue. It
was cold, and I approached it coldly. It was a smooth, homogenous, neutral substance,
with no personal associations whatsoever. At least at first, the fact I was blithely ignorant

8

This is contrary to some of the claims made by translanguaging scholars. For example, García and Otheguy (2020)
have stated that, for bilingual minoritised students, “the prospect of languaging as if they inhabited separate worlds
is impossible” (p. 18). While I understand the political impetus for maintaining this within translanguaging as a
theory of pedagogy (Flores, 2014), it is less convincing as a theory of language as it belies the social ontology of
language—its uneven distribution—and the mutually constitutive dialectic of mind and society.
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of the historical, psychological and social backdrop against which I was writing gave me
a heady sense of freedom in my work. (p. 49)
Espín (1999), a Spanish-English bilingual therapist and scholar who has investigated the
role that languages play in the shifting gender roles and sexualities of immigrant women, often
found that her participants preferred to use L+ when talking about matters related to their
sexuality, and she concludes that “a second language also may provide a vehicle to express what
is inexpressible in the first language” (p. 138).
L1 Distancing as a Reaction to Trauma
In a similar way, others have used the emancipatory space of an L+ to distance
themselves from traumatic events in their past. While the exact definition of trauma is hotly
contested (see Krupnik, 2019), the American Psychological Association’s Dictionary of
Psychology (n.d.) defines trauma as:
1. any disturbing experience that results in significant fear, helplessness, dissociation,
confusion, or other disruptive feelings intense enough to have a long-lasting negative
effect on a person’s attitudes, behavior, and other aspects of functioning. Traumatic
events include those caused by human behavior (e.g., rape, war, industrial accidents) as
well as by nature (e.g., earthquakes) and often challenge an individual’s view of the
world as a just, safe, and predictable place. (para. 1)
This may be a single notable event or a series of ongoing recurring events or patterns of
behaviour.9 Some language learners who are also survivors of trauma find solace in forging a

9

Though far from conclusive, my review suggests that it might be possible to further define this group; without
exception, the instances of trauma that affected the survivor’s emotional experiences when using a particular
language were all interpersonal in nature and linguistically mediated. I could find no cases in which plurilinguals
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new identity in a new language, an endeavour that often entails moving to a new context (Busch
& McNamara, 2020). In Burck’s (2005) study of 24 plurilingual adults living in the United
Kingdom, several of her participants linked their acquisition of an L+ with the construction of a
new sense of self. One of the participants, Ursula, discursively framed her emigration from
Denmark as a chance to find a voice in an L+ and develop a new sense of self away from her
childhood during which she was physically abused by her mother (p. 77). Burck concludes that
first languages were considered as embedding familiar narratives of self and
relationships, as a touchstone for individual’s sense of self. Those with more troubled
narratives in their first language often found a new freedom in their second language. (p.
94)
Surveying a number of accounts from Jewish refugees who were forced to flee from Nazi
Germany and its spread across Europe during the Second World War, Pavlenko (2005) finds that
resentment of things German is particularly common among German Jews … because
many, if not all, lost family, friends, and relatives in the Holocaust. … they felt betrayed
by their former motherland and extended their hatred of the Third Reich to the German
language and culture with which they could no longer identify. (p. 202)
Instead, many wholeheartedly embraced the languages and cultures of their receiving
countries. For years, refugees like Gerder Lerner (2003), Ruth Kluger (2001) and many of the
participants reported in Schmid (2002) would resist the German language. As Lerner (2003)
writes,

demonstrated L1 distancing behaviours in the aftermath of trauma instigated by non-human forces, such as natural
disasters, or non-speaking human actors, such as a driver in another car who causes an accident.
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The truth was, I no longer wanted to speak German; I was repelled by the sound of it; for
me as for other Americans it had become the language of the enemy. These expressions
of mindless patriotism are not sentiments of which, in the abstract, I can approve. In
practice, however, they were just what I felt. I ceased speaking German altogether. (p.
277)
In fact, a remarkably large body of observed instances of L1 distancing can be found in
the case studies reported by therapists and counsellors working with plurilingual survivors of
trauma (e.g., Byford, 2015; Costa, 2010; Javier, 1989; Krapf, 1955; Oliva, 2017). Illustrative
examples from this literature include:
•

A Brazilian man who insisted on the use of L+ Spanish rather than L1 Brazilian
Portuguese during his therapy for sexual impotence resulting from latent
homosexual tendencies (Krapf, 1955);

•

A survivor of torture who preferred to receive counselling in L+ English as
opposed to her L1 Farsi, the language also spoken by her torturer (Costa, 2010);

•

A young Spanish man who refused to speak his L1 Spanish during his psychotic
episode, choosing instead his L+ English, which was not associated with the root
of his psychosis—his troubled relationship with both of his Spanish-speaking
parents (Javier, 1989);

•

A Latina woman who, after being hospitalised following a delusional and
psychotic episode, stridently resisted the use of Spanish L1 during her therapy
sessions which were mostly conducted in English and focused on the sexual abuse
she had suffered as a child (Oliva, 2017);
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•

A German woman who, for therapy in which she explores her dysfunctional
relationship with her mother, elects to use L+ English rather than the L1 German
she shares with the therapist (Byford, 2015).

Though use of L+ during therapy has often been viewed as an evasive or defensive
maneuver by psychoanalysts (e.g., Javier, 1989), Byford argues that it can allow plurilinguals “a
creative detachment which makes it possible to think about themselves and those inner conﬂicts”
(p. 344). Writer and scholar Pérez Firmat (2003), in his discussion of the interplay between
desire and language in the works of Anglo-Hispanic writers, argues that the Chilean author
María Luisa Bombal does exactly that in her fiction. In her early years, Bombal’s life was
characterised by literary brilliance but also various episodes of depression, attempted suicide and
an incident in which she shot a former lover three times. Returning later in life to a novel she
originally wrote in Spanish during those tumultuous years, she decided to rewrite it, this time in
English. As she did so, she also changed the story substantially—among other things, she
inserted a happy ending. Pérez Firmat asserts that writing in English “gave her the opportunity to
not be herself, to deal with her past in a detached and analytical way. ... it allowed her to come to
terms with her past without becoming absorbed by it, as she had been for many years” (p. 132).
I found two competing accounts of why L1 distancing has been observed in some
plurilingual survivors of trauma. The first I will refer to as the theory of L1 emotional primacy,
the second as the theory of Lx trauma encoding. I will take some space to adjudicate between
these rival theories, as the outcome has bearing on my later theorisation of the causes of FLD.
The Theory of L1 Emotional Primacy. Byford (2015) demonstrates that the field of
psychoanalysis has commonly understood a plurilingual person’s L1 to be associated with deeper
emotional experience, while an L+ learned post-childhood becomes the language of
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intellectualising detachment. Many argue that it is this assumed emotional primacy of an L1 that
leads plurilingual people who have experienced trauma to resist using it. For example, in their
study of three trilingual patients receiving psychotherapy in Shanghai, China, Cao et al. (2018)
find that “affective communication in the second (acquired) language was often blunted” (p.
228), a quality that makes an L+ ideal for approaching emotionally “hot” topics. In a similar
vein, Espín (1999) suggests that therapeutic practice concerning sexual relationships and
encounters “may continue to benefit from the ‘opening’ provided by a second language” (p.
144), and Byford (2015), reflecting on her own experiences undergoing therapy in both German
and English, found that “using L2 [second language] throughout somehow lowered the
temperature for approaching highly charged emotional taboo subjects” (p. 338).
However, as Pavlenko (2005) concluded based on her comprehensive discussion of a
huge body of interdisciplinary empirical studies and theoretical perspectives on emotions and
multilingualism, the most prominent of her findings is more than ample evidence for “the
possibility of affective (re)socialization in a new discursive community” (p. 227), a finding that
counters the “the popular and oversimplified assumption that in late bilingualism, L1 is always
the language of emotions and [L+] the language of distance or detachment” (Pavlenko, 2004, p.
200). This is further supported by the results of Dewaele’s (2010) analysis of almost 1,600
plurilinguals’ perspectives on the links between their languages and their emotional experiences.
While for most plurilinguals, the L1 remained their dominant language for doing emotion work,
Dewaele found that, for a minority of the participants, “the L1 was no longer the dominant
language, nor the preferred language to communicate emotions in” (p. 215), leading him to
conclude that “the emotional preponderance of the L1 does not reflect a law of nature, but is
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rather a reflection of the probability that multilinguals often remain dominant in their L1” (p.
215).
There are also notable examples of plurilinguals subsequently avoiding their L+ after
experiencing traumatic events, as in the case reported by Tehrani and Vaughan (2009) in which a
British woman, whose L1 was English, later learned French and went on to live and work in
France. At her French workplace, she experienced an extended period of bullying and
harassment from a colleague and later received therapy for it, explicitly seeking out an Englishspeaking therapist as she had “an instinctive feel that returning to her mother tongue would
provide the sense of safety and comfort which had been missing in French” (p. 13). In a
harrowing further case, Brison (2002), an L1 English American academic who acquired French
as a late L+, was subjected to a horrific sexual and physical assault, encoded in French, while in
France. Subsequently, she found she could no longer speak French without experiencing
debilitating anxiety and has since avoided using it. These two cases suggest that it is not the
order of acquisition and subsequent emotional primacy that leads to plurilinguals’ strategic
avoidance of their L1 during therapy sessions, but the status of their languages relative to the
trauma itself.
The Theory of Lx Trauma Encoding. Perhaps then, it is not so much that L+ languages
are less emotional and thus easier languages for plurilinguals to use when approaching traumatic
experiences, but that it is easier for them to do so in languages other than the one in which the
trauma was experienced. I will call the language in which the trauma was experienced the
encoding language and other languages used by the individual but not directly associated with
the trauma non-encoding languages. Psychotherapists like Byford, who are largely extrapolating
trends from a small number of cases they have experienced in their own professional practice,
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may be misattributing the observed power of a particular language to seemingly lower the
emotional heat of a traumatic memory to the fact it happens to be an L+, rather than the fact it is
a non-encoding language for that particular traumatic experience and memory (i.e., it is not the
language that encoded the original experience). Likewise, the aspect of a plurilingual client’s L1
that makes them wish to avoid it when approaching traumatic memories might not be the fact it
was first acquired, but the fact that it was the encoding language of the trauma in question—
presumably a common coincidental pattern as many people seek therapy for trauma that occurred
in their childhoods.
This alternative theoretical explanation is also consistent with a number of empiricallyderived principles discussed by Pavlenko (2005) that are relevant to the study of emotions and
plurilingualism from a neurophysiological perspective. The first is affective linguistic
conditioning, which refers to the process through which “words and phrases acquire affective
connotations and personal meanings through association and integration with emotionally
charged memories and experiences” (p. 155). An example of this are the affective responses that
the taboo words that circulate within a particular linguistic community tend to stimulate in its
members (responses that can be measured psychophysiologically, see Harris, 2004). Once
established, this conditioned relationship between signs and affect also works in reverse, too, and
this is one of the processes that contributes towards Pavlenko’s theory of language embodiment,
“whereby words invoke both sensory images and physiological reactions” (p. 155). Thus, certain
words or phrases strongly associated with a traumatic episode might, when encountered at a later
time, stimulate a similar emotional and/or somatic response as that experienced during the
traumatic episode itself. Research on autobiographical memory among plurilinguals shows that
recollections of memories tend to be more detailed and higher in perceived emotional intensity
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when later recalled in the encoding language, in contrast to the non-encoding language (e.g.,
Schrauf & Durazo-Arvizu, 2006), a phenomenon that Pavlenko (2005) refers to as the language
congruity effect. Thus, because of the embodied and linguistic nature of our engagement with the
world, the particular language variety (e.g., named language, dialect, etc.) imbricated in a given
episode is indelibly tied to our memory of it. Moreover, when we use the encoding variety to
recount the same episode, it is more likely to stimulate an echo of our original
psychophysiological responses to the episode.
A vivid example of this comes from Ariel Dorfman (2004), the Argentine-ChileanAmerican writer and academic. Dorfman’s family moved from Argentina to the United States
shortly after his birth. His first and only language was Spanish, but when he was two years old,
he caught pneumonia and was interned in a hospital in which no one spoke Spanish for three
weeks, during which he was physically separated from his parents. When reunited, he spoke to
his parents in English and refused to speak “the detested Spanish language” (p. 212) again for ten
years, and although the reasons why are not fully known to him, he later hazards that it was
Spanish’s entanglement with this near-death experience, coupled with his linguistic and familial
isolation, that drove this change in his affective orientation to his L1 Spanish. After his family’s
move to Chile, he eventually reconciled with Spanish and had a thriving career until he was very
nearly killed during the 1973 military coup and had to flee. Later, he published an acclaimed
autobiography (Dorfman, 1998) of his life in languages, structured around these two traumatic
events, and here he reflects on his decision to write in non-encoding English over his native but
encoding Spanish:
… both these shattering events were lived by me in Spanish.
So, why English?
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I think it may have been because it was the best way of dealing with the ordeal, using the
measured framework of the English words to contain the pain, to look at those
circumstances in a sort of roundabout, indirect fashion. English is a sort of oblique mirror
that allowed me to see the events in a different (or at least tolerable) light, work through
this confession, show myself, perhaps reveal myself, use the distance, treat myself as an
almost fictional object. … later on, when I was reworking the text in Spanish, I would
find myself sick and trembling, faint with anxiety … (2004, p. 212)
For Dorfman, it is Spanish’s status as the encoding language of his trauma, rather than the fact it
was his L1, that granted it such sway over him when the trauma was revisited. Coming back to
Byford (2015), if my argument is convincing, we might reword her original statement: for
plurilingual survivors of trauma, the non-encoding language, far from being only defensive,
allows them a creative detachment which makes it possible to think about themselves and those
inner conﬂicts.10 Indeed, the theory of Lx trauma encoding (in which x represents any named
language, regardless of sequence of onset of acquisition) holds true for all of the cases discussed
in this section, while the theory of L1 emotional primacy only holds true for the cases in which
the encoding language also happens to be the survivor’s L1. Thus, when the encoding language
of the trauma experienced by a plurilingual also happens to be their L1, they may demonstrate
L1 distancing behaviours when trying to approach the memory of the trauma.
The empirically-based theories that support the theory of Lx trauma encoding, and the
properties and powers they reveal language and named languages to have, ultimately also

10

Evidence from studies involving trauma survivors using multi-modal forms of expression to work through those
experiences (e.g., Carey, 2006) suggest that we might usefully widen the concepts of encoding and non-encoding
languages and begin talking about encoding and non-encoding modes in the experience and treatment of trauma.
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supported the theorisation of FLD I arrived at through this study. First, they show how it is
possible for the Japanese LPs discussed in Chapter 1 to feel emotions like shame, loneliness,
frustration, fear and disgust when using or contemplating the use of Japanese. The theory of
affective linguistic conditioning explains how language comes to not only denote things in the
world, but also connote our affective experience of those things. The theory of language
embodiment shows how affect travels along both directions of established connotative
relationships, such that the language we encountered during a particular kind of emotional
experience might stimulate a similar psychophysiological response in us to the original
experience when encountered again, even when the language is encountered in quite different
circumstances—simply hearing certain words or phrases can make us feel happy, sad, etc.
because of their association with prior experiences. Finally, the language congruity effect
suggests that we build up quite distinct affective routines around the language varieties in our
linguistic repertoires, based on their relative status as encoding/non-encoding languages for
particular kinds of embodied affective experience out in the social world, a world in which those
language varieties are distributed unevenly. This might partly explain why, for example, the
feelings that Yoshi imagined if he were to talk about his sexual identity in Japanese—that he
“shouldn’t be a gay” and that he was “only one gay person in Japan”—were not triggered when
he talked about the same subject with me in English.
At the same time, there is a key difference between the Japanese LPs who are the focus of
this study and the plurilinguals discussed in this second section whose distancing from their L1
has been understood as a primarily psychological phenomenon—the unique role of the particular
languages involved, including their histories, imagined speakers, common social loci,
surrounding ideologies, etc. For example, the primary appeal of the L+ for plurilingual writers
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like Huston (2002) is the fact that it, at least initially, appears to them as “a smooth,
homogenous, neutral substance, with no personal associations whatsoever” (Huston, 2002, p.
49). Similarly, the primary appeal of Language B over Language A common among plurilinguals
who wish to talk about taboos and trauma is that Language B happens not to be Language A
(whether the property of Language A that makes it unpreferred is that it is their L1 or the
encoding language). In none of these accounts were the unique features of Language B and its
attendant associations made relevant. Actually, if we take Kenta at his word that he would not
have cared which language he used to talk about his sexual identity as long as it was a language
other than Japanese, then there appears to be no difference. However, the other L+s that Kenta
had proficiency in were French and German. What if one of Kenta’s L+s was a language
strongly associated with state-sponsored homophobia? There are other clues that the unique
features of a particular language play a role in the emergence of FLD among Japanese LPs. For
example, Yoshi (Moore, 2013, p. 146) makes the contexts in which his L1 Japanese and L+
English are used relevant in his account (“I use Japanese in Japan … Not in US and UK, that
maybe it reminds me that I shouldn’t be a gay”). Likewise, as Masa related, “speaking Japanese
basically means that I’m talking to Japanese people who have such [frustrating] perspectives in
their mind” (p. 146). At the same time, he links his greater comfort when speaking English to the
fact that he can express himself in ways that are “simpler, clearer and more direct” (p. 146),
beliefs that seem congruent with common ideologies of English in Japan (Kubota, 1999). Thus,
the social, political and ideological lives of languages seem to play an important role in the
generative mechanism of FLD among Japanese LPs.
Conclusion
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In this chapter, I have discussed two broad approaches that people have used to
understand phenomena that I argue are indicative of FLD. In the first approach, observed L1
distancing among immigrant and Indigenous children and youths is understood as the product of
primarily social processes through which minority language L1 users respond to the status of
their language within unequal language hierarchies that favour dominant languages. In the
second approach, L1 distancing is viewed as a primarily psychological phenomenon, stemming
from a compulsion to somehow emancipate oneself from troubling affects, such as taboos and
trauma, that have left their L1-encoded psychosomatic marks on a plurilingual’s psyche.
While some aspects of the cases discussed in this chapter seemed to resonate with the
evidence I had for FLD among Japanese LPs, there were notable differences. Many of the
established causal factors driving L1 distancing among immigrant and Indigenous children—the
onset of plurilingualism in childhood, having an L1 that was non-dominant in the wider society
and its key structures—did not apply to the Japanese LPs. At the same time, and in contrast to
the mechanisms that drove other plurilinguals into the psychological freedom of an L+ later in
life, Japanese LPs’ accounts suggested that their affective repertoires around particular languages
were also shaped by the unique social, political and ideological histories of the languages
themselves. The evidence points toward a complex reality, one in which a plurilingual
individual’s agency, languages, emotions, and identities, their interpersonal relationships, the
various contexts they traverse, and the forms of power and attachment that hold these shifting
dynamics together over time and space, all have a role. In order to grasp this interplay of various
processes operating at different levels of the social world, including the psychological and social
strata of human existence, I adopted an exploratory yet systematic approach, facilitated through
the methodological strategies of GTM. In the next chapter, I lay out the defining features of a
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CR-informed variant of GTM, before describing more concretely the participants and my
approach to data generation and analysis with them.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
To answer the research questions driving this study, I employed a critical realist grounded
theory method (CRGTM). While grounded theory method (GTM), first outlined by Glaser &
Strauss in their foundational work, The Discovery of Grounded Theory (1967/2017, hereafter
referred to as Discovery), has evolved into a “family of methods” (Bryant & Charmaz, 2007, p.
11), CRGTM is perhaps still in its nascency among this family and thus requires further
explication. In this chapter, I outline the methodological strategies that unite the variants that
have evolved over the last five decades, before setting out what makes CRGTM distinctive in
comparison. Finally, after detailing the specific procedures I used to generate and analyse data
germane to my research questions, I will discuss how I negotiated ethical tensions that emerged
as the study unfolded.
Why GTM?
Since the publication of Discovery (1967/2017) and Glaser and Strauss’s subsequent
realisation that they held quite different philosophies of science and opinions on the future of the
method (see Hadley, 2017, pp. 37–44), both went on to develop their own versions of GTM
(Strauss collaborating extensively with Juliet Corbin, e.g., Corbin & Strauss, 2008). Others have
further adapted GTM for use with various research paradigms, including Charmaz’s (2014)
constructivist version and Clarke’s (2005) even more postmodern situational analysis. This has
resulted in the aforementioned “family of methods,” each with its own particular ontological,
epistemological and axiological underpinnings. Despite this plurality, Charmaz delineates nine
strategies shared across these modern GTM variants:
1. Conducting data collection and analysis simultaneously in an iterative process
2. Analysing actions and processes rather than themes
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3. Using the constant comparative method
4. Drawing on data in service of developing new conceptual categories
5. Developing inductive abstract analytic categories through systematic data analysis
6. Emphasizing theory construction rather than description or application of current
theories
7. Engaging in theoretical sampling
8. Searching for variation in the studied categories or process
9. Pursuing the development of a category rather than covering a specific empirical topic
(adapted from Charmaz, 2010, p. 11)
These interlocking strategies cumulatively contribute to the key property of GTM that
made it well-suited to help me answer my exploratory research questions: its capacity to
systematically generate substantive theory that helps to understand an empirical area of
sociological inquiry, with the possibility of using theoretical sampling to further develop that
substantive theory into abstract formal theory that transcends the particulars of a particular
context (Glaser & Strauss, 1967/2017; Urquhart, 2019).
What Makes CRGTM Distinctive?
While other variants, such as constructivist GTM and situational analysis, benefit from
the existence of comprehensive methodological guides (e.g., Charmaz, 2014, and Clarke, 2005,
respectively), an authoritative book-length guide for researchers proposing to combine CR with
GTM is not yet available. That said, the theoretical justification for combining CR with GTM
has been convincingly argued by a number of scholars in shorter publications (e.g., Belfrage &
Hauf, 2017; Hoddy, 2019; Kempster & Parry, 2011; Lomborg & Kirkevold, 2003; Oliver, 2012;
Redman-MacLaren & Mills, 2015; Yeung, 1997) and CRGTM has been fruitfully deployed in a
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number of empirical studies (e.g., Belfrage & Hauf, 2017; Bunt, 2018; Hadley, 2015; Hoddy,
2019; Hu, 2018). Synthesising the above strategies adduced by Charmaz with the central tenets
of CR (Archer et al., 2016; Price & Martin, 2018), we can suggest a number of methodological
features that, together, would make CRGTM distinctive when compared with other forms of
GTM, and these can be seen to stem from CR’s ontological realism, epistemological relativism,
judgmental rationalism and critical axiology.
Moving From Induction to Abduction in the Theorisation of Generative Mechanisms
A researcher using CRGTM begins from an inductive analysis of social actors’ empirical
accounts, and from these abductively theorises the generative mechanisms that cause events.
Like other GTM variants, CRGTM—following Bhaskar (1998)—holds that “the study of any
social practice must start with the agents’ conceptions of it” (Collier, 1994, p. 167). This is to say
that the first mode of reasoning is inductive. However, one of the goals of CR, and thus GTM, is
to develop an explanation of the causes of a particular practice. As noted in Chapter 1, CRGTM
must necessarily understand causation as the emergent product of generative mechanisms
involving real things that exist in a stratified reality (Mingers & Standing, 2017). In this sense, it
departs from constructivist GTM and situational analysis which, due to their shared foundation in
symbolic interactionism, are not overly concerned with causation, but more with understanding
how things and events come to mean to social actors through interaction and how this shapes
behaviour. CRGTM starts by inductively analysing social actors’ empirical accounts and then
shifts to an abductive, or retroductive, mode of reasoning to ask, “What must reality be like in
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order for this social practice to be possible?” (Collier, 1994).11 In asking these sorts of questions,
CRGTM aims to transcend the empirical domain in order to arrive at a better understanding of
the domains of the real and the actual. I should also note here that, because the social world is a
complex, open system, causation in CR is also understood in terms of tendencies, rather than as a
result of constant conjunction (if A happens, then B happens).
I decided to conduct this study because three of my research participants in Moore (2013)
described sometimes experiencing discomfort when using their L1 Japanese. This was interesting
because, as I discussed in Chapter 1, it seems to contradict popular and scholarly assumptions
about the real nature of the relationship that exists between humans and their L1 (especially
when they have grown up in a context in which their L1 is a dominant language), namely, that it
is a naturally comfortable one. Moreover, they struggled to account for why they had
experienced such feelings of discomfort. My goal, then, is to use CRGTM to generate relevant
empirical data and then work abductively backwards, asking what must reality be like and what
must have actually happened, under which conditions, in order for Yoshi, Kenta, Masa and
others like them to have had that empirical experience.
CRGTM’s Epistemological Relativism and Our Fallible Attempts to Grasp Reality
CR combines a realist ontology with an epistemological relativism that sets it apart from
the positivistic assumptions which have been identified and critiqued (e.g., Alvesson &
Sköldberg, 2018; Layder, 2018) in the original Discovery (Glaser & Strauss, 1967/2017) and the

11

Most theorists state that abduction and retroduction refer to the same reasoning process (Hoddy, 2019; Richardson
& Kramer, 2006; Wynn & Williams, 2012). Oliver (2012) argues that “retroduction is simply abduction with a
specific question in mind” (p. 380). I will use the more widely understood term, “abduction,” here.
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strain of GTM developed by Glaser and his students (e.g., Holton & Walsh, 2017).12 CR’s
epistemological relativism entails a number of methodological consequences for CRGTM.
First, CRGTM recognises that social actors’ accounts of the world are always inherently
fallible. This applies equally to the analyst and the participants within the context of a research
study (Al-Amoudi & Wilmott, 2011). We will only ever know the reality of things and the actual
events in which they are involved imperfectly. Care must be taken to avoid treating participants’
descriptions of things and events as objective reports. However, CR does not collapse into
judgemental relativism, instead maintaining that some accounts can be shown to be more or less
fallible than others. This is done through the generation and evaluation of evidence pertinent to a
particular account or theory. As Smith and Elger (2014) argue, within a CR approach to
interviewing (and, logically, other forms of data generation), “informants’ accounts need to be
subjected to critical scrutiny not only in their own terms but also in relation to other sources,
including observation, documents, and other interviews” (p. 119). Again, this is as true of a lay
person’s account of what happened as it is of a social scientist’s theorisation of that event.
GTM’s established practice of deductively testing nascent theoretical categories against relevant
existing and new data, known as theoretical sampling, offers a concrete method for adjudicating
between the relative verisimilitude of two competing theorisations. The theory that wins out, the
one that possesses the greatest explanatory power in terms of grasping the real processes that

12

Interestingly, in their recent book-length defense of what is in fact Glaserian GTM, Holton and Walsh (2017) both
declare themselves to be critical realists. Though they offer Glaserian GTM as a philosophically “unbiased”
methodology (p. xii) and thus do not refer to CR outside of the preface, the implication is that CR is compatible with
Glaserian GTM. If we take CR’s epistemological relativism at all seriously, we must conclude that such a
combination is impossible. Indeed, Walsh (2015, p. 540) makes much of CR’s realist ontology, while only briefly
citing Minger’s (2004) statement that CR accepts the “relativism of knowledge as socially and historically
conditioned” (p. 91). CR must be more than just positivism with a disclaimer.
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result in empirically available data, will always be assumed to exist in an asymptotic relationship
to reality (Isaksen, 2016). Our goal is to incrementally narrow the gap between our theories and
reality.
Second, CR’s epistemological relativism—in concert with its ontologically realist
position—also means that GTM’s traditional concept of theoretical saturation, which refers to
the point at which new data no longer generate insights about the researcher’s theoretical
categories and the grounded theory is complete, becomes untenable. As Saunders et al. (2018)
note, judging the point of saturation (which implies a sense of absolute analytic closure) in one’s
own work is far from straightforward. In CR’s stratified, complex and open social ontology,
could theoretical closure ever be reached? It is unlikely. Indeed, given CR’s epistemological
relativism, it is impossible. Following Dey (1999), a realist who has found GTM to be a useful
methodology (p. xiv), in this study I aimed for a more modest theoretical sufficiency, which can
be understood as “the stage at which categories seem to cope adequately with new data without
requiring continual extensions and modifications” (p. 177).
I will add a third point—which I think is absent or underdeveloped in much of the
existing literature—regarding the implications of CR’s relativist epistemology for CRGTM and
other methodologies in terms of understanding all forms of data generation as a form of social
and material practice (Moore, 2021; Talmy, 2011, Voithofer, 2005; Wernicke & Talmy, 2018).
As Archer et al. (2016) state, “knowledge is articulated from various standpoints according to
various influences and interests, and is transformed by human activity—in other words, our
knowledge is context-, concept-, and activity-dependent” (para. 9). Thus, the very research
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activities we use to generate data inevitably shape the nature and form of the data itself.13 I
follow Maxwell (2012) in understanding that a researcher’s subjectivity and the intersubjective
relationships that emerge between them and the participants both make the existence of a
position from which the researcher can enjoy fly-on-the-wall detachment and “immaculate
perception” (p. 97) impossible. Instead,
a critical realist perspective … requires researchers to take account of the actual beliefs,
values, and dispositions that they bring to the study, which can serve as valuable
resources, as well as possible sources of distortion or lack of comprehension. (p. 97)
In addition, a CR perspective
involves seeing research relationships neither as variables to be controlled or
manipulated, nor simply as “constructions” created by the researcher and/or participants,
but as real, complex processes that have profound, and often unanticipated, consequences
for the research. (p. 100)
To these ends, I exercised methodological and ethical reflexivity as my CRGTM study unfolded,
accomplished through theorising each data generation method as an unavoidably social
practice—with distinctive temporal, spatial and material characteristics—and writing reflexive
memos exploring methodological and ethical dynamics throughout the study (see below).

13

Hadley, a critical realist and GTM specialist (2017, 2019), seems to fall back to a more positivistic position when
advocating for the use of methods that purport to help “research participants to describe events and social
interactions as they see them, and in their own words” (2019, p. 578) and, it is claimed, avoid the imposition of the
researcher’s worldview on participants. As with Holton and Walsh (2017, see above), I think such an approach
ignores both the real challenge of CR’s epistemological relativism and our increasingly nuanced understanding of
the interactional, mediated and social practice of all data generation methods.
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CRGTM’s Critical Axiological Commitment to Human Emancipation and Flourishing
One of the goals of CR, at least in the social sciences (Collier, 1994, p. 171), is to try and
grasp the generative mechanisms behind a given phenomenon, especially when the phenomenon
in question can be seen as an impediment to human flourishing. In these cases, as Zotzmann
(2017) states, “the challenge from a CR perspective is to refine the theory of what social forces
are operating to suppress or enable the realization or actualization of certain properties and
powers” (p. 86). As Hartwig (Bhaskar, 2008, p. xiii) notes in his introduction to the second
edition of Roy Bhaskar’s A Realist Theory of Science, Bhaskar believed that this explanatory
critique could serve as an impetus to then transform unjust structures and practices. Hadley
(2019) envisages a “critical grounded theory” (founded in CR) in which “the goal is to go
beyond the description of social patterns, to find the causes for pressing problems, and to
produce critical knowledge of the type that will lead to positive social transformation” (p. 573).
While I have never conceived of FLD as a social problem in need of a solution, CR’s critical
axiology manifested in my analytic sensitivity to “problems of power, inequality, and
discrimination in all its varied manifestations” (p. 565) in the emergence of FLD, as I used
participants’ accounts, scholarly literature and other knowledge sources to develop a critical
understanding of how and why FLD emerges within a complex, stratified social reality. While I
hope this commitment is apparent throughout, it comes to the fore when I show the role
Orientalist linguacultural ideologies play in the emergence of FLD (see Chapter 6), the work I
did with participants to interrogate the veracity of some of their beliefs, and the concluding
chapter, in which I renew calls for language educators and others to resist reifying such
ideologies when they are demonstrated to be false.
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Judging the Quality of Critical Realist Grounded Theories
Definitions of quality in research vary according to the paradigm of science being
invoked and the particular demands of the methodology employed. When thinking about quality,
we can distinguish between the trust readers can have in terms of the rigor with which certain
procedures of the method have been carried out and the validity of the analysis and/or theory
developed (Dörnyei, 2007). Validity is partially built on the researcher’s ability to show that they
have rigorously followed their chosen methodological procedures but is not reducible to it. In
terms of GTM studies, evidence of the researcher carrying out at least some of the nine common
strategies identified by Charmaz (2010, see above) should be sufficient to convince readers that
the researcher did carry out a GTM analysis.14
In terms of the criteria by which we might assess the quality of a grounded theory, I have
found the guidance provided thus far in the literature to be uneven and sometimes confusing.
GTM has traditionally focused on four criteria: fit, work, relevance and modifiability (Glaser &
Strauss, 1967/2017; Glaser, 1978). These can be understood as follows:
•

Fit: the extent to which the developed grounded theory fits the empirical data

•

Relevance: the extent to which the grounded theory is relevant to action in the area it
purports to explain, focusing on the emerged core problems and processes

•

Work: the extent to which the grounded theory works in terms of being able to explain
the phenomenon to which it applies

14

Charmaz (2014) actually states that she uses just the first five strategies as criteria when judging whether a
researcher has actually used GTM (p. 15). Though she does not give a reason for only focusing on these five, we
might assume that this is because strategies six to nine are harder to provide evidence of within the limits of most
studies published in journals.
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•

Modifiability: the extent to which the grounded theory is sufficiently flexible enough to
go through changes when new data emerge, generating qualiﬁcations to the theory
(adapted from Lomborg & Kirkevold, 2003)

Lo (2014), a critical realist who has used GTM, points out a number of issues with the above
criteria, not least of which is that modifiability is not really a quality criterion of the theory itself
at all but something that happens to it after development. In addition, I might add that the
differences between the first three criteria (fit, relevance and work) are not completely clear, a
point Lomborg and Kirkevold (2003) also allude to when they note that relevance and work are
likely to be dependent on fit.
Instead, I think a CR approach can help us to create a better set of criteria for judging the
validity of a CR grounded theory. Firstly, the notion of fit can still be a useful concept in the
pursuit of a quality CR grounded theory, both in the original GTM sense (the extent to which the
theory fits with the empirical data) and the extent to which the theory can be seen to help us
achieve a closer—but never complete—understanding of reality. Researchers can demonstrate
the fit of their theory in a number of ways, including the presentation of triangulated, persuasive
empirical evidence for the claims they make, situating their theory within the wider field and
discussing the ways in which it provides us greater analytic purchase on the reality of the
phenomenon being explored. Secondly, Maxwell’s (2012) concept of theoretical validity can be
useful to CRGTM. This criterion refers to the extent to which (a) the categories making up a
theory are well-elaborated and persuasive and (b) the relations that exist between them are
explicated. From a CR perspective, we can also add a consideration of whether the theory
succeeds in transcending the domain of the empirical to make plausible claims about actual
events and the real nature of the properties and powers of the various things involved.
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Generalisability is another criterion that could be used to assess the quality of the theory,
but with some caveats necessitated by CR. Maxwell distinguishes between two types of
generalisability: internal and external. Internal generalisability refers to the extent to which the
theory can be said, in traditional GTM terms, to work for people in the same context as the
participants (assuming that not everyone participated in the study). In CR, the causal
relationships between things in the theory will always be in terms of probabilities and tendencies,
rather than rules of constant conjunction. Even within the same context, we might only make
modest claims about the internal generalisability of our theory, which will always be the theory
of a certain space and time. External generalisability means the extent to which a theory might be
analytically generalizable to other contexts. Given CR’s understanding of a dynamic, complex
and open social reality, external generalisability is theoretically unlikely. At the same time, while
we would not expect the same combination of generative mechanisms to be operating in exactly
the same way in a different context (Pawson & Tilley, 1997), if the theory succeeds in making
some modest claims about the real structures, properties and powers of things, we might suggest
that these insights could be generalizable to other contexts. It may make sense to tentatively
suggest a series of related conditions under which we might expect the same or similar
phenomena to emerge.
Finally, and building on my earlier discussion, rigorous CR studies should exercise what
we might broadly term epistemological reflexivity, including methodological self-consciousness.
Under this umbrella term, the researcher would show an ongoing awareness of the ways in which
their interests, assumptions, methods (including interaction with participants) and reporting
practices all work together to create particular kinds of knowledge about the world. This
knowledge is always embedded in networks of power, and so epistemological reflexivity would
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also include a sensitivity to the ethical concerns that conscientious researchers must wrestle with
throughout a project (Finlay, 2012). This is especially relevant given CR’s pursuit of a critical
emancipatory project, an endeavour that Archer et al. (2016) stress should always be cautious as
“the social world is inextricably and irreducibly historical, concept-dependent, and embroiled
within power relations” (para. 13).
Procedures of Data Generation and Analysis
Figure 3.1 shows the flow of the procedures I used to generate and analyse data, mapped across
the three phases from Hadley’s (2017, p. 55) model of a GTM methodological process: open
exploration, focused coding and theory generation. This design of my study was approved by
the University of British Columbia’s (UBC) Behavioural Research Ethics Board (BREB) (Ethics
ID# H19-03181). An amendment to the study design, including an additional screening survey
and slightly revised procedures to ensure compliance with COVID-19 restrictions, was later
approved.
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Figure 3.1
Data Generation and Analysis Flow
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Pilot Study
The basic data generation procedures used during the open exploration phase were
piloted with a male American plurilingual who had experienced feelings of discomfort when
using or contemplating the use of his L1 Russian. Based on his feedback, some minor
adjustments were made to the procedures.
Participant Selection Criteria
Participants for this study (a) had learned Japanese as an L1, (b) were users of at least one
other language, (c) had experienced feelings of emotional discomfort when using (speaking,
listening, reading, writing, thinking in, etc.) Japanese, and (d) were at least 20 years old (the legal
age demarcating adulthood in Japan). Because the languages in which I have sufficient
proficiency to conduct interviews are limited to English and Japanese, there was an additional
criterion that the participants were able to participate in an interview in either of these languages.
As noted in previous chapters, in the early stages of this project, I was intrigued by how
and why Japanese plurilinguals like Yoshi and Ikumi, who had both grown up largely
monolingually in Japan speaking the dominant code as their mother tongue, could have come to
feel uncomfortable in their L1. One might assume that these developmental circumstances would
have been enough to guarantee a harmonious and robust relationship between their sense of self
and the Japanese language, like that assumed by Weinreich (1953) and Crystal (2010). As noted
in Chapter 2, the generative mechanisms that have led others to distance themselves from their
L1, such as the L1 being marginalised within the wider society or the experience of significant
psychic trauma, were not readily evident in their biographies. However, as Pavlenko (2005) has
noted, “human linguistic trajectories are extremely varied and intricate” (p. 9), and one
consequence of this complexity is that distinctions between the different constellations of
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conditions for the emergence of plurlingualism will always be fuzzy. This is compounded by the
fact that the variables shaping individual plurilingualism, including the order of acquisition, age
of onset of acquisition, context of acquisition, the particular named languages within one’s
linguistic repertoire, the frequency with which they are used, and so on, are also continuous,
often complex, variables (Dewaele, 2010). Thus, because of the aforementioned complexity of
individual plurilingualism, it was difficult to define exactly what it was about Yoshi and Ikumi’s
linguistic trajectories that made them remarkable, especially in ways that suggested
straightforward selection criteria for participants. For example, the experience of growing up
monolingually before later becoming plurilingual does not lend itself to easy and exact
definition, and the number and definition of existing categories used to understand age of onset
of acquisition, such as early and late bi/multi/plurilingual, varies across scholars (e.g., Coulmas,
2018; Hoffmann, 1991; Kovelman et al., 2008; Mahootian, 2019; Pavlenko, 2005), with some
favouring specific age ranges (e.g., Kovelman et al., 2008) and others preferring fuzzier concepts
such as “childhood” and “post-puberty” (e.g., Pavlenko, 2005, p. 8). Thus, although Yoshi and
Ikumi would belong to the category of “late plurilinguals” in most taxonomies, any criterion that
might have appeared to enable me to specifically target late plurilinguals at the outset of the
study would have been quite arbitrary. At that point, too, I did not know whether the generative
mechanism driving FLD in plurilinguals like Yoshi and Ikumi was qualitatively different from
those with an earlier age of onset of acquisition. Given this, I decided to keep the selection
criteria broader at the beginning (see above) and inductively ascertain whether the causal profiles
for the emergence of FLD varied according to the circumstances of the onset of plurilingualism
represented across the participants (see discussion below).
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Participant Recruitment
Potential participants were approached using a call for participants (CfP) (Appendix A)
shared through a variety of pathways, including through my own social networks and posts
placed in Facebook groups likely to have members who were Japanese plurilinguals. The CfP
linked to a website (https://blogs.ubc.ca/ashleyrmoore/) that contained further information about
the study and participation, including the bilingual (English and Japanese) consent forms
(Appendix B). Potential participants who contacted me were sent the consent form, which
contained full information regarding what participation would entail, and, assuming they met the
selection criteria and had any questions they may have had regarding participation answered
satisfactorily by me, invited to consent to their participation in the study. I acknowledge that
ethical research is not achieved through the one-off action of gaining initial consent from
participants, but rather through the reflexive exercise of ethical literacy (Hultgren et al., 2016;
Wiles & Boddy, 2013), particularly when there is a likelihood of participants being reminded of
traumatic incidents or conditions (Orb et al., 2001). To this end, I confirmed their rights as
participants at various points in their participation, taking care to remind them of their right to
not answer any questions when the interview touched on potentially upsetting episodes, and
carefully negotiating the level of disclosure that would satisfy not only my ethical commitments,
but also their level of comfort. Participants were financially compensated based on the number of
tasks they completed and the anticipated amount of time these were expected to take. As I
believe that research participation is a form of labour—and, in this study, potentially an
emotionally-taxing form of labour (Prior, 2016, pp. 158–168)—I calculated the compensation
amount for each participant at a rate of $15 per hour, which was slightly above the minimum
wage in British Columbia at the time of my BREB application.
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Data Generation
Table 3.1 shows the tasks involved in participation. Through our engagement in these
tasks, each participant and I constructed what I will refer to as a linguistic (auto)biography, a
story of their life in language. I use parentheses here to draw attention to the fact that, while the
primary authors of these stories were the participants themselves, many aspects were
significantly shaped by me as the researcher, including the very occasion and audience for telling
them, the various modalities through which the stories could be told, the directions the stories
took based on my desire to answer my research questions, and my own contributions as an active
participant in our interactions. Although participants were informed that they could complete any
of the data generation tasks in English or Japanese, most ultimately did so mainly in English,
with occasional use of Japanese. There are a variety of factors that could have influenced this
decision, including their confidence in my Japanese abilities; the participants who did complete
data generation tasks mainly in Japanese (Junko and Wataru, see below for a list and discussion
of the tasks) were also familiar with my Japanese abilities. Moreover, unlike in Moore (2013),
during the data generation tasks, no one explicitly commented on their use of English to
complete the data generation tasks. Thus, it is difficult to say whether the dominance of English
in the data generation tasks is a product of FLD. Data generation began as soon as each
participant gave informed consent to participate in the study, and proceeded according to the
participants’ individual schedules and my capacity to process and analyse the data. As such, the
participation timelines for many of the participants overlapped across the data generation period
that began in January, 2020 and was brought to a close in August, 2021. All data was stored in
accordance with the UBC BREB confidentiality guidelines and analysed using NVivo.
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Table 3.1
Order of Participation Tasks
Order of task
1
2
3
(4)
5
6

Task
Orientation to the Study
Comfort Graph
Interview One
Language Use Journal and Interview (optional)
Interview Two
Member Checking (referred to as “fact-checking” in the consent form)

Note. One set of tasks, the Language Use Journal and Interview (4), was offered as an optional
form of participation to participants whose linguistic (auto)biographies (as constructed through
the first three tasks) suggested that they were currently experiencing FLD.
Concurrent Data Analysis
One of the distinctive strategies of GTM is its iterative approach to data generation and
analysis. Indeed, many of its strengths as a method, such as the potential it offers researchers to
efficiently generate empirically grounded theory, are only made possible through this crucial
strategy. In the following sections, I describe how I proceeded with this concurrent data
generation and analysis across the characteristic GTM three phases.
Open Exploration. During the open exploration phase (see Figure 3.1), GTM
researchers try to stay close to the empirical data, using a largely inductive analysis to explore
the data. In this study, open exploration was facilitated by generating data through the orientation
to the study (OS) (Appendix C), completing the Comfort Graph (CG) (Appendix D), Interview
One (Appendix E), and, for those who agreed to them, the Language Use Journal (LUJ)
(Appendix F) and LUJ Interview (Appendix G) (see below for further details). The interviews
were semi-structured, so the interview protocols for the OS, Interview One and the LUJ
Interview were built upon through my use of follow-up questions.
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During the OS, I went over the informed consent document (see Appendix B) with the
participant, clarifying their rights and what participation would entail, and answering any
questions they had. I asked basic biographical questions regarding the current place of residence,
age, pronouns, and racialised identity. Finally, I explained how to complete the CG (Appendix
D) which would be discussed in Interview One. Drawing on Bagnoli (2009), the process of
creating the CG was designed to prime the participant for talking about something quite
abstract—their emotional experiences of using language over their lifetime—in a way that
helped both of us draw links between changes in the nature of this experience and pivotal events
in their life. I provided a range of example CGs, emphasising that there was no “correct” way of
completing a CG and that theirs would likely look different due to their unique experiences.
In Interview One, I began worked with participants to construct the basic outlines of their
linguistic (auto)biographies, before moving on to questions designed to explore the more
abstract, emotional aspects of their experiences of discomfort when using Japanese (Reid et al.,
2017), scaffolded by the CG they produced. Sometimes participants made particular texts, such
as social media and blog posts, relevant within their linguistic (auto)biographies, and I termed
these significant texts by dint of participants topicalizing them in significant ways. With their
permission, and negotiating the level of disguise that would satisfy both my ethical
responsibilities and their individual comfort, some of these significant texts were eventually
included in the data set analysed within this study.
If, by the end of Interview One, it became apparent that a participant was currently
experiencing FLD, I invited them to complete a LUJ and participate in an interview to discuss
their journal. For a two-day period of their choosing, participants kept a reflective journal
designed to capture the ways in which they deploy their linguistic repertoire across their typical
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daily lives (ideally one day in which they engaged in their usual occupation and another day
which was occupation-free) and how they felt about their language use.
During open exploration, grounded theorists subject their data to close, line-by-line,
largely inductive coding. The goal is to “remain open to all possible theoretical directions
indicated by your readings of the data” (Charmaz, 2014, p .114). In line with CR’s realist
ontology and relativist epistemology, and informed by the work of Prior (2016), I used two
parallel yet interconnected coding systems: there-and-then coding, which coded participants’
subjective—yet not necessarily untrustworthy—accounts of past events, and here-and-now
coding, which was used to analyse the discursive work carried out by the participants and me
during data generation (see later discussion of my theoretical approach to the different forms of
data). They are interconnected in the sense that, because research studies are embedded in the
social world and are a form of social practice, it is often the case that issues connected to the
topic being studied (the “what” of the project) also shape what kinds of questions researchers
ask, how they frame them, how researchers and participants interact when creating meaning
about that topic together, and so on (the “how” of the project) (Talmy, 2011; Wernicke & Talmy,
2018). While this study is primarily concerned with answering what-questions regarding the
nature and causes of FLD, as I present my analysis over the following chapters, I do draw
eclectically (van Dijk, 2001) and—it must be admitted—lightly on several forms of discourse
analysis when relevant, including conversation analysis (e.g., Kitzinger, 2013) and membership
categorisation analysis (e.g., Reynolds & Fitzgerald, 2015), to both honour my necessary
commitments to methodological reflexivity and explore the relationships between the whats and
the hows of the data.
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Throughout my study I engaged in the constant comparative method (CCM), noted by
Charmaz (2010) as another of the defining characteristics of the GTM family. According to
Hallberg (2006), conducting CCM means that “every part of the data, i.e. emerging codes,
categories, properties, and dimensions as well as different parts of the data, are constantly
compared with all other parts of the data to explore variations, similarities and differences in
data” (p. 143). The iterative nature of near-simultaneous data generation and analysis is a
strategic building block upon which CCM rests, as it is through these intertwined processes that
GTM practitioners “reveal the properties and range of the emergent categories and … raise the
level of abstraction of their developing analyses” (Charmaz, 2014, p. 342).
A key tool utilised by many GTM researchers is the writing of analytic memos (Glaser &
Strauss, 1967/2017) throughout the research process. Lempert (2007) states that, “by writing
memos continuously throughout the research process, the researcher explores, explicates, and
theorizes” (p. 245) their analysis of the data. Indeed, memo-writing provides the space necessary
for GTM practitioners to move from inductive to abductive modes of reasoning (Reichertz,
2007). In CR terms, it gives us space to step back from the empirical domain and ask
(abductively), “What must reality be like in order for this to be true?” (Bhaskar, 2008).
In addition to asking questions of the data, Charmaz (2017) argues that grounded theorists should
also write reflexive memos that ask critical questions of the researcher and the methodological
process itself, which can aid them in “recognizing and revealing a nascent critique [of their
methodological choices] that otherwise may have been invisible” (p. 41, see also Finlay, 2012).
To this end, I wrote two types of memos: data analytic memos and methodologically reflective
memos. As with there-and-then coding and here-and-now coding, I saw these as parallel but
related practices, as the ongoing methodological choices I made inevitably shaped the kinds of
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data and analyses I generated (and vice-versa). As noted above, such methodological reflexivity
is essential if a researcher is to truly answer the challenge of CR’s relativist epistemology.
Focused Coding & Theory Generation. As I created my inductive initial codes and,
through CCM and memo-writing, consolidated and developed them into theoretical concepts, I
moved from the open exploration phase to iterative phases of focused coding and theory
generation (see Figure 3.1). During focused coding,
researchers concentrate on the most frequent and/or significant codes among their initial
codes and test these codes against large batches of data. Researchers can then take those
codes demonstrating analytic strength and raise them to tentative categories to develop.
(Charmaz, 2014, p. 343)
The goal of this iterative process was to create theoretical categories that helped me to answer
my RQs and were both internally well-elaborated and related to one another in analytically
insightful ways (Thornberg & Charmaz, 2012, p. 41). Table 3.2 presents an example of this
process, and we can see the initial inductive codes that came to be grouped together under five
focused codes—[Avoiding Japanese], [Crafting a new self], [Distancing from non-sustaining
Japanese others], [Getting out of Japan], and [Not giving a fuck]—that would later inform my
development of the theoretical category of [Distancing] (see Chapter 7).
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Table 3.2
Example Coding Tree Supporting a Theoretical Category
Theoretical
Category
[Distancing]

Focused Code

Initial Inductive Code

[Avoiding Japanese]

[Constructing an L+ bubble]
[Resisting L1 self]
[Using L+ as a release]

[Crafting a new self]

[Deleting one’s past]
[Developing a persona]
[Mentally differentiating oneself]
[Wanting to transcend identity]

[Distancing from nonsustaining Japanese
others]

[Distancing from family]
[Distancing from Japanese friends]
[Distancing from Japanese work associates]
[Distancing from Japanese (ex-)partner]

[Getting out of Japan]

[Moving abroad]
[Staying abroad]
[Wanting to escape]
[Withdrawing from Japanese society]

[Not giving a fuck]

[Dropping out]
[Not giving a fuck]
[Tuning it out]
[Withholding one’s true thoughts]

As an analysis develops, GTM researchers engage in theoretical sampling, testing
tentative theoretical categories against existing and new data (in my case, generated through
Interview One with later participants, interview two and member checking) to help them to
elaborate the categories and relate those categories to one another (Hood, 2007). Elaboration
involved not only looking for evidence to support my developing categories, but a sustained
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commitment to interrogating their verisimilitude by looking for outliers, accounting for
difference and investigating negative cases (for an example, see my discussion of participants’
linguacultural beliefs that contradicted the binary conceptual system of Japan versus Englishspeaking context in Chapter 6). As discussed above, in this CRGTM study, I brought the study to
an end once I was confident that I had reached theoretical sufficiency; I had established the main
theoretical categories, they were intracategorically elaborated and intercategorically well related,
and they seemed “to cope adequately with new data without requiring continual extensions and
modifications” (Dey, 1999, p. 177).
Triangulation
While we may never fully and infallibly be able to grasp reality, different forms of
principled triangulation, or understanding the object of inquiry from several different vantage
points, can improve the verisimilitude of the claims CR researchers make about reality (Layder,
2018). Triangulation can be used not only to corroborate a developing theory, but also to
highlight outliers, inconsistencies and negative cases. Consideration of such empirical puzzles
can ultimately enhance our understanding of the phenomenon being investigated (Greene, 2007,
p. 44). Denzin (1970) identifies four types of triangulation that can enhance the persuasiveness of
the claims made by researchers: theoretical, methodological, data and researcher triangulation.
Theoretical triangulation, or theoretical pluralism (Thornberg, 2012), is evidenced by my
engagement with relevant extant literature prior to the beginning of the study and my critical
engagement with potentially useful extant theory as I analysed the generated data. The study
satisfies the desire for methodological triangulation by incorporating a number of different
methods of data generation (i.e., semi-structured interviews, journals, textual analysis, stimulated
recall). In terms of data triangulation, in addition to the data obtained through the above methods,
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I also drew on data pertaining to macro-level aspects of their social worlds, such as linguaculture
ideologies (see Chapter 6), relevant to my developing understanding of the causes of FLD. Data
triangulation was also enhanced by the fact that there was no research site per se, and my
participants’ lives were largely unconnected (although see Table 3.3, below, and Appendix H for
known connections). I believe this plurality of contexts ultimately made it easier to abductively
establish transcendent generative mechanisms from those that were simply co-occurring within a
particular context. Finally, although I was the main researcher on this project, I received
feedback from the four faculty members on my committee, meaning that a limited form of
researcher triangulation was possible.
The Participants
As noted above, I categorised the participants into three somewhat fuzzy groups that were
generated semi-inductively by comparing the patterns in the conditions of the onset of
plurilingualism, as constructed through their linguistic (auto)biographies, with existing
taxonomies. I was able to suggest three groups of participants:
•

Simultaneous plurilinguals (SPs): participants who began using two or more named
languages in one or more of the everyday social domains of their life before the age of
three.

•

Early plurilinguals (EPs): participants who began using two or more named languages in
one or more of the everyday social domains of their life after turning three but before the
end of their elementary schooling.

•

Late plurilinguals (LPs): participants who spent their childhood (i.e., up until the end of
their elementary education) using just one named language—in this case Japanese,
including its dialectal variants—across the various everyday social domains of their life.
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Appendix H contains a list of the five SPs and eight EPs who consented to participate in
the study. Table 3.3 shows a list of the 17 Japanese LPs who consented to participate in the study
and are the focus here. The dimensions along which these groups are differentiated require some
explication. I use the idea of language use within the everyday social domains of one’s life to
differentiate plurilingualism from those irregular occasions where we might pick up a word or
phase from a foreign language and occasionally use it, or enjoy a one-off foreign language class
during elementary school. It is the number of named languages habitually used in their everyday
social domains before the end of elementary schooling that differentiates SPs and EPs (two or
more) from LPs in this study (only one). While the elementary school-leaving age of around 12
in Japan is also a somewhat arbitrary point to mark the fuzzy boundary between childhood and
adolescence, I settled on it here as it can be argued that, by this point, most people growing up in
ideologically monolingual environments would have a relatively secure relationship with their
mother tongue; that is, their individual identity is likely to be quite firmly constructed (FerrerWreder & Kroger, 2019), and they are already well on their way to becoming a proficient user of
their L1 (Berman, 2007).
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Table 3.3
List of LP Participants with Relevant Biographic Information
Pseudonym Named Languages
in Functional
Linguistic
Repertoirea
Chisato
Japanese, English,
Spanish
Eiichiro
Japanese, English,
French
Hiroshi
Japanese, English

Age at
Pronoun(s) Place of
Time of
Residence
Consent
at Time of
Consent
28
she
Canada

Hisako

44

he

23

he

United
Kingdom
Canada

Japanese, English

35

she

Japan

Ikumi

Japanese, English

30

she

Japan

Junko

Japanese, English

31

she

Canada

Kumiko

Japanese, English

56

she

Canada

Mayu
Milk

Japanese, English
Japanese, English,
German

23
32

she
he

Canada
Germany

Current Occupation(s)

International student
assistant
IT consultant
Undergraduate student;
Japanese teacher;
University lecturer
Hostel owner; Part-time
izakaya proprietress;
International business
consultant
Masters’ student
Homemaker; Host for
international students;
Education consultant
Masters’ student
Hotel staff

Additional Information

Eiichiro and I had previously
met through a mutual friend.

Hisako and I had previously met
through shared ex-colleagues.
Ikumi was a student of mine
while I was teaching in Japan.

Junko and I were friends from
my time living in Canada.

Milk and I were friends from my
time living in Japan.
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Pseudonym Named Languages
in Functional
Linguistic
Repertoirea
Nana
Japanese, English,
Malay
Okifumi
Japanese, English

Age at
Time of
Consent

Current Occupation(s)

59

Pronoun(s) Place of
Residence
at Time of
Consent
she
Japan

26

he

Canada

Masters’ student

Rudy
Tsuji

Japanese, English
Japanese, English,
Russian
Japanese, English

42
47

she
he

Canada
Japan

Social worker
Financial officer

31

she

Japan

Yasu
Yoshi

Japanese, English
Japanese, English,
German

23
39

he
he

Canada
Germany

English teacher in
combined junior and
senior high school; PhD
student in applied
linguistics
Undergraduate student
Photographer; English
language teacher

Yukon

Japanese, English

59

she

Canada

Umeka

Additional Information

Learning adviser
Okifumi and I were friends
from my time living in Canada.
Tsuji and I were friends from
my time living in Japan.

Yoshi was a participant in my
Master’s research study, later
published in Moore (2013).

Medical technician
(previously a medical
doctor)

“Functional languages” are defined here as languages that the participants have used for everyday life outside of any instructed or
independent language learning settings. Thus, they do not include languages that participants studied within an instructed context
(such as a beginner-level French course at university) or on their own (such as using a language learning app to learn Swahili), but
a
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never used as part of their everyday lives outside of that context. This distinction, necessarily somewhat fuzzy, is consistent with
Cook’s (2016) differentiated concepts of L2 users, those who use their additional languages to live part of their daily life outside the
L2 classroom, and L2 learners, “people who are learning another language but are not using it, in other words those whose sole
purpose is learning the language” (p. 4, see also Pavlenko, 2005). Named languages are listed in order of onset of acquisition, with
commas denoting sequential acquisition and forward slashes indicating simultaneous onset of acquisition.
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Focusing on Japanese-English Late Plurilinguals
The qualitative differences in the conditions of the emergence of plurilingualism in the
SP, EP and LP groups resulted in clear differences in the generative mechanisms that drove their
initial experiences of FLD. In the SP and EP groups, their earliest accounts of experiencing
discomfort in their L1 Japanese were either connected to living with their families in foreign
contexts in which Japanese was not dominant and thus stigmatised (similar to the immigrant
children discussed in Chapter 2), or the perceived markedness of their L1 use relative to their
monolingual peers, especially when returning to Japan after having lived abroad with their
families. In the latter case, when their feelings of discomfort could be traced back to concerns
about their L1 Japanese proficiency and/or performance, distancing behaviour—a defining
characteristic of FLD as I have come to theorise it—was not always evident in their accounts.
That is, though some SPs and EPs experienced discomfort when using or contemplating the use
of their L1 Japanese, this did not then drive them to distance themselves from the language. In
fact, many persevered despite this discomfort. Without evidence of distancing behaviours, I
refrain from any assertion that the experiences they related involved FLD.
However, for the 17 LPs, who spent their childhoods using only their L1 Japanese across
their everyday social domains, neither of these generative mechanisms were apparent in their
accounts of the emergence of their FLD. Growing up in Japan, their L1 was always dominant,
and their accounts showed no notable perceived differences between their L1 use and that of
their peers that were connected to feelings of discomfort. Instead, as I will show, the initial
causes of their FLD pointed to the experience of what I will term L1-associated
contrasubjectivity, a conflict between one’s enduring sense of self, or subjectivity, and the L1mediated and ideologically-loaded social relations we engage in with others (intersubjectivity),
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coupled with a contemporaneous—and again ideologically-loaded—perception that the social
world(s) associated with an additional language (L+) offered the possibility of what I will refer
to as prosubjectivity, an intersubjective experience in which the very facet of one’s sense of self
that became the source of friction in L1-mediated experiences of contrasubjectivity could be
experienced in a more harmonious way. Of course, this is all rather dense, and it will take
Chapters 6–9 to explain this theory sufficiently. For now, I share this summary to account for my
decision to focus on the nature and causes of FLD in LPs, at the expense of the SP and EP
groups. It is not that the latter groups’ experiences of FLD are unimportant, but rather that the
constraints of a dissertation require that I use the space available to focus on one group, and the
generative mechanism driving the emergence of FLD in the LPs has heretofore not been
considered.
I also reiterate here that the distinctions between the three groups are necessarily fuzzy,
and there were many resonances across their linguistic (auto)biographies; some LPs reported
later discomfort around the perceived nonstandardness of Japanese as their earlier experience of
FLD drove them to distance themselves from the language and its social loci (see Chapter 7).
Some SPs and EPs would later experience FLD as a result of what I have described above as L1mediated contrasubjectivity. All of the participants’ accounts bore traces of the ideological
distortions I discuss in Chapter 6. As such, I will sometimes draw on data generated with SP and
EP participants when it is germane to my discussion.
An unintended but eventual focus—or rather, limitation—emerged as the study
progressed, too. Though I had originally hoped to consider the role that various L+s had in the
development of FLD among Japanese plurilinguals (and use CCM to differentiate any general
L+ effects from specific L+ effects), in the end, the linguistic repertoires and proficiencies of the
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participants I was able to recruit meant that my eventual grounded theory was restricted to the
emergence of FLD among Japanese-English LPs. Given that English is the dominant foreign
language learned through both formal and informal education in Japan (Kubota, 2020) and its
dominance within public discourses of globalisation (Seargeant, 2011), it is perhaps not
surprising that while all 17 of the LPs were advanced users of English, only six of them were
users of another L+ (Spanish, French, German, Malay, and Russian), and their proficiencies in
these languages ranged from beginner to intermediate. However, this bias towards English within
the data set may also be due to my role in the present study and the limitations of my own
linguistic repertoire (English, Japanese and intermediate French), social networks, and my
geographic embeddedness in English-dominant Vancouver, Canada. The possible role that other
L+s might play in the emergence of FLD in Japanese plurilinguals is a topic I will return to in the
concluding chapter.
Theorising the Interviews and Other Forms of Data
My study generated a number of different data forms, including interview transcripts, the
CGs, LUJs and significant texts. Each of these requires me to theorise them in terms that are
consistent with CRGTM’s commitments.
Given that the participants lived in various geographic locales, including Canada,
Germany, the Philippines and Japan (see Table 3.3), a variety of interview modes were used,
including synchronous in-person interviews (before COVID-19 restrictions), online oral
interviews, and asynchronous written interviews. Each mode of interviewing comes with its own
particular affordances and constraints which shape both how things are communicated (Mann,
2016) and even what gets communicated (Newman et al., 2002), and these factors are taken into
account in my analysis.
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Transcription of spoken interaction is fundamentally shaped by the theoretical stance
researchers assume toward the interview itself (Oliver et al., 2005), and my interest in the
interviews was both as a “vessel of topics” (Warren, 2012, p. 129) and as a form of social
interaction (Talmy, 2010). As my research questions were primarily what-questions, focusing on
the nature and causes of FLD, rather than how-questions, I decided on an iterative approach to
transcription. For the first pass, I created verbatim transcriptions for any talk-in-interaction that I
understood to be relevant to my research questions. I included rough notes on marked prosodic
features, such as very long pauses or vocal emphases. Talk-in-interaction that was not deemed
pertinent to my research questions was closely paraphrased to preserve the content of what was
said. As I selected data excerpts for inclusion in this dissertation that supported or exemplified
my analysis, I retranscribed these to a higher level of interactional detail, including more
prosodic information such as more precisely timed pauses and silences and intonation
information, in order to facilitate a deeper analysis that took both the there-and-then and the
here-and-now of the interview data into account (see Appendix J).
Due to the ethical and practical infeasibility of directly observing the language practices
of participants as they went about their daily lives, I used CGs, LUJs and significant texts as
more objective forms of data that informed my understanding of the causes and consequences of
the participants’ discomfort when using Japanese. While increasing attention is being paid to
research interviews as a form of social practice (e.g., McGregor & Fernández, 2019), recent
work has extended this perspective to other types of data generation typically thought of as
neutral research instruments (e.g., Wernicke & Talmy, 2018). This is to say that, at the same time
as I contend that forms of data can be more or less objective, I also believe that they are always a
form of social practice. To take the example of the CGs, the lines the participants drew on their
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CGs can be read as authored texts, a version of events produced under particular conditions, in a
certain modality, and designed for a specific audience (me). For instance, Figure 3.2 shows the
CG produced by Nana, a participant, in which we can see that she has chosen to topicalise
certain events in her life within her linguistic (auto)biography. In interview two, she also posited
that she had kept the representation of fluctuations in her comfort close to the neutral line
because of her desire “to be calm” and her opinion that people should refrain from expressing
their feelings directly to others, illustrating how her sense of self (her subjectivity, see Chapter 5)
and our interactional relationship (intersubjectivity) surely steered her hand as she drew her CG.
Figure 3.2
Example CG (Nana)
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It is also worth noting here that “graph” is something of a misnomer; although the CGs
resemble graphs and they share the same basic function of representing the possible relationships
between two “variables”, one of those “variables”—emotional comfort when using one’s L1—
was purposefully selected for its vagueness and, thus, the broad range of affective experiences it
might prompt participants to reflect upon and share. This vagueness was necessary given the
exploratory scope of my research questions and the fact that the nature of the object of study was
still largely unknown, even to those who had experienced it (as discussed in Chapter 1). The
scale that participants and I used to discuss changes in their emotional comfort when using
Japanese, ranging from very uncomfortable, neutral, and very comfortable, was also employed
with intentional ambiguity, and I made no attempts to norm participants on how to interpret this
scale past these basic qualities. Despite their appearance and the scientific paradigm it evokes, I
make no claims regarding the “validity” of the CGs; they are intersubjectively accomplished,
subjective representations of the participants’ affective relationships to Japanese over their life
courses.
The authored nature of any significant texts is perhaps more salient. At the same time, the
possible repurposing of these texts as data within the proposed study means that they can be
theorised as twice-authored. This theorisation highlights the social practices that are involved in
the participant’s meaningful selection of a particular text for specific recipients (me as the
researcher, and perhaps readers of this and other published work based on the study) and the
particular stories they choose to (not) tell me about the texts.
Researcher Positionality
Aspects of my subjectivity that became relevant as resources for meaning-making and
relationship building through my interaction with the participants included:
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•

British nationality

•

graduate student

•

native speaker of English

•

researcher

•

resident/settler of Canada

•

queer (gay man)

•

ex-resident of Japan

•

life partner of a Japanese person

•

user of Japanese as a second

•

late plurilingual with no first-hand

language

experience of FLD

One aspect of my positionality that I would like to draw particular attention to here is the
fact that, although I am an LP, I have never experienced anything I could recognise as FLD.
Indeed, part of my interest in the nature and causes of FLD stems from the fact I have never
experienced it. However, this also meant that such firsthand experiential knowledge was
unavailable to me in terms of introspective theorising and to the participants and me as a
resource for rapport- and meaning-making. Rather than discussing the other facets of my
positionality in much further detail here, in the following chapters I endeavour to demonstrate an
analytic sensitivity to how they could be seen to shape my relationship to the participants and the
data generated in this study. It should also be noted that I shared prior relationships with some of
the participants that must also have shaped the form and content of the data (see Table 3.3).
Ongoing Exercise of Ethical Literacy
Becoming ethically literate (Wiles & Boddy, 2013) entails an ongoing commitment to
identifying and attending to the ethical dilemmas that inevitably emerged through the research
process. The main risk of harm to participants was expected to be the potential for the causes of
FLD to be linked to traumatic experiences. At least one potential participant who had expressed
interest in participating later decided not to on account that she felt the discomfort she had
experienced when using Japanese was connected to family trauma about which she did not feel
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comfortable talking. To minimise both the risk and degree of harm participants might experience
in such cases, I developed a series of protocols. First, I prepared a list of free counselling
resources available in both Japanese and English, although these were not needed in the end.
During our interactions, if participants raised topics that I suspected might have been difficult for
them to talk about, such as being bullied or family dynamics, I reminded them of their right to
not talk about a particular topic. There were times, too, when participants referenced things like
“家庭のこと” (kazoku no koto, or “family stuff”) with an obliqueness and lack of expansion that
I took as my signal not to press further.15 Like Archer (2003), I “made no attempt to play the role
of interviewer-as-cipher” (p. 162), and hopefully found appropriate ways to show empathy with
the participants.
The emancipatory mission of CR (Archer et al., 2016) can also lead to emerging ethical
tensions. Among the targets of CR’s criticality are “social structures and practices which produce
or perpetuate suffering or other social ills—including those which are caused by the circulation
of false or inadequate accounts of reality” (Wright, 2011, p. 161). As Parr (2015) discovered,
participants’ accounts may contradict the claims a researcher makes about reality and, based on
the argument that “(other things being equal) it is better to believe what is true than what is false”
(Collier, 1994, p. 172), there is a directive implicit in CR to challenge false accounts. This raised
a number of ethical dilemmas; on what grounds could I assert that my account is more adequate
than a participant’s? Where a less adequate account appeared to have some positive
psychological function for a participant, was it ethical to challenge them directly? Rather than

15

I use the modified Hepburn romanization system to represent Japanese words in Latin script.
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directly contradict such accounts, I tended to use questions that helped me work with participants
to facilitate “a shift of desires from unconscious to conscious planes [and] an analysis of the
genesis of desires” (Motha & Lin, 2014, p. 352), especially those that I, as a critical applied
linguist, knew or suspected to depend on false beliefs, such as the superiority of North American
varieties of English over Singlish, or the indirectness of Japanese (beliefs that are demonstrably
false from a linguistic point of view), in order to unsettle the belief’s apparent naturalness and, in
some cases (see Chapter 6), begin to unsettle them.
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Chapter 4: From Mother Tongue Unselfconsciousness to L1 Objectification
Across the next four chapters, I will present and explain the grounded theory I have
developed to understand the nature and causes of the first language dissociation (FLD)
experienced by some Japanese-English LPs. Based on this grounded theory, FLD is defined here
as a relatively enduring psychosocial process through which a person distances themselves from
their L1 because of its entanglement with, and subsequent connotation of, perceived
impediments to their current or future flourishing. Figure 4.1 shows a visual representation I will
use to explain my grounded theory. It will become apparent that its modality is inspired by the
CGs that I asked the participants to complete and use to narrate their linguistic (auto)biographies.
Like all models, it is really a kind of metanarrative, and at the same time as I tell that story, I will
endeavour to reflect as much of the rich variation across the linguistic (auto)biographies that
informed the model as space allows.
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Figure 4.1
Prototypical Model of the Affective Valence of the L1 Across the Lifetime of a Japanese LP
Experiencing FLD

The first thing to note about the model is that the construct represented by the y-axis has
changed from “level of comfort” (ranging from “very uncomfortable” to “very comfortable”) in
the CGs the participants drew, to affective valence, ranging from “very negative” to “very
positive”. The affective valence of a stimulus (an event, object, situation, etc.) is a construct from
the field of psychology referring to the stimulus’s “quality of being perceived as ‘good’ versus
‘bad’” (Berridge, 2019, p. 225).16 Whereas the concepts of comfort and discomfort were used in

16

Affective valence is sometimes also referred to as emotional valence and hedonic tone.
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the proposal stage of study and for recruiting participants due to their lack of theoretical baggage,
their potential to encompass a wide range of affective states, and their status as relatively highfrequency words in English (and the Japanese translations I used for these terms, 居心地の良さ,
or igokochi no yosa, and 居心地の悪さ, or igokochi no warusa, respectively), as I refined my
understanding of what I have come to theorise as FLD, I decided to incorporate the established
concept of affective valence.
Interestingly, the affective valence of objects, expansively conceptualised to include
people, material objects, events, activities, momentary states, etc. (Frijda, 2007, p. 66), is often
treated as an intrinsic property within the field of emotional psychology (R. Todd, personal
communication, May 12, 2021).17 It is useful to consider how affect adheres to particular objects
and, like Benesch (2012) and Motha and Lin (2014), I think Ahmed (2010) works up a
compelling phenomenological account through her consideration of how some objects become
“saturated” and “sticky” with particular affects, like happiness, as they come into contact with
our feeling bodies at particular sociohistorically embedded moments. Drawing on philosophers
such as Locke (1997) and Spinoza (2001), Ahmed (2010) describes how objects become “good”
or “bad” for us through their ability to cause us pleasure or pain through our contact with them
over time. In Ahmed’s phrasing, we turn towards good objects that give us pleasure, pulling
them close and keeping them within our proximity or “bodily horizon” (p. 24). Conversely,
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For example, Lebrecht et al. (2012), writing about the micro-valences of everyday material objects, explained
how, “to the extent that everyday objects automatically evoke some perception of valence, valence can be
considered a higher-level object property that connects vision to behavior” (p. 1, emphases added).
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those things we do not like we move away from. Awayness might help establish the
edges of our horizon; in rejecting the proximity of certain objects, we define the places
that we know we do not wish to go, the things we do not wish to have, touch, taste, hear,
feel, see, those things we do not want to keep within reach. (p. 24)
Ahmed makes two further points regarding the development of affective valence that will be key
to understanding some of the basic components of the mechanisms involved in the emergence of
FLD. First,
to experience an object as being affective or sensational is to be directed not only toward
an object but to what is around that object, which includes what is behind the object, the
conditions of its arrival. What is around an object can become happy: if one receives
something delightful in a certain place, then the place itself is invested with happiness, as
being “what” good feeling is directed toward. Or if you are given something by someone
whom you love, then the object itself acquires more affective value: seeing it makes you
think of the other who gave you the gift. If something is close to a happy object, then it
can become happy by association. (p. 25)
Of course, the same can be said for unhappy objects, too. Ahmed doesn’t name this tendency of
affect to bleed or rub off from an object of pain or pleasure to its surrounding objects, but within
psychology it is referred to as evaluative conditioning: “a change in the valence of a stimulus that
is due to the prior pairings of that stimulus with another stimulus” (De Houwer, 2012, p. 1179).
Pavlenko’s (2005) concept of affective linguistic conditioning, wherein words and phrases
acquire affective connotations and meaning through their association with particular experiences
(as discussed in Chapter 2), is a more specific example of the general phenomenon of evaluative
conditioning. Second, as I alluded to above through reference to the sociohistorical
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embeddedness of our engagement with the world, Ahmed (2010) is particularly interested in how
objects enter our bodily horizons preloaded with affect. Here, she focuses on “happy” objects,
but, again, the same points apply equally to unhappy objects:
… the judgment about certain objects as being “happy” is already made, before they are
even encountered. Certain objects are attributed as the cause of happiness, which means
they already circulate as social goods before we “happen” upon them, which is why we
might happen upon them in the first place. (p. 28)
From this view, the temporal scales stretch from our fleeting moments of bodily contact with
particular objects to their circulation as particular kinds of capital within enduring structures of
power (Bourdieu, 1986). Thus, the affective valence that a particular object obtains for us is
shaped by a variety of layered factors, including our embodied experience of engaging with that
object, the other objects that we tend to associate it with, and the established valence and value
of the object within the anterior societal structures that both precede and surround us. Depending
on its valence, we might be compelled to pull a positive object towards us, keeping it close, or
push a negative object away to distance ourselves from its power to impinge upon our wellbeing.
With these foundational concepts in place, in the following four chapters, I explore the
nature and causes of FLD among Japanese late plurilinguals by breaking it down into three
stages: FLD emergence (to which I devote Chapters 5 and 6), FLD amplification, and
reassociation. However, because affective valence assumes the existence of an object, in the
present chapter I begin by using the data generated for this study to present an account of how
the linguistic practices of LPs come to exist as empirical social objects.
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Enjoying Unselfconsciousness Ease in the Mother Tongue
Although most participants drew their graphs beginning from birth (as prompted by the
x-axis and my instructions; see Appendix D), it is extremely unlikely that the participants have
any recollection of specific memories from their infancy (Østby & Østby, 2018). Instead, the line
representing this initial period should be read as an ex post facto semiotic act occasioned by me
as the researcher when I asked them to complete the graph “from your birth to now”.
Qualitatively, it may also have been shaped by my instructions, as I noted that, “For most people,
I imagine that the level of comfort at birth was ‘neutral’”. Despite this potential shaping factor,
there was a great deal of creative variation across the participants’ visual representations of their
comfort level in Japanese before FLD emerged, and a key finding is that all 17 LPs described
enjoying a notable period of unselfconscious emotional neutrality or comfort at the outset of their
life when it came to their relationship with Japanese, an ex post facto description that points
towards a period I shall refer to as mother tongue unselfconsciousness. Mother tongue
unselfconsciousness is similar to, but not the same as, Tse’s (1998) concept of “unawareness”
discussed in Chapter 2. Unawareness refers to the much shorter period of time during which
children whose home language is non-dominant remain ensconced within the family home and
its near environs, unaware that their home language is not the dominant language in the wider
society. Mother tongue unselfconsciousness is a neutral to positive affective orientation to one’s
mother tongue enabled by the happy coincidence of one’s home language with the dominant
societal language. As such, it can potentially be enjoyed for as long as a dominant language
speaker remains harmoniously embedded in the dominant language context. Visually, this was
encoded on the CGs as either a straight line drawn very close to or on the neutral line (n = 9, see
Figure 4.2) or lines that either began from a high level of comfort (n = 4, see Figure 4.3) or rose
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from neutral to a place of comfort (n = 4, see Figure 4.4). Relatedly, it is important to note what
is not shown in the CGs; none of the participants began their linguistic (auto)biographies from a
place of L1 discomfort. The feelings of discomfort they experienced when using or
contemplating the use of Japanese were not experienced as innate or natural phenomena, but
developed later as they made their way through life (see Chapter 5).
Figure 4.2
Okifumi’s CG, with Highlighted Period of Mother Tongue Unselfconsciousness

Note. See Excerpt 4.3 for Okifumi’s text that annotates the highlighted section of the CG.
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Figure 4.3
Yasu’s CG, with Highlighted Period of Mother Tongue Unselfconsciousness
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Figure 4.4
Chisato’s CG, with Highlighted Period of Mother Tongue Unselfconsciousness

While it may seem contradictory for me to assert that these three quite different
representational patterns for L1 comfort among the LPs are all indicative of a similar notable
initial period of affective neutrality or positivity towards their Japanese mother tongue,
supplementary analysis of the annotations that some participants chose to include on their CGs
and interaction from the interviews reveals the shared qualities of experience that characterise
the category. As Okifumi wrote in the annotation for the initial trajectory of his L1 comfort (see
Figure 4.2):
Excerpt 4.1
1

Because I knew and could speak only Japanese, I had never
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2
3
4
5
6
7

imagined myself feeling comfortable/uncomfortable speaking
in Japanese.
So this I think, was very neutral not because I had been an
emotionless person but because I hadn’t been able to have
the idea of being comfortable/uncomfortable speaking the
Japanese language. (emphases added)

Similarly, during Interview One, Chisato (see Figure 4.4) explained the initial rise in her L1
comfort thus:
Excerpt 4.2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

[0:26:10.0]
Ashley
so obviously a big feature that jumps out at me
is this initial kind of ↑rise in your comfort do
you wanna tell me a little bit about that
Chisato
yeah um (1.3) I just thought that up to: (1.0)
yeah age eighteen (.) I was speaking mostly
Japanese and I didn’t really learn other
languages you know except taking English classes
so I think I was pretty fluent just like a normal
high school kid
Ashley
hm
Chisato
yeah and I never really thought about like me- my
fluency in Japanese (.) so I thought I was pretty
comfortable like I just didn’t have anything else
to @compare with@ so
Ashley
[yeah
Chisato
[that’s why I said very comfortable …
[0:27:00.0] (emphases added)
Both participants employ negative constructions (“I had never imagined …,” “I hadn’t

been able to have the idea of …,” “I never really thought about …,” “I just didn’t have …”) in
their accounts that share a semantic absence of awareness, or unselfconsciousness. Even in the
four cases where LPs chose to represent their comfort levels as beginning from a very high level
at the beginning of their lives, the same unselfconsciousness is indexed, as can be seen in Yasu’s
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annotation for this section of his CG: “Didn’t feel any discomfort” (Figure 4.3). During
Interview One when I asked him to talk me through his CG, he explained:
Excerpt 4.3
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

[0:19:50.0]
Yasu
okay so well like until twelve I say like didn’t
feel any @discomfort@
Ashley
[uh hm
Yasu
[like ’cause like I didn’t feel any like you know
any thought about like using non- not Japanese
Ashley
right
Yasu
like Japanese was my primary language and nobody
speak any other language
Ashley
[uh hm
Yasu
[so like I didn’t feel anything about it …
[0:20:22.0] (emphases added)
I believe these examples reveal a number of insights. First, they remind us that, despite

their appearance, the lines participants have drawn on their CGs do not measure any single,
objective variable, even “comfort”. Instead, as noted in Chapter 3, they should be read as elicited
multimodal narratives that facilitate the participants’ construction of their linguistic
(auto)biographies in a very particular way. Second, I posit that mother tongue
unselfconsciousness is a state that is only revealed ex post facto through later becoming
plurilingual and looking back. It is for this reason that I have used the term “mother tongue,”
rather than “L1.” We can use the analogy of a fish hatched underwater to clarify this distinction.
Water is the only medium that the fish has ever known and thus its understanding of it is
embodied and quite unselfconscious. Moreover, it does not know that its knowledge of water is
unselfconscious. If the fish later breaches the surface of the water with a leap, it experiences a
very different medium (air) with different properties (e.g., less density). Upon returning to the
water, the analogous fish (who, for the purposes of the analogy, I am imbuing with considerable
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cognitive capacity) now understands water very differently: “How easy it is has been all this time
to breathe underwater!” In the same way, I might posit that apprehending an early period of
mother tongue unselfconsciousness is only possible when we later gain some proficiency in a
saliently different linguistic code, the L+. Of course, even if we do not learn to use an L+ in later
life, we will eventually become aware of the existence of the idea of other named languages.
However, as long as our knowledge of them remains theoretical and not experiential, the relative
differences and similarities between our L1 and the L+ will remain hard to truly grasp, leaving us
more or less in a state of unapprehended mother tongue unselfconsciousness. Another condition
that I can posit for experiencing a period of mother tongue unselfconsciousness is that the person
grew up in an environment that they perceived, at least at that time, to be monolingual, and that
their L1 and the dominant language were one and the same. Yasu suggests this when he states
that “Japanese was my primary language and nobody speak any other language so like I didn’t
feel anything about it”. As I will discuss in Chapter 6, “monolingual Japan” is a myth, but this is
how it appeared to Yasu growing up (neither of his parents have functional proficiency in
English).
Developing Mother Tongue Awareness
I also found evidence that, for some of the LPs, the affective ease of mother tongue
unselfconsciousness could be troubled before developing significant proficiency in an L+. As
monolingual children mature, they begin to develop various forms of language awareness
(Carter, 2003), such as metalinguistic (Slobin, 1978) and sociolinguistic awareness (Svendsen,
2018). They do this by observing and comparing a variety of language practices that they
recognise to belong to their named mother tongue. The awarenesses they develop might include
knowledge that there exist a variety of patterns of shared sub-forms within that language
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(dialects, registers and so on), that these are distributed unevenly yet distinctly across the social
world and its sub-domains, that these varieties might be valued unequally, and that proficiency in
using both the named mother tongue and its internal varieties differs from person to person. As
their knowledge about their mother tongue increases, it increasingly becomes reified as a social
object. This process of reification differs from L1 objectification (discussed below) because it is
achieved through a process of internal comparison. Returning to the fish analogy, even before a
fish ever breached the surface of the water, it might develop knowledge about water by
experiencing different internal currents, being unfortunate enough to swim into a brine pool,
observing the varying speeds at which different species of fish are able to swim, and so on. In the
case of the LPs before substantial acquisition of an L+, it is achieved through a process of
discerning similarities and differences in Japanese as a social object through their experiences as
Japanese users in the Japanese social world, without the external vantage point offered by
familiarity with an L+. For example, as we wrapped up Tsuji’s OS session, he added:
Excerpt 4.4
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

[0:30:13.0]
Ashley
[↑alright
[yeah
Tsuji
[well I think I [should mention about the u::h
some environment that I: was when I was a kid
because it mi:ght have significant impact on this
you know language issue because yeah ’cause I was
born in Hiroshima when I- you know then at that
time I spoke only Hiroshima dialect ↑obviously
Ashley
uh hm
Tsuji
the::n at the age of four I think our family
moved down to Kochi
Ashley
↑hm
Tsuji
the:n I quickly understood that the uh the kids
down there spoke Kochi dialect instead of
Hiroshima dialect
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15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Ashley
Tsuji

uh hm
but uh ((inaudible)) ki:d I really had to pick up
their accent
Ashley
yeah
Tsuji
not to be:: some you know target or you know the
kids sometimes you know doing ((inaudible))
(thing?) so:: then I used to speak Kochi dialect
with my friends outside of the house but inside
the house I spoke you know Hiroshima dialect but
[still ((inaudible))
Ashley
[uh hm
Tsuji
and then we moved to Nagoya area same things and
then eventually came to uh Saitama and kinda same
thing so it u::h really naturally for me to
switch accent
Ashley
[uh hm
Tsuji
[inside the house ((inaudible)) outside …
[0:31:27.0]

This account shows how Tsuji became aware of different regional dialects (lines 12–14), their
uneven distribution as shared social repertoires across the domains of his life (lines 21–24), and
the power certain forms, such as the local dialect in the prefecture his family moved to, had in
terms of his social wellbeing (lines 16–21).
There is also evidence to suggest that some of the LPs not only discerned different subforms of Japanese and their distribution across the domains of their lives, but also developed
clear preferences for some sub-forms over others. This can be seen most notably when it came to
keigo (敬語), the Japanese honorific system, which can be divided into three main categories:
sonkeigo (尊敬語, respectful language), kenjōgo (謙譲語, humble language)—both forms of
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referent honorifics—and teineigo (丁寧語, polite language), or addressee honorifics.18 Though
sociolinguistic studies (see Obana, 2019) have shown that Japanese speakers’ deployment of
these codes is highly fluid and dynamic, several participants noted that the transition from
elementary to junior high school marked the beginning of an intense period of language
socialisation into the use of keigo. Moreover, the sudden expectation that they should begin using
keigo with their slightly older peers—the same children with whom they had used casual
language, or tameguchi (ため口), just a few years earlier in elementary school—rankled
Kumiko, Milk and Yasu. As Kumiko noted,
Excerpt 4.5
1

[0:54:33.0]
Kumiko
… you know um I always felt that- the you know why I

2

feel this- this discomfort of using 敬語 <keigo> and 尊

3

敬語 <sonkeigo> and (1.2) I- I just couldn’t really

4
5
6
7

figure it out but I didn’t like it
[uh hm
[I didn’t like that why I have to always say (.) you
know sort of indirect ways to explain the situation …
[0:54:57.0]
Ashley
Kumiko

18

Although the actual usage is considerably more complex and nuanced than space allows me to explain here,
sonkeigo (respectful language) would typically be used to refer to a speaker’s interlocutor(s) when the speaker
perceives them to be either (a) of a higher social rank than them within the pragmatic context, or (b) a member of an
“out” group to whom one should show heightened politeness. Kenjōgo (humble language) is the term given to the
language the speaker would typically use to refer to themselves within either of the above situations. Teineigo
(polite language) refers to a politeness code that is used in more formal scenarios to recognise social distance.
Tameguchi is a common term that refers to the casual linguistic codes used between assumed equals, such as family
and friends. See Obana (2019) for a fuller discussion.
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As we discussed his CG (Figure 4.5), Milk provided a vivid account of his frustrations with the
sudden and seemingly arbitrary imposition of keigo and the social hierarchies of junior high
school it indexed:
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Figure 4.5
Milk’s CG, Drop in Comfort Highlighted

Note. Milk’s annotation for the highlighted section reads, “Age 12: Junior High School—Had a
question speaking with senior students in Keigo”.
Excerpt 4.6
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

[0:35:00.0]
Ashley
… so I can see straight off that em from birth
until twelve years old
Milk
[uh hm
Ashley
[it’s neutral
Milk
yup
Ashley
why is that
Milk
well I ha- actually like I had no question like I
never doubt like (.) Japanese is uh (.) unc- like
comfortable or uncomfortable this is only what I
knew so I just had no doubt
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11
12
13

Ashley
Milk

[uh hm
[and then that was the- that’s all like childhood
so- oh yeah let me say that’s the childhood until

14

小学校 <elementary school> so like we- I spoke

15

with everybody in- not in 敬語 <keigo>

16

Ashley

17
18
19

Milk
[this is one thing yeah
I clarify that he means tameguchi. He says he used it with
everyone, even teachers.
[0:36:12.0]
Ashley
and then we hit age twelve
Milk
uh hm
Ashley
going to junior high school
Milk
uh hm
Ashley
and something changes tell me about that
Milk
good so this time so junior high school probably
as you know the- they start to like- like those

20
21
22
23
24
25
26

[うん <yeah>

27

hierarchy do- do you know like 体育会系 <sports-

28
29

Ashley

oriented (culture)>
↑yeah

30

Milk

yeah this 体育会系 <sports-oriented (culture)>

31
32
33
34

start from the junior high school (.) actually
like I didn’t join to any club activity ’cause I
was- I was- I was not that lazy but like I just
didn’t have any interest right (.) and then so at

35

the- in the 小学校 <elementary school>

36

Ashley

うん <yeah>

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

Milk

so I already had like a senior (1.0) the students
↑friends since I- since I was a- I was a little
boy we’d been friends (1.5) and ↑then like
somehow like my friend most of my friends who
belonged to those- like basketball or football
club
hm
they have to- well they are probably they were
not friend of my senior friend
[yeah
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Ashley
Milk
Ashley

47
48
49
50
51
52
53

Milk
Ashley
Milk
Ashley
Milk

[but they speak in uh (.) they spoke in 敬語
<keigo>
yeah
with my- senior student (1.0) but I didn’t you
know
[↑yeah
[like I remember- I remember one of my friend

54

((inaudible)) one of my friend was like 何とかさん

55

な-

56

よ <Mr. So-and-so- why do you use tameguchi with

57
58
59
60
61
62

何とかさんになんでため口やんねん

お前敬語でしゃべる

Ashley

Mr. So-and-so use keigo when you speak to him>
[oh okay
[and I was like what the fuck oh what the fuck
like I (don’t know?) like ↑what @
@

Milk

お前- お前が- お前がその先輩になる前に僕はもっと前から友達

Ashley
Milk

63

やったわという気持ちがあって <you- you- I was your

64
65
66

Ashley

friend long before you became my senior that kind
of feeling>
hm

67

Milk

その時↑に: <at that time> yeah then I was like (.)

68
69
70

Ashley

fuck fuck it what the fuck like you know (.) so
that’s the- that’s- that’s what I felt [I hate
[yeah

71

Milk

I hate 体育会系 <sports-oriented (culture)> I hate

Ashley
Milk

this culture
hm
that’s why I- I remember yeah

72
73
74

[0:38:26.5]
From the initial trajectory of his CG and his account during the interview (lines 1–10), we
can see further evidence for an initial state of mother tongue unselfconsciousness (“this is only
what I knew so I just had no doubt”). However, as the domains of Milk’s life changed and his
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use of tameguchi with older students at the junior high school became marked and attracted
admonishment, the force of his then-and-there resistance to this imposition is conveyed in the
here-and-now of the interaction through his repeated use of the expletive “fuck”. This indicates
that Milk was not only developing his mother tongue awareness through being able to discern,
from an insider perspective, more or less distinct registers within Japanese and their pragmatic
functions, but also that he was developing differing affective relationships with these social
objects and their constituent practices. We can say that, for Milk, keigo was developing a
negative affective valence.
The here-and-now features of this excerpt are also analytically interesting. Milk’s
codeswitches during the construction of this account are noteworthy, as he uses Japanese (or,
more specifically, the Osaka dialect) to ventriloquise the voice of his friend (lines 53–57) and his
reported reply (lines 62–65), but English to express his strong internal emotional response to the
imposition (lines 67–69, 71–72), despite the fact that his linguistic (auto)biography showed that
he did not have the English proficiency at that time for his internal conversation to have been in
any language other than Japanese. This again underscores the ex post facto nature of the
interview accounts, and perhaps the emancipatory detachment of an L+, discussed in Chapter 2,
that can make using taboo words easier.
L+ Acquisition as a Necessary Condition for L1 Objectification
SPs come to know their languages very quickly as distinct empirical social objects
through making increasingly refined comparisons and distinctions between the linguistic codes
and their respective social ontologies and values (Genesee & Nicoladis, 2007). For EPs and LPs,
however, a similar process occurs at later points in their development when they begin to acquire
an L+, and it is through this process that the linguistic practices of their early childhood become
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conceptualised not just as a named mother tongue, but as the first language they have learned in a
sequence: their L1. Those of us who have learned our second language as EPs and LPs will
remember the denaturalising effect that learning an L2 had on our knowledge of the language
that was in the process of being reconceptualised as our L1. For example, when I learned
German as my first L+, I learned both that nouns could have a grammatical gender and,
conversely, that they do not in my L1 English. As Kramsch (2009a) observed, “the experience of
the foreign always implies a reconsideration of the familiar” (p. 5). I will refer to this gradual
process as L1 objectification. Evidence for the process of L1 objectification can be seen in these
excerpts from Yasu’s CG (Figure 4.6) and Interview One:
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Figure 4.6
Yasu’s CG, Example of L1 Objectification Highlighted

Note. The highlighted annotation reads: “As I became able to speak Eng. I realized Jap. is not
suited for conveying messages straight.”19
Excerpt 4.9
1
2
3
4

[0:30:26.0]
Ashley
… you’ve
realised
messages
Yasu

also written here that (1.0) you
that Japanese is not suited to conveying
[right
[oh yeah true

Yasu’s abbreviation here unfortunately yet unintentionally coincides with a derogatory slur that was used by allied
forces during the Second World War and its aftermath.
19
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5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Ashley
Yasu

can you tell me a little more about ↑that
yeah yeah sure um so like (1.1) after eighteen I
started to use my like you know English as my
((inaudible)) language right
Ashley
uh hm=
Yasu
=in my daily life and I- as I become fluent in
English I started to realise that (.) like
Japanese has (2.4) it’s kind of quite vague
language (.) in terms of like (1.2) conveying
like emotions or (1.3) um opinions (1.6) mainly
because like that is (.) um that’s because (1.4)
we don’t usually use our language to: (1.4) um
like discussions (3.7) or I would say (6.8) yeah
like I- I feel like the language differences in
En- uh English and Japanese (1.3) that you know
Japanese is more like (.) unclear (1.1) and (2.4)
hm: like it’s kind of like floating (1.0) in a
@space@ I would say
Ashley
@↑okay@
Yasu
English is a lot more straight and like you know
(1.8) easy to like speak about our own feeling
and like you know opinions but when in EJapanese I don’t know but (1.7) it’s more
difficult
[0:32:20.5]
Across these multimodal semiotic acts, Yasu constructs an account that shows how

learning English as an L+ generated new knowledge for him about his now-L1 Japanese—in this
case, that it is a “vague” language when it comes expressing one’s emotions or opinions (lines
10–14), a common trope echoed by many participants in the study (I will return to this and other
related stereotypes in Chapter 6). As he orients me to this small story (lines 6–13), Yasu
explicitly frames this knowledge as a product of his growing fluency in English and his
comparative experiences of life in both languages. This is an example of L1 objectification, the
process through which empirical metalinguistic and social knowledge about one’s L1 is
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generated through the acquisition of an L+. Yasu does not frame this knowledge as neutral,
either, and we can see that his annotation on his CG is spatially associated with a steep decline,
emphasised with a downward pointing arrow, towards the nadir of his L1 comfort to date; we are
on the precipice of FLD. While Yasu further posits that these are the result of “language
differences” (line 18), or linguistic effects somehow inherent to each language, I want to reiterate
here that the knowledge generated through the process of L1 objectification is, like any other
form of knowledge, fallible. Many people will be uncomfortable with some of the “myths”
(Kramsch, 2009a, pp. 10–13) about languages, countries, people and so on that are drawn upon
in the linguistic (auto)biographies generated as part of this study. However, as products of the
empirical domain, they are important objects to study, especially because, as Kramsch notes,
they serve “as potent incentives for learning [an additional language] in the first place” (p. 59).
Indeed, as I will go on to discuss in Chapter 6, these myths, or language beliefs, are lay theories
about the nature of the world and, as theories, can be critiqued as being more or less fallible
within the critical realist metatheoretical framework I employ. Further, I will show how these lay
theories are the emergent products shaped by the interaction of individual empirical experience
with sociohistorical relations of power.
Conclusion
In this chapter, I have laid out an account of how LPs (and EPs) come to understand the
linguistic practices they are initially socialised into as their “L1”, an empirical social object for
them that made my criteria for participation in the study intelligible propositions with which they
could identify (see Chapter 3). I have argued that all of the LPs were able to enjoy substantial
early periods, characterised by an unselfconscious ease, in which the affective valence of their
societally dominant mother tongue, Japanese, was either neutral or positive. As they made their
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way through childhood, they began to develop various kinds of language awareness regarding
their mother tongue through the experience of its own internal, patterned diversity of linguistic
practices. Though some developed likes and dislikes towards particular linguistic practices, they
still understood these to be part of their Japanese mother tongue. It was not until they began to
seriously engage with an L+ that Japanese gradually shifted from being their mother tongue to
potentially being the first of their languages within a sequence. Put simply, before we can
dissociate ourself from social objects and/or practices with which we once shared some
association but have now come to perceive as an impediment to our current or future flourishing,
we must first have developed a distinct—yet not necessarily verisimilitudinous—idea of the
object and/or practice in question.
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Chapter 5: The Emergence of First Language Dissociation
Across the next three chapters, I will present my grounded theory that I believe can be
used to explain the nature and causes of my central theoretical category, FLD, among JapaneseEnglish late plurilinguals. FLD is a relatively enduring psychosocial process through which a
person distances themselves from their L1 because of its entanglement with, and subsequent
connotation of, perceived impediments to their current or future flourishing. Though the
distinction should be regarded as fuzzy, I have divided the process of dissociation into two
phases: emergence and amplification (see Figure 5.1). In the next two chapters, I will focus on
the factors involved in the emergence of FLD, and its nature during this phase, before turning my
attention to the amplification stage in Chapter 7.
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Figure 5.1
Model of FLD in Japanese-English LPs Showing Emergence and Amplification Phases

Experiencing Significant Contrasubjectivity Associated With L1 Linguaculture
While SPs and EPs tended to link the periods of negative L1 affective valence in their
linguistic (auto)biographies to a perceived lack of proficiency, this was very rare in LPs and,
when it was noted, tended to be a consequence of FLD, rather than a cause (see Chapter 7). This
makes intuitive sense, as the LPs were raised monolingually in Japanese, the dominant language
of the primary domains in which they were embedded (the family, the education system, the
wider community and the geopolitical context of Japan as a nation state), and overwhelmingly
presented themselves as being secure in their identities as expert, “native” users of Japanese.
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Instead, I will show that the FLD they experienced can be linked to them having experienced
significant contrasubjectivity associated with their Japanese L1 linguaculture. There are several
terms that need to be unpacked here before we can proceed.
First, we will note that I have shifted from discussing the participants’ L1 to their L1
linguaculture. It is perhaps a truism to say that language and culture are inextricably linked, and
the term linguaculture (sometimes referred to as “languaculture,” e.g., Agar, 1994) “is a
lexicalization of the idea that there is culture in language or that language practice is cultural
practice in itself” (Risager, 2020, p. 708). The phenomenological evidence that first piqued my
interest in the potential of FLD as a useful explanatory theory (as discussed in Chapter 1) tended
to focus on the LPs’ affective response to their L1 Japanese, and it was this feature of the
experience that guided the inclusion criterion that each participant had “experienced feelings of
emotional discomfort when using (speaking, listening, reading, writing, thinking in, etc.)
Japanese”. However, it soon became apparent that, as one might expect, in accounting for their
emotional responses to using Japanese, participants often ended up talking about Japanese people
and culture. An example of the mutually constitutive relationship between language, people, and
culture is provided by Fumie, one of the EPs:
Excerpt 5.1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

[0:31:50.0]
Fumie
… in Japanese culture I think they will judge
people like they try to categorise people (.)
when they met first time I guess
Ashley
[uh hm
Fumie
[and then they are always- put your- put that
person in that category and then like look- look
down or look up a::nd so when I speak Japanese I
have to ↑think their category ((inaudible))
they’re in higher position so I have to talk in
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10
11
12
13

this way ↑oh they’re like ↓for ↓example they’re a
student so I can talk in this way so
Ashley
yeah
Fumie
so this thing makes me uncomfortable
[0:32:35.4]
Thus, a perceived feature of “Japanese culture”, in this case, the need to ascertain

someone’s social standing relative to oneself in order to use the appropriate level of politeness
with them, is linked to language—as one of the primary ways in which that level of politeness
can be achieved interactionally—to the extent that it makes little sense to say that it is the
language or the culture that make Fumie uncomfortable, but instead the joint effects of both. The
“thing” Fumie refers to in line 13, the practice of weighing up one’s status relevant to one’s
interlocutor, can be understood, on Fumie’s account, as a product of the Japanese linguaculture.
Of course, our ideas about a given linguaculture are as inherently fallible as our ideas about a
given language, although we may recruit evidence that suggests that a particular idea, or
idealised cognitive model (ICM) (Kramsch, 2009a, p. 46), is more verisimilitudinous than
another.
Further, it is interesting to note that for some LPs, reflecting on the conditions under
which they experienced emotional discomfort when using Japanese resulted in breakthrough
moments in which they were able to link what they had theretofore regarded as a general
discomfort when using Japanese to more specific linguacultural practices and conditions. For
example, at the beginning of his LUJ interview, Milk was excited to tell me that the practice of
keeping a record of his language use and emotional comfort as he engaged in various daily
activities had enabled him to discover a “really interesting thing”. As we both looked at the same
shared screen showing the work day that Milk had recorded in his LUJ (Figure 5.2), I invited
Milk to start with his breakthrough (Excerpt 5.2):
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Figure 5.2
Day One of Milk’s LUJ, Recorded on a Work Day

Excerpt 5.2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

[0:06:19.0]
Milk
ah okay then I’m gonna tell you (.) so first I
gave you the graph last w- last time ↑right ((his
CG, see Figure 4.7))
Ashley
[uh huh
Milk
[then that- that ↑↓graph was like- I was
thinking- I- I was like (.) I was always thinking
about the communication way so my graph was super
uncomfortable
Ashley
uh hm
Milk
right you remember but (.) when I- I’m ↑passive
to get some Japanese reading watching listenlistening yeah for those things I’m quite
comfortable
Ashley
↓yeah
Milk
but when I have to use speak write two big things
it’s still- I’m following that graph
[0:07:09.4]

Milk went on to clarify that he experienced no sense of discomfort during the first two activities
he recorded (reading a recipe and watching YouTube), even though the texts involved in both
were in Japanese. However, these high levels of comfort contrast with the “super low” emotional
comfort he later experienced while writing a business email to a Japanese client in Japanese.
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Milk observed that participating in this study had made him pay closer attention to the links
between his language use and his feelings; in this instance, he noted that it was a particular
aspect of the linguacultural complex, the intricacies of keigo—his original L1 bugbear from
junior high school—and, in particular, the social hierarchies and distances such codes inscribe,
that had shaped his general reported feelings toward Japanese.
Second, I will show that the unifying factor shared by all of the LPs whose linguistic
(auto)biographies included clear evidence of the distancing behaviours characteristic of FLD was
the experience of significant contrasubjectivity that comes to be associated with their L1
linguaculture. “Contrasubjectivity” is a term I am introducing here (and for which I offer a
definition below) based on Kramsch’s theorisation of subjectivity, which she defines as “our
conscious or unconscious sense of self as mediated through symbolic forms” (p. 18). Kramsch
goes on to elaborate:
subjectivity focuses on the ways in which the self is formed through the use of language
and other symbolic systems, both intra personally and interpersonally. As individuals
participate in multiple symbolic exchanges, themselves embedded in vast webs of social
and power relations, subjectivity is conceptualized dynamically as a site of struggle and
potential change. (p. 25)
Following Kramsch, I want to differentiate subjectivity from identity, which here is understood
to refer to a more conscious process of “identification with a social or cultural group” (p. 25).
Particular categories of identity were certainly invoked by the participants (e.g., “Canadian”,
“mother”, “sensei”, etc.), but subjectivity, which I see as a superordinate concept in relation to
identity, creates a framework in which I can draw together both conflict that arises around those
conscious, well-established identity categories and other, less well-articulated subjectivities such
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as seeing oneself as open-minded, struggling to express one’s emotions in a particular language
or experiencing bullying at school. The fact that Kramsch’s conceptualisation of subjectivity
includes both one’s conscious and unconscious sense of self is also apt, as we recall that Yoshi,
Kenta and Masa all invoked the unconscious as they tried to account for their desire to avoid
using Japanese in our interviews (as discussed in Chapter 1). Lastly, I have found Kramsch’s
theorisation of subjectivity useful because it accretes as we engage in multiple symbolic
exchanges, and is, as such, relatively enduring. In the early stages of recruiting participants, I
was approached by some Japanese plurilinguals who had experienced discomfort when using
Japanese in particular groups that included non-Japanese speakers, or when having sensitive
conversations in Japanese that they feared could be overheard by other Japanese speakers.
Though the distinction between such instances and cases of what I would consider FLD is
somewhat fuzzy (and aspects of the social actors’ enduring subjectivities must surely have
shaped how these episodes unfolded), I would argue that these isolated instances of discomfort
and distancing are both temporally and geographically restricted, and thus lack the sense of being
relatively enduring that is a property of both subjectivity and dissociation.
Thus, intersubjectivity refers to the exchanges a subject engages in with an Other. From
an ecological perspective that brings together conceptualisations of intersubjectivity from both
discourse analysis and ethnomethodology on one hand, and poststructuralist feminist linguistics
on the other, Kramsch asserts that it is a multidimensional interactional achievement operating
on a variety of temporal and spatial scales (pp. 18–20). Thus, intersubjectivity is both a local
achievement, constructed through the dynamic architecture of interaction revealed by
conversation analysis and other forms of micro discourse analysis, and, simultaneously, the
product of enduring structural symbolic systems and discourses as the interactants successfully
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appropriate, manipulate, challenge and contribute to them. Kramsch states that intersubjectivity
is
an appropriateness or coordination of bodies with themselves and their environment …
Appropriateness here is not just an adherence to pragmatic or social norms, but a deep
coordination of body and mind, self and other. A better term might be relationality or
synchronicity, in which the organism feels in sync with itself, its language, its
environment and others. (pp. 75–76)
In fact, I found it useful to understand this as a description of what happens when
intersubjectivity goes well, and I will refer to this harmonious relationality as prosubjectivity.
Contrasubjectivity, then, is the term I use to describe what happens when this deep coordination,
this synchronicity between our self, our language, our environment and the others with whom we
interact fails in some significant way. As I will go on show, all of the LPs whose linguistic
(auto)biographies contained strong evidence of FLD also shared biographically significant
episodes that I later came to theorise as instances of contrasubjectivity (see Table 5.1).
Moreover, I will provide evidence that contrasubjectivity does not just correlate with FLD in
LPs, but is one of its primary causes.
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Table 5.1
Summary of Evidence of Significant Contrasubjectivity Linked to FLD Among LP Participants
Participant
Chisato

Eiichiro

Hiroshi
Hisako

Ikumi

Junko

Kumiko

Mayu
Milk

Nature of contrasubjectivity associated with L1 Japanese linguaculture
Has come to identify as queer in terms of being both demisexual and possibly
heteroflexible, but has struggled to find appropriate terms to convey her
identities in Japanese;20 Conflict between her attitudes towards cannabis use and
those perceived as prevalent in Japanese society; Reported sustained feelings of
conflict with various perceived Japanese cultural norms and expectations;
Described sustained periods of wanting to “be somebody else and being
Japanese was not part of that”
Identifies as gay, but has struggled to communicate aspects of this identity in
Japanese to others (e.g., dating other Japanese men, coming out to his parents in
Japanese, etc.)
Identifies as gay, but has feared the professional consequences for his family if
he were to come out in Japan
Raised monolingually in a traumatic family environment that included various
forms of domestic violence, leaving her feeling suicidal at times; Experienced
conflict with gender norms and academic expectations perceived in Japan
Significant argument with her father that resulted in her being financially cut off
and him ceasing all communication with her; Conflict with patriarchal and
misogynistic attitudes perceived as prevalent in Japanese society
Grew up under difficult circumstances, describing a stressful school life and
conflict with her peers that frequently left her upset and afraid to voice her
opinions in Japanese
Conflict with patriarchal and misogynistic attitudes perceived as prevalent in
Japanese society; Conflict with Japanese educators and other parents over the
racialised behaviour of her mixed-race son
Conflict with gender norms perceived as prevalent in Japan and the use of
gender-biased language
Conflict with perceived Japanese social hierarchies and the honorific linguistic
codes used to reflect and maintain them; Identifies as gay and has felt frustrated
with the taboo framing with which some Japanese people have approached his
sexuality

“Demisexual” refers to people who only feel sexual attraction towards others with whom they have an emotional
bond. “Heteroflexible” refers to someone who is typically attracted to people of the other sex in a binary
epistemology, but sometimes experiences attraction to other sexes.
20
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Participant
Nana

Okifumi
Rudy

Tsuji

Umeka
Yasu
Yoshi

Yukon

Nature of contrasubjectivity associated with L1 Japanese linguaculture
Conflict with domineering father; Conflict with neocolonial attitudes of other
Japanese expatriates living in Malaysia; Unease around traditional
heteropatriarchal norms indexed by the language of more senior members of her
tea ceremony club
Japanese girlfriend abruptly cut off contact while he was studying abroad and
never replied
Third-generation ethnic Korean, born and raised in Japan, described having
“never felt comfortable … living in Japan”; Bullied at school on account of her
family’s wealth
Described being raised very atypically by his parents, with a great deal of
independence that left him unsure of whether he “fit into Japanese society or
not”; Enduring conflict with perceived Japanese working culture and
communication styles
Was the target of bullying from another member of her junior high school
volleyball club; Has experienced conflict with her colleagues at work
Conflict with perceived Japanese social hierarchies and the honorific linguistic
codes used to reflect and maintain them
Described being an exceptionally sensitive child who tended to stick out;
Experienced conflict with some authority figures at school; Identifies as gay
and has experienced difficulties talking about his sexuality in Japanese
As a doctor, struggled with the pressure of Japanese patients’ demands and the
expectation that doctors should sacrifice their personal lives in order to cater to
them

As noted above, Kramsch (2009a) argues that intersubjectivity is best understood as a
symbolic process of exchange that operates simultaneously across the various scales of the social
world, from micro to macro. Though they did not use these exact theoretical terms, the LPs
tended to locate the significant contrasubjectivity connected with their FLD towards either end of
the scalar social world: (1) conflict stemming from friction between their sense of self and
macro-level normative discourses, and (2) conflict with specific others. Though I will go on to
show how the simultaneous nature of these scales means that we can see elements of the macro
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discourses in the particulars of micro-level encounters and, conversely, that the friction between
the one’s sense of self and cultural discourses is most often made salient through specific
encounters, I use these two general patterns to structure the following sections in which I focus
on four LPs to better support my above theoretical assertions.
“Feeling Other”: Contrasubjectivity with Normative Discourses of L1 Linguaculture
During the open exploration phase of the study, I inductively coded a wide range of experiences
that would later be gathered under the focused code, [Feeling Other in L1 Linguaculture]. These
inductive codes captured aspects of the participants’ subjectivity that they framed as somehow
producing tension due to their incompatibility with what they perceived to be the normative
macro discourses of their L1 Japanese linguaculture, and included [Being argumentative], [Being
queer in heteronormative society], [Being a woman in a patriarchal society], [Being KoreanJapanese], [Being unique] and [Not following the rules]. In the next two sections, I will show
how the experience of such contrasubjectivity with macro normative discourses circulating
within the Japanese linguaculture was one of the causes that drove the emerging FLD of two
LPs, Hiroshi and Rudy.
Hiroshi: “I Struggled About Being Unable to Be Myself in Japanese.”
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Figure 5.3
Hiroshi’s CG

Hiroshi, now 23 and living in Canada, initially enjoyed an empowered sense of self in his
L1 Japanese linguaculture. For example, Hiroshi remembered becoming aware that he had a
more sophisticated vocabulary than his peers in elementary school, and that this enabled him to
“beat them with words” during disagreements. Through the linguistic (auto)biography he
constructed through his CG (Figure 5.3) and our interviews, Hiroshi positioned himself as a
smart, confident, and popular child. However, despite the steep upward trajectory of his comfort
level in Japanese during junior high school, he visually encoded an emerging tension by
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troubling the line of his graph with an overlayed blue wavy line, drawing my attention to it with
his annotation:
Excerpt 5.3
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

• junior high school
it’s not as straight line as it looks.
I was quite confused about my sexuality.
However, because I felt I needed to protect
myself, I studied a lot, did good
performances in my school, and I was quite
confident about
myself

In Interview One, we unpacked this experience together:
Excerpt 5.4
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

[0:21:10.0]
Ashley
you mentioned that uh the- the line the- the
straight line is not as straight as it looks and
I can see that you’ve put kind of a- a little
wavy [blue line here
Hiroshi
[right right
Ashley
can you tell me about that
Hiroshi
sure sure um so when I was in junior high school
student like you know you- so I’m gay right now
then like you kind of notice about like you know
kind of being into (a certain?) boy
Ashley
uh hm
Hiroshi
u:m so in that- in terms of the:: um ↑mental
health I was not like so ↑stable
Ashley
sure
Hiroshi
and it was kinda hard for me to describe myself
in Japanese a ↑little bit I haven’t thought about
like being able to describe myself in English at
that time so
Ashley
uh hm
Hiroshi
I was quite still confident about the Japanese
language a::nd but still I had kinda an up and
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22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

down feelings u:m in terms of you know um
describing or like expressing myself in Japanese
Ashley
yeah
Hiroshi
in Japan yeah that was the kind of wavy things
but still I was quite confident about it still
@@@
Ashley
yeah
Hiroshi
hm
Ashley
and then in high school
Hiroshi
yeah high school I (.) kinda figured like- or I
kinda got used to hiding my emotions or- so
kinda- I was quite good at lying
Ashley
yeah
Hiroshi
so like (1.6) u:m so like I- I think that was the
peak time for me to be able to express myself
kinda freely in Japanese
Ashley
uh hm=
Hiroshi
=not fre- completely freely but um yeah still I
was quite confident and also I quite enjoyed my
life and my emotion health like mental health was
↑quite stable around that time
Ashley
hm
Hiroshi
hm
Ashley
you said you were good at (2.0) lying
Hiroshi
yeah kinda or hi- hiding my sexuality
Ashley
↑right right right
[0:23:28.9]

Here, we can see how Hiroshi’s growing realisation that he was attracted to other boys (lines 7–
10) had a destabilising effect on his mental health. Despite generally continuing to feel confident
in his relationship to his L1 Japanese, we see early evidence of an emerging significant
contrasubjectivity associated with perceived normative discourses in his L1 linguaculture that
would continue to intensify over the course of his life; as Hiroshi explains, “still I had kinda an
up and down feeling in terms of you know um describing or like expressing myself in Japanese”
(lines 21–23). In senior high school, he temporarily resolved this by becoming adept at passing
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as heterosexual, an identity management strategy (Moore, 2019) that was fairly easy on him
psychologically, but also shows that this was a facet of his identity that he found prudent to
conceal. On moving to Tokyo for university, Hiroshi found himself separated from the school
communities in which he had enjoyed very high levels of social and symbolic capital (Bourdieu,
1986).
Excerpt 5.5
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

[0:24:40.0]
Hiroshi
and I then I started ma- making new relationship
in new place right so like I felt different and I
don’t know unfortunately or not but the people I
met in Tokyo was quite passionate about dating
woman or like- or like beautiful woman ↑and there
was huge gap between my feeling and my friends’
feeling
Ashley
uh hm
Hiroshi
a:nd that is the one reason I felt really (.) um
not bad but like (.) my discomfort w- was kinda
increased
Ashley
[uh hm
Hiroshi
[↑at that time to Japanese or more like life
itself honestly (.) u::m (.) yeah and also I- ah
no this is next ah ↑yeah I think so ((inaudible))
Ashley
so was that- you- you said there that it was sort
of (2.2) the feelings of discomfort were aimed
to- was it the Japanese language or life itself
or a combination of both or
Hiroshi
I would say at that time more life itself like I
haven’t- I- at that time I hadn’t thought about
like other language right
Ashley
uh hm
Hiroshi
so like now if I look back about it then probably
it’s combination but at that moment um I didn’tI more- I thought more about life itself
Ashley
right
Hiroshi
uh ((inaudible)) I think discomfort language
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29
30
31

itself started after started learning or like
being able to express myself in English
Ashley
right
[0:26:28.0]

Although Hiroshi focuses on the “huge gap” (line 6) between his feelings and those of his—
rather cursorily described—new friends in Tokyo and their “passionate” pursuit of women (lines
4–5), I argue that the gap is actually between his subjectivity, slowly coalescing into his identity
as a gay man, and the heteronormativity he perceived as being prevalent in Japan. Later in
Interview One, it emerged that Hiroshi’s mother has a considerable public profile, and he linked
his fears around expressing his sexuality in Japanese to the potential negative consequences he
imagined that information might have for her career if it were to become public. Also notable in
the above data excerpt is Hiroshi’s awareness of the ex post facto nature of the (auto)biography
he is negotiating with me (lines 20–26), and the fact that it was not until he had developed
enough competence in his L+ English to “express [him]self” (line 30) that his feelings of
discomfort—engendered by this enduring, significant contrasubjectivity between his
understanding of his sexuality and the heteronormativity he perceived as prevalent in Japanese
society—fully adhered to his L1 Japanese. Thus, these data excerpts from Hiroshi begin to draw
our attention to the central role that the L+ has in the emergence of FLD, a vital factor I will
return to later in this chapter.
One of the lowest points in terms of his discomfort when using Japanese occurred when
he was interviewing to become a television presenter. While some of his discomfort was linked
to the need for his Japanese to be technically flawless in these high-stakes interviews, he went on
to note:
Excerpt 5.6
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

[0:42:44.0]
Hiroshi
but also in the interview I- at that moment I
couldn’t sa:y- I don’t know like I was really
cautious about exposing my sexuality during
interviews or those stuff so like (.) I feel like
I’m not describing myself like I’m just feel like
I’m just describing who I should be in that
moment
Ashley
uh hm
Hiroshi
so like I just (1.0) couldn’t really (2.5) ’cause
if you understand perfectly it’s- it’s kinda
easier to s- talk about or like describe those
things but (.) um at that moment I couldn’t
understand fully even (.) who I am or who I
should be or who I can be so like I- it was
really hard for me to describe myself express
myself
Ashley
uh hm
Hiroshi
but I ↑had to that’s why I felt really
uncomfortable and I think that I would say that
is the (.) kinda worst moment
Ashley
yeah
Hiroshi
uh hm
[0:43:56.0]
As Hiroshi would summarise for the corresponding period on his CG, “there is a huge

gap between who I want to be (or need to be) and who I am. I struggled about being unable to be
myself in Japanese.” Here I believe we see quite clearly the significant contrasubjectivity that
was a crucial factor in the emergence of Hiroshi’s FLD.
Rudy: “I Was Born in Japan and Then Raised as Japanese but I’ve Never Felt Comfortable
Like Living in Japan”
At the time of her OS, Rudy was 42. At the age of 36, she persuaded her Japanese husband to
move with their two sons to Canada, realising a lifelong dream of hers (her husband had no
particular passion for living abroad, and Rudy consistently positioned him as a monolingual). I
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began every Interview One by asking participants to first list the places they had lived and then
rank them in terms of where they have felt most comfortable. In response to this prompt, Rudy
said:
Excerpt 5.7
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

[0:09:49.0]
Rudy
interestingly like um I was born in Japan and
then raised as Japanese but I’ve never felt
comfortable like living in Japan
Ashley
uh hm
Rudy
of course th- that’s the reason why I applied for
permanent residence visa for foreign country
Ashley
uh hm
Rudy
um I think that’s because of my kind of
background as a Korean-Japanese
Ashley
uh hm
Rudy
maybe I told you before but uh my grandparents
are Korean both- both sides of grandparents are
↑Korean and then they immigrated to Japan from
Korea u::m I don’t know our family culture is not
typical Japanese culture
Ashley
uh hm
Rudy
yeah in the household so I have kinda never felt
attached to Japanese society or community
Ashley
uh hm
Rudy
uh hm so I am feeling very comfortable very free
and then stress-free here in Canada
Ashley
yeah
Rudy
uh hm (3.4) maybe I am taking my grandparents’
@↑spirits I don’t know@
Ashley
@@
[0:11:05.5]

In lines 8–9, Rudy clearly links the conflict between her sense of self and her ICM of Japan with
her identity as a “Korean-Japanese”, going further to recruit this enduring sense of discomfort in
her account of her eventual decision to move her family from Japan to Canada. Rudy’s familial
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identity as Korean-Japanese was a complex one. Her immediate family spoke no Korean at
home, only Japanese, and she positions her father as an assimilationist who urged her not to wear
a traditional Korean dress for her university graduation ceremony. The family all became
naturalised Japanese citizens when she was nine. However, at the same time, many of the daily
family practices, such as the food they ate and the greetings they used, were different from
Japanese norms, and Rudy and siblings were strongly encouraged to marry other ethnic Koreans
(although, as noted above, Rudy ultimately did not). Later in Interview One, Rudy revealed that
she “was seriously bullied up” throughout elementary and junior high school, and though she
seemed to doubt whether it was explicitly because of her family’s Korean heritage, her account
established a through line from her background to her experience of being bullied:
Excerpt 5.8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

[0:33:58.0]
Rudy
um I ↑think my family was a little different from
other families because you know Korean-Japanese
and then my father ran a pachinko business do you
know pachinko21
Ashley
@yeah I do@
Rudy
yeah so at that time- now there is (.) not so
many like discriminations to get a job for
Korean-Japanese but at that time there was so
much discriminations
Ashley
yeah
Rudy
so the only jobs that Korean-Japanese got was
pachinko parlour like running a business
Ashley
[uh hm
Rudy
[like pachinko or become a doctor (.) medical
doctor
Ashley
[yeah

21

Pachinko is a widespread and popular form of low-stakes slot-machine gambling that uses a legal loophole to get
around Japan’s ban on gambling for cash winnings.
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17
18
19
20
21
22

Rudy

23

Ashley

24

Rudy
uh hm (.)yeah
[0:34:56.0]

Ashley
Rudy

[@@ that were the only jobs they could get so- so
running a pachinko my- my father was really rich
financially
yeah
so I- I ↑thought that was one of the reasons I
got bullied
うん <yeah>

Thus, Rudy links her sustained experiences of being bullied with her family’s financial wealth
(lines 21–22), which in turn she frames as being an effect of societal discrimination in terms of
the career pathways available to ethnic Koreans at the time (lines 6–18). Indeed, she later
remarked that “Japanese people tend to have some stereotypical ideas about Korean-Japanese”.
This experience of being bullied is a concrete interpersonal example of significant
contrasubjectivity in Rudy’s life, one that was typically framed by Rudy within the larger scales
of a conflict between her, her family, and her models of Japanese culture and society. In the
following excerpt, we start to see how this conflict shaped not only Rudy’s affective response to
her sense of intersubjectivity with the Japanese sociocultural milieu, but also the language itself.
In the turns preceding this excerpt, I had just recounted a short narrative about meeting an older
zainichi (在日, Japan resident) Korean man who I was surprised to find was not only gayfriendly, but also drew parallels between the experiences of zainichi Koreans and queer people as
both groups make their way through Japanese society with less-visible, yet often stigmatised,
identities. This was a story that Rudy reported made her feel proud, and she continued:
Excerpt 5.9
[1:07:30.0]
1

Rudy

yea:h (.) so 在日 <zainichi> people (.) don’t know
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2

like normal ↑普通 <normal>

3

Ashley

hm

4

Rudy

like J- in Japan people are expected to be 普↑通

5

<normal> (1.4) but what is 普通 <normal> I- I

6

really didn’t understand what is 普通 <normal>

7

Ashley

[uh hm

8

Rudy

[since I was a kid because my family was not 普通

Ashley
Rudy

<normal> compared to other kids’ family
yeah=
=we- you know the- the way of eating stuff (.)

9
10
11
12

the kinds of the food (.) and the way I did あいさ

13

つ <greetings> everything was different so I- I

14

was confused about 普↑通 <normal>

15

Ashley

[うん <yeah>

16
17

Rudy

[at that time but uh since I came to Canada or I
got to know the foreign cultures (.) okay you

18

know there are so many 普通 <normal> there

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

shouldn’t be one
right
so that made me feel very comfortable and then
they got me attached to a foreign culture and
then language English I guess
yeah
uh hm
yeah
[uh hm
[and (3.7) are there any particular (2.1) words
or phrases or even ways of using language
Japanese language that make you feel
uncomfortable
any ways or ↑words
yeah so for example you just picked up a word

Ashley
Rudy

Ashley
Rudy
Ashley
Rudy
Ashley

Rudy
Ashley

there (.) 普通 <normal>

34
35
36

Rudy
Ashley

uh hm
and it was interesting to- it was fascinating
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37
38
39

Rudy
Ashley

this (.) has a lot of deep meaning for you ↑right
[yes
[it was- yeah

40

Rudy

you know what ↑yeah e- ↑yeah actually 普通

41

<normal> I hate the @word 普通 <normal>@ I don’t

42

wanna be 普通 <normal>

43
44
45
46

Ashley
Rudy

hm
I- I don’t- I want to be something else (.) so::
if they um describe me as 普↑通 <normal> I would

be upset
[1:09:32.0]

Rudy begins by introducing the word “normal” for the first time in our conversation, and
indicating that the concept is always already denaturalised for zainichi communities (lines 1–2),
whose home practices such as the food they eat and the greetings they share place them outside
of the Japanese L1 linguaculture norms (lines 8–14). Moreover, Rudy constructs these norms as
normative, as people who are “in Japan” are “expected” to conform to them (line 4). Picking up
on Rudy’s topicalization of the concept of 普通 (futsū, normal) (line 4) and the fact that she had
repeated the word a further six times over her subsequent turns, I assert that 普通 “has a lot of
deep meaning” for her (line 37), an evaluation that she affiliates to in line 38. As a result of
affective linguistic conditioning (Pavlenko, 2005), the word 普通 has come to connote the L1
linguaculture norms with which Rudy felt she and her family were frequently in tension.
Between lines 33–46, it can be argued that Rudy and I work together to imbue 普通 with an
iconicity that indexes various Japanese L1 linguacultural norms, turning it into something of an
ad hoc, personal condensation symbol (Sapir, 1934/1949). Sapir defines condensation symbols as
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“a highly condensed form of substitutive behavior for direct expression, allowing for the ready
release of emotional tension in conscious or unconscious form” (p. 565), and I believe here that
we can see the moment, captured in interaction, that “普通” crosses from the realm of the
unconscious to the conscious. Crucially, Rudy also works to construct herself in opposition to
those norms, readily releasing her strong negative affect towards the term (“hate”, line 41;
“upset”, line 46) and her desire to be something other than 普通 (“I don’t want to be”, line 41–
42; “I want to be something else”, line 44).
In Excerpts 5.6 and 5.8 from Rudy’s Interview One, we also note how prominently
“Canada” features in her accounts of her contrasubjectivity with her L1 linguaculture. In the first
excerpt, she draws an explicit—and, she suggests, self-evident (“of course”, Excerpt 5.6, line
5)—causal link between the fact that she has never felt comfortable living in Japan and her
subsequent decision to apply for permanent residency in Canada (lines 5–6). In Excerpt 5.8, we
begin to see the role that participants’ ICMs of the L+ context—in Rudy’s case, “multicultural
Canada” (constructed over lines 16–19)—play in the development of FLD and in the
participants’ investment in learning the L+. These are analytic threads I will pick up again below,
but for now it has sufficed to show how Rudy’s subjectivity as a Korean-Japanese person, as
someone who grew up wealthier than others, and as someone who was bullied throughout her
mandatory schooling, led to a significant contrasubjectivity with what she perceived to be the
norms of her L1 linguaculture.
Contrasubjectivity with Significant Others
Some of the LPs told narratives set at the more micro scales of the social world, in which
the contrasubjectivity they experienced was associated with particular significant Others, rather
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than L1 linguacultural norms per se. I will illustrate this pattern by drawing on data generated
with two participants, Umeka and Hisako.
Umeka: “Series of Troubles With Friends From the Same ‘Bukatsu’ … I Thought Maybe I
Should Not Stay Here Anymore”
In her linguistic (auto)biography, Umeka constructed herself as an “active but Extremely
SHY

kid” between the ages of seven and eleven (see Figure 5.4), and she recounted episodes to

support this self-construction, such as when, even in her own house, she was too nervous to
reach for snacks from a shared plate in front of other children, or when her teacher
enthusiastically reported to her mother that Umeka had uncharacteristically raised her hand to
“say [her] opinion” in class. Indeed, it is this hesitance to speak up that seems to coincide with
the beginning of a decrease in her comfort level when using her L1 Japanese to speak up, as
represented by the orange line in her CG. Interestingly, we can see that Umeka has made a
distinction between her comfort level when using Japanese to “speak up”, a specific social
practice, and when using Japanese generally, which is represented by the red line hugging the
neutral line of her CG. Already, we can see evidence of some conflict between Umeka’s sense of
self and the domains in which she participated as she is reluctant to express her opinions and
desires.
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Figure 5.4
Umeka’s CG

When Umeka was 13, the first of the Harry Potter films was released in Japan, and this
sparked the beginning of her “Harry Potter Era”, a period in which her passion for the series
manifested in her deploying her “中学校英語” (junior high school-level English) to engage in
various real-life English communication activities, such as writing letters to a family friend in
England who forwarded her articles about Harry Potter and participating in online discussion
groups for Harry Potter fans. At the same time, the contrasubjectivity Umeka experienced that
was associated with her L1 linguaculture intensified, and she notes on her CG that she
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experienced a “series of troubles with friends from the same ‘bukatsu’”, or school club. She went
on to explain this in further detail during Interview One:
Excerpt 5.10
[0:24:06.5]
Umeka

… and at that time I was in a 中学校 <junior high

2
3
4
5
6

Ashley

school> volleyball club with all girls and if you
are familiar with what happened in a group of
adolescent girls @@@@ that can be sometimes very
trou- trou- uh you know tons of troubles @@@
yeah

7

Umeka

and uh there were basically three uh 五人ぐらいおっ

1

たかな<were there five people> I think five

8
9

Ashley

うん <yeah>

10
11

Umeka

but one of the other girls I think she also had a
very difficult problem in (.) her family

12

Ashley

うん <yeah>

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Umeka

Ashley
Umeka

so (.) she was sort of (1.2) you know trying to
keep a good balance or to- to survive her life
↑yeah
so sometimes she- she::: I don’t know- I’m notI’m not really want to say the bullying but
[sure
[she was causing the trouble like uh changing
targets from time to time you know there were
four girls ((inaudible)) (the core?) one girl was
changing the target from one person to the other
person
uh hm
and that was kind of very difficult time for me

26

Ashley

うん <yeah>

27
28
29
30
31

Umeka

and for- maybe for other girls as well and for
her as well and that was the age thirteen
[right
[series of troubles with friends from the s- same
bukatsu <school club> [@@

Ashley
Umeka
Ashley
Umeka

Ashley
Umeka
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32
33
34
35

Ashley
Umeka
Ashley

[uh hm
uh hm (.) so um I was in the club for almost
(2.5) fifteen ↑months
okay

36

Umeka

うん <yeah> the first one year was sort of- it was

37
38
39
40
41
42
43

Ashley
Umeka
Ashley
Umeka

better because there was a sempais
uh hm
right they were- they were also like uh troubled
people but @[@@
[@@@@@
but it was better and then two ((inaudible))
after sempai left the club=

44

Ashley

=うん <yeah>=

45
46
47
48
49

Umeka
Ashley
Umeka
Ashley

=things can be a bit you know tricky
yeah
and so I thought maybe I- I should not stay here
anymore
[uh hm

50

Umeka

[and then I quit club in maybe winter or ウ- ウイン

51

ターかな

52
53

second the second grade of junior high school> I
guess winter or the end of the fall

54

Ashley

55
56
57
58
59
60

Umeka

中二

中学校二年生 <w- winter was it junior

うん <yeah>

um then after that basically- well I think (1.3)
a bit healthier life @ with Harry Potter
Ashley
[yeah
Umeka
[and Harry Potter friends and the Lord of the
Rings friends
Ashley
oh nice
[0:26:44.0]

In this excerpt, displaying the even-handed empathy that was characteristic of many of her
accounts, Umeka hesitates from labelling the behaviour of the girl first mentioned in line 10 as
bullying (lines 16–17), but it is clear that she endured a very stressful situation in which she and
others were targeted by their peer for a period of 15 months (lines 19–34). In choosing to include
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this episode of her life in her CG and then later expanding on it during the interview, Umeka
makes this experience of contrasubjectivity associated with her L1 linguaculture both relevant
and significant in terms of her linguistic (auto)biography. This experience of being the target of
behaviour that made it “very difficult” (line 25) for her led her to realise that she “should not
stay” (line 47) in the club, and she eventually quit. Instead, from the ages of 13 to 18, she
enjoyed a relatively “healthier” life through participation in the fan communities of her favourite
fantasy worlds (lines 55–59). It is interesting to note that, although she did participate in some
online Japanese fan communities, her annotation on the CG reveals that her participation in these
communities led to “more communication in L2 [English]” with both native and non-native
speakers”. Indeed, in Interview Two (conducted as an asynchronous written interview), Umeka
identified the ages from 13 to 14 as one of the periods in which her motivation for learning
English was at its highest, responding to a prompt that asked her to describe the driving force
behind this higher motivation thus:
Excerpt 5.11
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Harry Potter age: 1) communicating with fans, 2) reading
books/watching movies/reading interview articles of the
author/casts/crew. In particular, for the 2), there were
Japanese translation for many of the major articles but I
had a strong desire to understand what they said in their
words, as I felt translation did not convey everything in
some occasions and I did not want to miss a thing.

Umeka’s language invokes Motha and Lin’s (2014) theorisation of desire in English language
teaching and learning when she references her “strong desire” to understand the complete and
finer nuances of what the various notable figures involved with the Harry Potter franchise were
saying. However, it also seems to me that we cannot understand her motivation for L2 learning
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here without also understanding what this community meant to her when understood in relation
to the very challenging contrasubjectivity she endured around the same time in the volleyball
club, a comparison invited by Umeka’s use of the comparative “healthier” (Excerpt 5.10, line
56). While Umeka’s investment in English can be seen to be driven by her passion for the Harry
Potter films, their creators, and the pleasure she got from communicating with other fans around
the world, could it be argued that her investments were also related to her negative experiences
in the volleyball club and her subsequent realisation that she needed to extract herself from that
space? I will return to this question.
Hisako: “My Parents Were Fighting … I Wanted to Get Out of Japan So Bad”
Hisako described herself growing up “in a small bubble” in which “nobody spoke
English nobody talked about studying abroad or world”. Thirty-five at the time of her initial OS,
and with a background in applied linguistics, Hisako was able to look back and realise that
during these formative years, her linguistic repertoire meshed seamlessly with her environment.
As she told me, offering another example of mother tongue unselfconsciousness, “I just didn’t
have the notion metacognition of language or comfort level.”
However, over the years, she had developed very distinct affective repertoires in her L1
Japanese and the L+ English she later acquired. Indeed, she recounted breaking up with a French
boyfriend because he insisted that she speak Japanese with him in order to aid his Japanese
learning, but this became untenable for her as she felt much more comfortable expressing herself
in English compared to Japanese, especially when it came to expressing strong affective states
such as anger and love. Later in the interview, I asked whether this was still the case:
Excerpt 5.12
[0:35:57.0]
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1
2

Hisako
Ashley

… so it’s the same it’s still the same
[right

3

Hisako

[I’ve been like this so I’ve never said 愛している
よ <I love you> to anybody

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Ashley
Hisako
Ashley
Hisako
Ashley
Hisako
Ashley
Hisako

Ashley
Hisako
Ashley
Hisako

Ashley
Hisako

Ashley
Hisako

uh hm
like me saying that sounds really weird to me it
almost sounds artificial
right (1.5) right [and
[and
yeah
go ahead
no you go ahead
no I was thinking is that because I’ve never seen
this situation in front of (.) my eyes (1.9) but
then I can’t use that analogy to conflict because
between junior high school and high school my
parents were fighting verbally and physically so
I saw them fight like extreme fight like beyond
imagination so I know how to fight in Japanese
[↓yeah
[I know how to curse (3.3) why is that @@
@yeah@ [well I mean
[((inaudible)) maybe it has something to
do with the motivation- the initial motivation I
started learning English since I became aware
that I was learning English (.) so because my
parents were fighting (.) ↑now they’re happily
↓married (.) I wanted to get out of Japan so bad
hm
and I was (1.2) thinking I- I almost thought
about committing suicide because my p- I didn’t
want to see my parents fighting but I couldn’t
find the best way and the painless way to take my
life away so like okay I need to get out this is
plan B (.) so: somebody was talking if I could be
a proficient speaker or user of English I can win
a scholarship
[uh hm
[and excuse my French but get the fuck out of
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40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

Japan so I was like=
Ashley
=yeah=
Hisako
=I think that’s an option I’m doin’ it
Ashley
yeah
Hisako
so: I hated Japan I hated people (.) especially
my parents (1.0) so maybe that’s when I dstarted to disassociate myself from my own
culture language and ↑people
Ashley
yeah
[0:38:19.0]
Initially, Hisako explores the idea that her preference for expressing her stronger

emotions in English is simply because she has simply never seen them expressed in Japanese
(lines 13–14). This ad hoc theory would make sense according to Grosjean’s (2010)
complementarity principle, which explains how plurilingual people “usually acquire and use
their languages for different purposes, in different domains of life, with different people” (p. 29),
a phenomenon that tends to result in what could be termed domain specificity, or the fact that
some activities (such as expressing strong emotions) are harder to do in Language A than in
Language B due to the fact one is simply not accustomed to using Language A for that particular
activity. However, she comes to doubt this account when she realises that she has seen a great
deal of conflict in the family home (lines 14–21). Indeed, over the course of Interview One, it
emerged that Hisako’s parents’ relationship and, subsequently, her relationship with her parents,
had been a great source of conflict for her during her childhood. Later she would go on to recall
an episode in which she and her sister unsuccessfully begged their parents “from the bottom of
[their] hearts” to get divorced. Interestingly, Hisako also links her fraught experiences in the
family home with the fact that, aside from when forced to by the genre-constraints of certain
texts like the seasonal greetings cards often sent in Japan, growing up she “felt very
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uncomfortable” calling her parents お父さん (otōsan, father) and お母さん (okāsan, mother),
and instead referred to them using nicknames based on their given names, even to their faces.
According to the account she constructs here, from this contrasubjectivity emerged
Hisako’s strong desire to escape that sadly first manifested in thoughts of suicide (lines 30–34)
and, later, in her plan to “get the fuck out of Japan” (lines 39–40)—her considered deployment of
profanity (“excuse my French but …”, line 39) here neatly exemplifying her declared preference
for expressing strong emotions in English. The pithy conclusion she reaches in lines 44–47 (“I
hated Japan I hated people especially my parents so maybe that’s when I … started to
disassociate myself from my own culture language and people”) is notable in that she draws a
causal line between the strong negative affective valence her “parents,” “people” and “Japan”
had for her and the process of distancing herself from her L1 linguaculture (“culture language
and people”), which she refers to as one of disassociation (line 46). I should note here that
although at this point I had been playing around with “dissociation” as a suitable term for my
developing core theoretical category, I had not used this terminology with any of the
participants; Hisako’s selection of the synonym “disassociate” to describe the process through
which she distanced herself from her idealised cognitive model of the Japanese linguaculture
speaks to the fit of the theory I am presenting here.
Lastly, we note in lines 23–42, Hisako moots the theory that it was the conflict she
experienced at home that drove her initial “motivation,” or—given her affect’s imbrication with
the social world—“investment” (Darvin & Norton, 2021) in English as a tool that, with enough
proficiency, might secure her a scholarship and facilitate her escape from the toxic homelife she
endured at that time. The relationship between dissociation and investment is one I will discuss
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in more detail later. For now, I want to suggest that desire (Motha & Lin, 2014), a form of
psychosocially emergent affect that is simultaneously a perceived lack of something and the
energy that compels us towards it, cannot adequately explain the link that Hisako draws between
her experience of contrasubjectivity and her desire to learn English. To do this, we need another
construct, the shadow of desire, that I will theorise here as undesire.
The Emergence of Undesire
I have argued that the experience of significant contrasubjectivity associated with the L1
linguaculture is a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for the emergence of FLD in LPs, and I
have illustrated the particulars of four participants’ respective experiences of significant
contrasubjectivity based on their accounts. I assert that we can assume the conflicts were
significant to the participants in terms of their linguistic (auto)biographies because they chose to
topicalise them in their CGs and the interview interactions that these documents animated. I have
also suggested that these conflicts gave a direction and momentum to subsequent plans for action
that the participants developed. Hisako made this connection herself during our interview,
drawing a new link between the extreme stress of her homelife and her “plan B” (line 35) of
learning English, getting a scholarship and escaping from Japan. In Umeka’s case, I posited that
the contrasubjectivity she experienced in the volleyball club partly fuelled her positive
participation in various online fantasy fan communities (many of which happened to use English
as their lingua franca). As a Korean-Japanese person, the animating force of Rudy’s enduring
experience of not quite fitting in with Japanese cultural norms was obvious to her as she told me
in emphatic terms, “of course that’s the reason why I applied for permanent residence visa for
foreign country” (Excerpt 5.7, lines 5–6). While Hiroshi feared the consequences that revealing
his queerness within his chosen professional field might have on his family, and struggled with
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“being unable to be [him]self in Japanese” (Figure 5.2), around the same time he did locate and
invest in a space in which he felt safe to, in his words, “enjoy my gay life”:
Excerpt 5.13
[0:28:30.0]
1
Hiroshi
and at the same time I started learning English
2
then u:m a- at- so: and I could express myself
3
more freely so that’s why the co- the contrast
4
is- or like the steepness is really um quite
5
↑steep- became quite ↑steep
6
Ashley
uh hm
7
Hiroshi
a::nd the reason I- why I could u::m (1.1)
8
express myself freely is I s:tarted kinda hanging
9
out with gay guys in English (.) that was kinda
10
the only way for me to u::m (1.5) kinda like
11
enjoy my gay ↑life like I could do that if it’s
12
not in Japanese u:m
13
Ashley
uh hm
14
Hiroshi
like oh maybe I can be (.) u::m I can be gay when
15
I speak English because English-speakers don’t
16
watch Japanese television or something so
17
eventually when I become a news anchorman I don’t
18
have to worry or scared about my sexuality would
19
um you know ((inaudible)) out or something so
[0:29:43.5]
Motha and Lin (2014), informed by the work of Sara Ahmed (2010) and other notable
theoreticians of desire (e.g., Lacan, 1977; Kristeva, 1980), conceptualise desire as “both a lack
and an energy, simultaneously productive and oppressive” (p. 335). In terms of desire in TESOL,
they contend that:
at the center of every English language learning moment lies desire: desire for the
language; for the identities represented by particular accents and varieties of English; for
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capital, power, and images that are associated with English; for what is believed to lie
beyond the doors that English unlocks. (p. 332)
Certainly, this is a persuasive theoretical explanation of the pull of English within the accounts
presented so far: Hiroshi desires English because it offers access to communities in which he can
enjoy his life as a gay man; Rudy’s “dream” came true after she “persuaded [her] husband to quit
his job” and then “dragged” her family to Canada; English was the tool that promised Umeka
that she would not “miss a thing” about the film series that had become beloved to her; English
was the key that would unlock the door to life outside Japan for Hisako.
However, if desire is characterised in large part by a sense of lack, it cannot explain the
energy generated by the extant objects that feature in the LPs’ accounts. In each of these
accounts, my data suggests there was a qualitatively different—though, I would argue, no less
compelling—force also at play. I will term this undesire, and it can be understood as the mirror
or shadow of desire—the flip side of the same energy. For each moment of desire, there was a
moment of undesire for an excess of something with which they were already somehow
entangled or associated. For Hisako the object of undesire was her family home, dominated by
her parents’ violent conflict. For Umeka, the fraught interpersonal dynamics of the volleyball
team became undesired. Rudy experienced an enduring undesire for the Japanese linguacultural
norms with which her family life could never be truly harmonious. Hiroshi undesired both the
pervasive heteronormativity he associated with the Japanese linguaculture and the passing
identity he had developed to navigate it. I am saying that the energy that drove them towards
English was as much about the desire for English and all its imagined accoutrements as it was
about an undesire for things that oppressed rather than promised. Thus, heavily paraphrasing
Motha and Lin, I can write that at the center of those English language learning moments also lay
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undesire: undesire for the L1; undesire for the identities represented by particular accents and
varieties of the L1; undesire for the less valuable forms of capital, constraint, and images that are
associated with the L1; undesire for what was locked with them in the room that the L1
unlocked.
Moving Away From the L1 Linguaculture Into the Alternate Dimension of the L+
Of course, many people experience significant contrasubjectivity associated with our
native linguaculture in our formative years without that linguaculture becoming an object of
undesire. Many people experience toxic interpersonal relationships or grow up feeling different
from particular dominant norms without necessarily thinking twice about the linguistic practices
they associate with such negatively valenced objects. Just as we cannot fully conceive of an “L1”
without also having gained an “L+”, the data shows that it is not possible for FLD—a literal and
figurative moving away from the L1 linguaculture that has come to be perceived as
disadvantageous for one’s current or future self-flourishing—to emerge without LPs having
some level of familiarity with and access to an L+. This is because the alternate dimension
represented by the L+ offers (1) a point of contrast necessary before the contrasubjectivity can be
strongly associated with an objectified L1 linguaculture, and (2) provides a linguacultural space
into which to move. I have begun to explore this already through my discussion of the linguistic
(auto)biographies of Hiroshi, Rudy, Umeka and Hisako. Indeed, although for reasons of clarity I
have tried to discuss the role of contrasubjectivity associated with the L1 linguaculture without
too much reference to the L+, it was practically impossible for me to do so given the participants
so often made the L+ linguacultures they participated in relevant in these accounts of conflict. I
will exemplify the importance of the role played by the L+ in the emergence of FLD with data
from another LP, Junko. In the following excerpt from Interview One, Junko, now 31, is
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reflecting on how she came to experience a sense of emancipation in English that enabled her to
express her opinions more freely than she had been able to in Japanese. Junko’s excerpts are
presented in their original Japanese, followed by my close gist translation into English.
Excerpt 5.14
[0:10:40.0]
1

Junko

… ま結構中学校の時とかに

ま特に女の子たちはね結構―

何っ

2

ていうんだろうな

ま、学校いけなくなる登校拒否の子もいたし

3

ま、すごい結構どろどろと喧嘩をする子たちがいっぱいいてね

4

から自分の中ではもう何っていうの

5

もう

6

仲良くなってもその後

7

結構

8

て

9

あ

変に関わって傷つくのも怖いし

警戒しているんだよね

なんか

なんか敵になったり

バチバチとあったから

だから何も

変にこう

さえ

だ
その

ちょっと

そういうのが本当に

だから結構距離間を取って

多分自分の意見ってあんまり言わなかったし

10

Ashley

[うん

11

Junko

[そうだね だから どっかで多分すごいこう
い自分みたい のがあって

13

く保健室とかで 疲れ切って疲れたって言ってよく泣いたりとかし

14

て
Ashley

うん

16

Junko

そう

だから

ならなきゃいけな

12

15

そう

あ

すごくしんどくて

でそれが多分ずっとあって最初は何かね授業―

よ

勉強するこ

17

とがー

だからあの自分の中では気晴らしみたいだったのね

18

＠と

19

ど

10

formulative だからその間って自分の外のことを忘れられるの

21

よ

だからー

もう勉強すごい＠

っというのも例えば何か

ずっ

ずっと好きでやってたんだけ

特に数学とか英語とかってすごい

[0:12:00.0]
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[0:10:40.0]
Junko
well my junior high school days were really
quite- well especially you know girls- how can I
put it well there were kids who couldn’t come to
school lots of kids who had pretty ugly arguments
so for me- how can I say I was on guard right
that- also I was scared of getting embroiled in
those disputes and the fallout even if things got
a bit better they’d then become enemies again
that kind of thing was really quite- um- just a
powder keg so- so I really distanced myself so
nothing- maybe I didn’t really share my opinions
Ashley
[yeah
Junko
[yeah that’s right so somewhere maybe there was a
really- like the person I should become yeah so
it was really exhausting I often went to the
nurse’s office talking about how worn out I was
and crying a lot
Ashley
yeah
Junko
so it had been like that for a long time and
classes- studying was- more like distraction for
me at the beginning right that’s why I always
loved studying but- for instance mathematics or
English are especially formulative so I could
forget things around me while I was studying
those subjects
[0:12:00.0]
This excerpt contains clear evidence of the significant contrasubjectivity I have argued is a
necessary factor in the emergence of FLD in LPs. Until graduating from senior high school,
Junko went to a combined (一貫校) private school, meaning that her peer group stayed roughly
the same throughout her pre-tertiary education. Sealed within this relatively closed social
network, Junko focuses here on their junior high school years and narratively sketches an
environment in which she and female peers became so mired in arguments that some became
unable to attend school, and Junko herself describes being trapped in a state of something akin to
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hypervigilance, ready for friendships to turn sour in a moment and trying hard to distance herself
from her peers. This resulted in her often spending time in the nurse’s office, exhausted and
crying. Against this backdrop, she describes finding an escape in her studies, especially those
that she perceived as somehow “formulative” like mathematics and English, which at that point
she frames as mere abstract codes, unencumbered with emotional significance—a quality that
became clearer later in Interview One when she explained how Japanese language arts classes
had not provided the same kind of release for her as the content would inevitably lead her to
think about her present unhappy situation. It was through the study of these fresh codes that she
could forget about the miasmic interpersonal environment around her. I should note here that
Junko was one of several participants who suggested that, encountering English as a foreign
language taught primarily through a focus on grammar translation, it took them some time to
understand it as a means of communication between real people.
Earlier in the interview, as I had worked with Junko to reconstruct the basic biographical
details of her life—which included learning English at an eikaiwa gakkō, or English conversation
school, completing an English for academic purposes bridging course in Japan and doing her
undergraduate degree in North America—Junko wondered what had fueled her sustained efforts
to learn English over the years. In the following excerpt, she traces her investment in English
back to the moment she entered the English conversation school, NOVA, towards the end of her
first year of senior high school, the very same moment that her discomfort in Japanese first
emerged (Figure 5.5):
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Figure 5.5
Junko’s CG, Initial Drop in L1 Emotional Comfort Highlighted

Note. The annotation in the highlighted area reads, “Went to NOVA (during high school)”.
Excerpt 5.15
[0:05:05.0]
1

Junko

あのね

2

Ashley

[うん

3

Junko

[そう

何か

あの
そう

グラフでも書いたんだけど多分英会話を始めてから

どうしても英語がもっとできるようになりたいがあ

4

って

でもそれが何っていうんだろう

5

その話しやすい自分がいて

だから多分

何か

何か多分そっちのが
こう

全然その時
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6

はあのーできなかったんだけど

本当に初級とかから初めてて

7

の前にその英会話とかやったことがあったわけじゃないから

8

ら:

9

あ

10

だろうな

そ
だか

そう最初はそんなできないんだけどでも何か自分の中で

↑

これができるようになったら何か自分がもっと世界が変わるん

11

Ashley

[↑ん:::

12

Junko

[多分居心地が悪かったのもあるんだよ

日本語でー

日本語であ

13

ったその世界がすごく居心地悪かったからっていうのもあって多分

14

異次元みたいな感じだった

15

Ashley

↓うん

16

Junko

何かすごい違う世界だったから

17

でそこでは自分の:: できー

したいようにはもうちょっとできたんよね
[0:06:00.0]
[0:05:05.0]
Junko
well like I’ve drawn it on the graph but maybe
after I started at the English conversation
school
Ashley
[yeah
Junko
[yeah so I wanted to do whatever it took to
become able to use English yeah but- what can I
say like maybe that was- I found that I could
speak easily so maybe um like- but at that time I
couldn’t really speak English I started as a real
beginner I’d never really done English
conversation or anything like that so- so yeah at
first I couldn’t really do anything but even then
um I realised ↑oh if I can speak English like my
world is gonna change even more right
Ashley
[↑hm:::
Junko
[maybe I felt a strong sense of discomfort too in
Japanese my Japanese world was so uncomfortable I
had that sense so it felt kinda like a different
dimension
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Ashley
Junko

↓yeah
like it was a really different world so- then the
things I could- I could achieve a bit more of
what I wanted to do yeah
[0:06:00.0]
In this account, English begins to present itself to Junko as an alternative dimension (“異次元”)
in which she could imagine a different world for herself, one in which she could speak freely.
Crucially, she also contextualises this against the discomfort associated with her L1 Japanese
linguaculture that she would shortly go on to describe in such vivid detail (as discussed above).
Indeed, it was the eikaiwa gakkō that first opened up a portal into this alternate dimension, and it
was telling that one of its most significant features for Junko was the fact that none of her
constant peers from the combined private school studied there.
Between the L1 linguaculture and the L+ (perhaps not initially apprehended as a
linguaculture), there exists something of a referential system, wherein the meaning attached by
the LPs to one is in some way the inverse of the other. Consider the contrast between Umeka’s
accounts of her shy childhood and fraught membership in the volleyball club, in which she was
merely one of a number of “targets” for her peer’s problematic behaviour, with her written
response to my follow-up question in Interview Two when I asked her to explain what the online
Harry Potter fan groups meant to her:
Excerpt 5.16
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

They were important people to me with whom I shared my
strong interest in Harry Potter. And also in particular, as
there were not so many Japanese people, I knew there was
something I could do for them (such as sharing information
released in Japan, or details about the casts’ visit to
Japan, or those kind of things big fans always want to
know), so looking back, now I realize it was one of the
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8
9

important communities which enabled me to identify who I
was (if it makes sense) and gave me confidence in my own

10

existence ちょっと大げさな感じですが <although it feels a little

11

grandiose to put it like this>.
In fact, despite the fact that participants were not explicitly asked to represent their

emotional comfort in their L+ on their CGs, four (Hiroshi, Tsuji, Yoshi, and Umeka) chose to do
so, and I think it can be argued that the way they chose to visually encode their L+ was indicative
of this affective mirroring (see Figure 5.6).
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Figure 5.6
LP CGs in Which Participants Included Their L+, Evidence of Lx Affective Mirroring
Highlighted

Note. Clockwise from top left: Hiroshi, Tsuji, Yoshi, Umeka
I will refer to this phenomenon among LPs as FLD emerged as Lx affective mirroring. This is
consistent with the law of comparative feeling defined by Frijda (2007), an emotion theorist,
thus:
The nature and intensity of emotion depend on the relationship between an event and
some frame of reference with which the event is compared. It is not the magnitude of the
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event that decides the emotion, but its magnitude relative to that frame of reference. (p.
11)
When discussing the section of his graph that I have highlighted above as an example of Lx
affective mirroring, Hiroshi noted that his feelings of discomfort in Japanese not only mirrored
his growing comfort associated with English as he began to socialise in Tokyo’s Englishspeaking gay social networks, but that this contrast also became more “vivid” over time, a
phenomenon to which he later returned:
Excerpt 5.17
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

[0:32:18.0]
Ashley
… tell me about what happens after those two
lines cross [((inaudible))
Hiroshi
[right u:::m after this line cro:ssed
(1.2) you know like (1.3) it’s fun to be myself
so like um it’s really- I feel really comfortable
about like always speaking English then I can be
my↑self and also I can like or I can love- that I
can ↑love- who can- who I can love like it was
really comfortable and also (1.7) just so
satisfying for me to speak English then I can do
whatever I want basically but instead of- uh like
in Japanese (.) I was still afraid of those
things a::nd I:: just couldn’t ex- eve- like it’s
a contrast so like I can- I could express myself
in English but I cannot express myse- or I cannot
be myself in Japanese so like I feel less
comfortable or like I feel uncomfortable really
really ↑bad and the contrast became more vividmore vivid a:nd (1.0) ↑yeah so I felt really
((inaudible)) uncomfortable (2.1) then I [decided
to ((inaudible))
Ashley
[yeah
Hiroshi
ah no no to Vancouver then you know I- I can
learn more English and also I can- I can be
myself ((inaudible)) so
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[0:34:00.0]
Like Junko, Hiroshi found an alternate dimension in English, one that he felt—rightly or
wrongly—would allow him to live a contained “gay life” in Tokyo that would not spill over into
his desired professional domain. As he participated in these L+ social networks, the positive
affect associated with them starts to build up, as indicated through his above account, in which
he speaks of “fun” (line 4) and upgrades his predicates with emphasis from “like” to “love” (line
7). Underlining the contrast, he employs an extreme case formulation (Pomerantz, 1986) when
he tells me how, in English, “I can do whatever I want basically” (lines 10–11), before offering a
mirrored account of the negative affective valence Japanese held for him (lines 11–13).
Iteratively, he shifts his subject in the here-and-now of the interview from English (line 10) to
Japanese (line 12) to English (line 15) to Japanese (line 16) and then finally to English again
(line 24). Thus, because the LPs’ engagement with both L1 and L+ is ongoing, Lx affective
mirroring—when its effects are stretched over time—results in a polarising effect in terms of the
intensity of the respective affective valences L1 and L+ hold for the LPs. I will return to explore
other factors affecting the relative amplification of FLD among the LP group in Chapter 7.
The model that I have been using to explain my grounded theory of the nature and causes of FLD
among LPs can thus be updated to highlight the crucial role that the L+ plays in the emergence of
FLD, as shown in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7
Model of FLD in Japanese-English LPs, Showing the Prototypical Mirrored Relationship
Between the Affective Valence of the L1 and the L+

Conclusion
It is worth reminding ourselves that many LPs, myself included, acquire an L+ without it
necessarily having an intelligible effect on the affective valence of their L1. However, for the
LPs in this study, a significant contrasubjectivity somehow troubles the unselfconscious
synchronicity between their subjectivity and their immediate environment. These cracks of
undesire roughly coincide with the beginning of the acquisition of an L+, which appears to the
LP as an alternate mirror dimension that offers possibilities that are somehow meaningful in
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contrast to a quality of the contrasubjectivity. The L+ linguaculture also acts as a contrastive
referent, making it possible for the LP to associate the contrasubjectivity not just with school or
the family home, but with an objectified L1 linguaculture. Thus, there is a growing perception
that their L1 linguaculture is somehow disadvantageous for them in terms of their current and/or
future self-flourishing, while the L+ is, conversely, increasingly perceived as comparatively
advantageous for their current and/or future self-flourishing. Moreover, the mirrored affective
valences of the L1 and the L+ appear to exert an affective repulsive force on one another, a force
that iteratively results in a polarising effect, such that the burgeoning undesire for the L1
intensifies over time to the point when its overall affective valence shifts from positive to
negative, while the L+ inversely develops an increasingly positive affective valence.
I have so far gone along with Junko’s proposition that the appeal of the L+ depended on her
perception of it as a foreign and formulaic code, unencumbered with emotional resonance.
However, in the next chapter, I will turn my attention to the alternate dimension symbolised by
the L+, showing that it is not an empty void into which the LPs simply pour the mirror images of
their undesire, but an ICM that comes already infused with macro discourses and shaped by
material realities.
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Chapter 6: Beliefs About Places, People and Languages in the Emergence of FLD
In Chapter 4, I discussed how LPs developed knowledge about their linguistic repertoire,
first through the internal process of comparison that leads to the development of mother tongue
awareness, then through the external process of L1 objectification, commensurate with the
acquisition of an L+. I noted then that this knowledge—like any other form of knowledge—is
never neutral but comes loaded with various language ideologies. For my purposes here, I follow
Rumsey (1990) in defining language ideologies broadly as “shared bodies of common-sense
notions about the nature of language in the world” (p. 346). In this definition, the fact that
language ideologies are common sense and shared places them at the more macro end of the
social world, which enables me to suggest and define language beliefs as a concept that refers to
an individual’s notions, or idealised cognitive models, about the nature of language in the world.
Of course, just like structure and agency, language ideologies and beliefs are inextricably linked,
but I believe the analytic dualism I have suggested here can help to better understand the
morphogenetic process (Archer, 1995) through which conditional and generative mechanisms
operate between language ideologies and language beliefs.
In Chapter 4, I also described the shift from mother tongue awareness to L1
objectification, enabled by the necessary condition of learning an L+, as a gradual process. We
can see an example of this from Milk’s linguistic (auto)biography; while Milk’s initial account of
the negative affective valence keigo held for him was initially constructed without reference to
his L+ English, I was at that point already exploring the potential significance of the L+ in my
theory of the causes of FLD:
Excerpt 6.1
[0:40:23.0]
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Ashley
Milk
Ashley
Milk
Ashley
Milk
Ashley
Milk

and then um (3.4) at the same time
uh hm
that is the age that you started learning English
right t[welve years old
[yeah
yeah
did that have any connection to this dip in
Jap[anese or was
[yeah
yeah
yes so this time I only had uh I only had the
opportunity to speak in English with my: uh ALT

12

teachers so once in a week the one 外人

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Ashley

<foreigner> joined to our class the conversation
class and uh this- this was my favourite class
and then I was on- I was only the one who always
tried to talk with him or with her and uh then I
really enjoyed it and then- and u::m yeah (1.0)
and I could be more frank you know like uh make a
joke how I say but like cou- ↑meh frank you know
yeah

21

Milk

get out of those like 敬語 <keigo> things or

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

whatever because like I didn’t know any like
politer words in English or whatever so (1.2) and
then in my thought like in my thought like I
already- I think I already had the imagination
about Western people like uh you know Western
English native people like they are more like
openminded through the media through the movie
whatever so I just like copied @@ the behaviour
of the [((inaudible))
Ashley
[@@@@
Milk
the European peop- uh the well the English people
yeah
Ashley
yeah
[0:42:12.1]

Though the account presented here is clearly occasioned by my theoretical sampling question
(stretched across lines 1–7), Milk’s response aligns and affiliates (Steensig, 2020) with the
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supposition that his nascent acquisition of L+ English had some connection to his growing
negative affect towards keigo, and his here-and-now account is notable for the details he fluently
recruits to support this affiliative stance. Here we see more evidence to support my theorisation
of the L+ functioning symbolically as an alternate dimension in which Milk “get out of” the L1
linguacultural practices he had railed against earlier in the interview. At first, his account echoes
Junko’s theory that the appeal of the L+ is a result of what we might term initial foreign
language learning effects, as Milk posits that it may have simply been because he “didn’t know
any politer words in English” (lines 22–23).22 However, after a brief pause, Milk goes on to
complexify this account, noting that he had already formed a set of beliefs about English
speakers: that they were “Western” and “openminded”. Crucially, Milk also provides clues as to
how his beliefs (“my thought”, line 24) were formed, tracing them back to the media he had
consumed (lines 28–29). Given the salience and symbolic power of English within Japanese
society (Kubota, 1998; Seargeant, 2009), I contend here that English was likely never quite a
blank slate for the LPs, as it comes always already entangled with a set of associated images,
values and power relations that have accrued over time.
Beliefs About the Lx Linguacultural Complex
As we co-constructed their linguistic (auto)biographies, all participants described or
indexed beliefs about not only language, but also the people who spoke those languages and the
places in which they were spoken. People and places were often used as proxies for culture by
the participants, such as when they said things like “many people [in Vancouver] are super open”

Milk’s description of the ALTs as “gaijin” also bears traces of nativespeakerism, a double-edged ideology that
both privileges “native speakers” over “non-native speakers” due to their supposedly superior proficiencies in
“natural” skills like pronunciation, while also limiting the recognition of professional expertise they may have. See
Geluso (2013) for a fuller discussion.
22
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(Rika) or “in Japan there are so many things that are taboo to talk about in public” (Chisato). At
times, it was not always clear to which exact facet (people, place or culture) of a linguacultural
complex the belief adhered, suggesting the lines between a language, its speakers and the
contexts in which it is used were often blurry. For example, Takako, an EP, felt that it was hard
to confront others in Japanese because of cultural expectations that one should supress one’s own
feelings and consider those of others first. She posited that the Japanese language consequently
lacked the vocabulary for confrontation because it was culturally discouraged. Rather than get
too preoccupied with whether Takako’s beliefs are about the Japanese language or culture (or
perhaps people), I think it makes more sense to understand them as her beliefs about the
Japanese linguacultural complex. Indeed, as I will go on to show, there was remarkable
consistency across the participants’ beliefs about the Japanese language, society and people on
one hand, and the L+ language (most often English), societies, and speakers on the other. While
we may disagree with beliefs like these—certainly, it has not been my experience that Japanese
people or the Japanese language lack the capacity for confrontation—they are of analytic interest
because participants made these beliefs relevant in their accounts of their dynamic affective
relationships to the named languages in their linguistic repertoires. During the open exploration
phase of the study, I inductively coded these beliefs using the coding stem [Viewing x as y],
where x was the object and y was the property. I note here that I only used [Viewing x as y] codes
for data in which participants stated or inferred some property of a particular language, group of
people or place (e.g., “Switzerland is like Canada where there are like so many immigrants”); I
did not use this code family for statements in which participants merely described their own
idiosyncratic behaviour without linking it to some general property of the Lx linguacultural
complex (e.g., “I was maybe a little bit timid in Japanese”).
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Looking across the codes that capture the participants’ beliefs about the Japanese
linguaculture and those of their L+ linguaculture(s) (overwhelmingly English), I observed two
patterns. First, despite the fact very few of the participants knew each other, the beliefs they
described about a particular linguaculture’s properties suggested a remarkably consistent set of
shared empirical (which is to say, not necessarily real or actual) properties, as shown in the
columns of Table 6.1. Second, as we can see from comparing the properties across the rows of
Table 6.1, almost every property found its mirror in the properties that underpinned the beliefs
the participants expressed about the other linguaculture, creating a referential conceptual system
(Clark, 2012) of qualitative dimensions used by the participants to make sense of their
experiences. In Chapter 5, I outlined my theory of Lx affective mirroring, arguing that FLD
emerges under conditions where the L+ is perceived as an alternate dimension that has a positive
affective valence for the participants, as opposed to the negative affective valence of the L1,
developed through the participant’s experience of significant contrasubjectivity associated with
the L1 linguaculture. The qualitative dimensions shown in Table 6.1 shed some light on the
perceived properties of each linguaculture that result in overall affective valence. Indeed, we can
say that Lx qualitative mirroring—the phenomenon in which LPs experiencing FLD tend to
associate contrasting properties with their L1 and L+—results in Lx affective mirroring.
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Table 6.1
Binary Conceptual System Underpinning Participants’ Expressed Beliefs About L1 Japanese and
L+ English Linguacultures
L1 Linguaculture (Japanese)
domestic
e.g., [Viewing Japanese as geographically
restricted], [Viewing Japanese people as
having less international experience]
homogenous
e.g., [Viewing Japan as homogenous],
[Viewing Japan as monolingual]

L+ Linguaculture (English)
international
e.g., [Viewing Canada as having a large
immigrant population], [Viewing English
as a global language]
heterogenous
e.g., [Viewing English speakers as having
more diverse backgrounds], [Viewing
Canada as multicultural]
rigid
flexible
e.g., [Viewing Japanese people as
e.g., [Viewing English-speaking contexts
judgemental], [Viewing Japan as rigidly
as fostering creativity], [Viewing English
enforcing rules]
speakers as openminded]
conservative
progressive
e.g., [Viewing Japanese people as
e.g., [Viewing Canada as being more
traditional], [Viewing Japan as patriarchal]
progressive in terms of drug use],
[Viewing English speakers as queerfriendly]
indirect
direct
e.g., [Viewing Japanese people as conflict
e.g., [Viewing English speakers as
averse], [Viewing Japanese as vague]
emotionally honest], [Viewing English as
a direct language]
vertical
horizontal
e.g., [Viewing Japanese people as
e.g., [Viewing Canada as egalitarian],
concerned with hierarchies], [Viewing
[Viewing English pragmatics as requiring
Japanese as encoding of power]
less subordination of oneself]
irrational
rational
e.g., [Viewing Japanese people as
e.g., [Viewing English speakers as more
uncritically accepting], [Viewing Japanese
critical], [Viewing Canada as a
traditions as illogical]
meritocracy]
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L1 Linguaculture (Japanese)
duty-bound
e.g., [Viewing Japanese people as quietly
stoic], [Viewing Japanese people as
working too hard]

L+ Linguaculture (English)
free
e.g., [Viewing English speakers as free],
[Viewing English as a tool for becoming]

As objects within the empirical domain (Bhaskar, 2008), beliefs are important to critical
realist social scientists because they often function as causes (Collier, 1994). They can be seen to
drive action. The participants’ beliefs drove action because the qualities that underpinned certain
perceived properties of the L1 linguaculture were associated with the significant
contrasubjectivity they had experienced. For example, although some Japanese people might see
the homogeneity Rudy perceived in Japan’s linguaculture as a positive, for her it created a set of
norms (“普通”) to which her wealthy Korean-Japanese family would never quite fit—a fact that
she linked to the long-term bullying she endured. This conflict with the perceived quality of the
Japanese linguaculture meant that Rudy came to undesire and dissociate from it, an affective
momentum that carried her not just away from Japan, but towards English and a life in Canada.
This momentum was also sustained by Rudy’s belief that, in Canada, “multiculturalism …
means a lot.” Thus, Canada was not a tabula rasa on which Rudy and her family could inscribe
their new life, but a linguaculture that appeared to offer Rudy precisely the heterogeneity that
would perhaps have spared her such acute conflict as a child.
I should note that a number of [Viewing x as y] inductive codes did not fit well into the
polarised conceptual system presented in Table 6.1. For example, codes such as [Viewing
Japanese people as nice] and [Viewing Japanese as beautiful] do not fit in neatly with the
underlying qualities that I have adduced above. However, returning to the original data, I found
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that such inductive codes were either part of a participant’s stake inoculation (Potter, 1996)—
such as when Rudy, having critiqued the stereotypes that she believes Japanese people tend to
have about Korean-Japanese people, inoculated her account against the potential charges of
being too negative or perhaps unpatriotic by clarifying, “Japanese people are nice don’t be- don’t
be mistaken @@@”—or narratively situated in a period of what I have termed reassociation
(see Chapter 8)—such as when Hiroshi describes how he has recently found Japanese to be
“beautiful” through teaching it to people learning it as a foreign language.
The noted consistency of the qualities that unite the properties described in the
linguacultural beliefs of various unconnected participants is not necessarily understood here as
indicating any sort of convergence on the truth. In fact, many of them align with enduring
ideologies that have been critiqued by scholars as distorting the way Japan and its significant
others view themselves and each other. For example, as he examines the contrasting discourses
of Japan and the West in ESL/EFL literature related to Japan, Susser (1998) both identified and
challenged the common contrasting ideas that Japan is a vertical, hierarchical society, while
countries like the United States can be characterised as distributing power more unilaterally
(vertical/horizontal). A wealth of evidence (e.g., Befu, 2001; Mielick et al., forthcoming; Mouer
& Sugimoto, 2003; Weiner, 2009) has been gathered to push back against the popular idea of
Japan as being homogenous in terms of language, race/ethnicity, and culture (homogenous/
heterogenous). Kubota (1999) discussed and countered a number of Orientalist tropes that she
found in discursive constructions of Japanese culture within applied linguistics, including the
recurring image of Japanese learners lacking critical thinking skills, which are instead positioned
as the preserve of Western cultures (irrational/rational). McLelland (2000) cautioned against
“setting up binary opposites between a ‘permissive’ west and a ‘repressive’ Japan” (p. 231),
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while Mouer and Sugimoto (2003) also questioned the veracity of the image of Japan as “one of
the world's most conservative societies” when it “somehow also produces some of its most
radical student groups” (p. 8) (traditional/progressive). Drawing on the work of postcolonial
scholars such as Said (1978) and Memmi (1967), Kubota (1999) traces such contrastive
discursive images back to the Western colonial project, noting that they were originally produced
by Western colonisers seeking to exert dominion over the Orient: “The image is that we are this
and they are that, creating Western authority over the Orient” (p. 17). However, we should not be
surprised to find such beliefs being espoused by the Japanese participants in this study, as
Kubota also showed how the Japanese appropriated and internalised this Orientalising, Othering
discourse, converting it into a discourse of nihonjinron (日本人論, or “theories on the
Japanese”) that could be used to both defend the nation from the original Orientalising ideologies
and shore up cultural nationalism. This process has been referred to as self-Orientalism
(Iwabuchi, 1994) and auto-Orientalism (Befu, 2001). Befu (2001) noted that auto-Orientalism is
“psychologically a masochistic process [that] signifies acceptance and internalization by the
Orientalized people of the denigrated, racist definition given by Orientalizers” (p. 127). Befu
(2001) and Mouer and Sugimoto (2003) have also argued that discourses of nihonjinron are
exploited by dominant groups within Japanese society in order to maintain power through the
perpetuation of images of a monolithic society that is group-oriented, self-sacrificial, conflictaverse, conservative, and so on. As Befu (2001) wrote, “Nihonjinron as a description of behavior
… becomes a model for behavior” (p. 79)—a model that stacks the odds in favour of those
already in power. Thus, while there it is unlikely that any of these meta-properties are natural to
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either linguaculture, the fact that some people believe they are gives them a certain amount of
social reality as they start to condition behavior.
Tracing and Interrogating Lx Linguaculture Beliefs
While in some senses, it does actually not matter where the participants’ beliefs about Lx
linguaculture originate—from a symbolic interactionist perspective, it would probably be
sufficient to note that they exist and can be understood as contributing causes of FLD that direct
and give momentum to action—the critical realist metatheoretical framework I draw on here also
compels me to engage in explanatory critique (Sayer, 2011), in which I try “not only to identify
false beliefs and the practices they inform but to explain why those false beliefs are held” (p.
221). Because the resonance between the properties running through the participants’ expressed
beliefs and these well-documented ideologies could simply be a coincidence, it was necessary for
me to work with participants to generate data that could help us trace the source of these beliefs
and interrogate their veracity—a potentially emancipatory endeavour given their resonance with
various forms of ideology that, as I discussed above, have been critiqued as both the products
and tools of oppressive systems. Moreover, none of the ideological critiques cited above deny the
potential existence of cultural differences. Instead, they ask us to resist reductive and
essentialised accounts, and instead strive for more accurate understandings of the features of a
diverse, stratified and dynamic Japanese society (as well as the other societies that serve as its
foil). Are these beliefs accurate theories of the participants’ social realities, or mere ideological
illusions? Although space constraints here prevent me from tracing and interrogating each belief
in detail, I will use a discussion of one pair of binary empirical properties—“Japanese
linguaculture as indirect” versus “English linguaculture as direct”—to explore both where some
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beliefs come from and how we might go about collecting and evaluating evidence of their
verisimilitude.
We have already seen how Milk linked his beliefs about who English-speakers were
(“Western” and “openminded”), and their direct or “frank” style of communication, to the media
representations he had encountered. Similarly, around the time that Kumiko was struggling in
her first marriage—“stuck in a @small city@”, chafing against the traditional female gender
roles that her Japanese husband and his family expected her to fulfil (“I was almost forced to stay
home and bear child”), letting her “negative thoughts” silently “pile up”—she was also forming
an ICM of “English-speaking society” through watching films like Cocktail (Donaldson, 1988),
admiring what she saw as the romantic protagonists’ ability to “express their feelings more
straight to each other”.
Another key site for the formation of beliefs about the relative (in)directness of a
language were the explicit beliefs or theories of others, often encountered in educational
contexts, that the participants internalised. For example, in Chapter 4, I discussed how Yasu
developed the belief that Japanese “is not suited for conveying messages straight” and that he
linked this with his parallel acquisition of English (a further example of the polarising effect of
Lx affective mirroring over time). When I asked Yasu to tell me more about this annotation, he
stated that as he became more fluent in English, he started to realise that Japanese was “kind of
quite vague language in terms of like conveying like emotions or um opinions”, and he went on
to describe it as “unclear” and “kind of like floating in space”. This was in contrast to English,
which he felt was “more straight” and the easier language in which to convey his feelings and
opinions. Following up, I asked,
Excerpt 6.2
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

[0:32:24.0]
Ashley
… do you have any examples
Yasu
examples (5.0) ah okay so um (2.9) maybe that was
when- that was- I realised that when I was
writing essays in like (1.2) at English classes
Ashley
uh hm
Yasu
so (2.9) like you know when I- when we write
English uh essay in English it’s kinda structured
in a way that you know you have to say opinion
first and you know support it by some evidence or
examples ↑right (1.0) but (1.0) when we write in
Japanese (2.0) like i::n (1.4) like kinda like
those essay style
Ashley
uh hm
Yasu
we don’t have much structures (1.0) in how we
should write so like (1.7) um (1.0) it’s kind of
like spiral we don’t know where the like
statement like is located
Ashley
↓hm
Yasu
it’s kinda (3.4) well like we don’t have much
structure so like (1.3) um we might just say
example first and then like you know at last we
say (1.0) our like you know statement
Ashley
uh hm
Yasu
in the end or like you know (7.0) @@@ it’s kind
of hard to explain
Ashley
↑yeah ↑yeah ↑yeah ↑↓yeah
Yasu
yeah
Ashley
yeah
Yasu
yeah maybe because of the structure I would say
Ashley
yeah
[0:34:15.0]

Later in the interview I confirmed that the English classes Yasu refers to in line 4 of this excerpt
were at the ESL college he attended for a year after arriving in Canada and the first year of his
undergraduate studies at a Canadian university. Yasu’s description of his beliefs about the
respective writing structures of English and Japanese were for me instantly evocative of the well174

known schematic diagrams (see Figure 6.1) proposed by Kaplan (1966) in his controversial
theory of contrastive rhetoric. Yasu describes English structures beginning with what sounds
very much like a thesis statement or topic sentence (“you have to say opinion first”, lines 8–9)
followed by sentences that support the thesis statement with “some evidence and examples”
(lines 9–10), constructing an image that is remarkably similar to Kaplan’s theory of English
“thought patterns” and their resultant “dominantly linear” (p. 4) rhetorical structure:
An English expository paragraph usually begins with a topic statement, and then, by a
series of subdivisions of that topic statement, each supported by example and
illustrations, proceeds to develop that central idea and relate that idea to all the other
ideas in the whole essay, and to employ that idea in its proper relationship with the other
ideas, to prove something, or perhaps to argue something. (pp. 4–5)
Similarly, Yasu’s description of Japanese writing as not having “much structures” (line 14) and
being “like spiral” (line 16) in which the reader might struggle to locate the thesis statement
clearly owes something to Kaplan’s conceptualisation of so-called “Oriental” rhetorical
patterns:23
In this kind of writing, the development of the paragraph may be said to be “turning and
turning in a widening gyre.” The circles or gyres turn around the subject and show it from
a variety of tangential views, but the subject is never looked at directly. Things are
developed in terms of what they are not, rather than in terms of what they are. Again,

Though Kaplan stipulates—for unknown reasons—that he uses “Oriental” to “specifically Chinese and Korean
but not Japanese” (p. 10).
23
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such a development in a modern English paragraph would strike the English reader as
awkward and unnecessarily indirect. (p. 10)
Figure 6.1
Kaplan’s Graphic Representations of Ethnolinguistic Rhetorical Movements (Kaplan, 1966, p.
15)

Yasu withdrew from further participation in the study due to a lack of available free time,
which makes confirming the following impossible, but given that (a) he situates the above
account in his ESL classes, and (b) Kaplan’s theory of contrastive rhetoric has been widely
disseminated, including in ESL composition textbooks (Leki, 1991), it seems very likely to me
that Yasu’s beliefs about how messages are conveyed in English and in Japanese are based on
Kaplan’s 1966 models. This is unfortunate, as Kaplan’s original theory of contrastive rhetoric is
controversial to say the least; it has been widely critiqued as being, among other things, “more
intuitive than scientific” (Leki, 1991, p. 123), reliant on essentialised and siloed notions of
culture (Kubota & Lerner, 2004), and complicit in colonial logics that reify a supposedly
forward-thrusting and efficient English way of thinking through ideological contrast with the
“bends, curves and digressions that so bedevil the writing of the Other” (Pennycook, 1998, p.
161) (see Kubota & Lerner, 2004, for a more complete summary of criticisms levelled at
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Kaplan’s original conceptualisation).24 Perhaps there is even evidence from the here-and-now of
the interview that Yasu himself has doubts about his own account, as we see an extended pause
of seven seconds in line 24 before he concludes his account by admitting with a laugh that “it’s
hard to explain” (lines 24–25).
Nor are such contentious theories of language differences only encountered in ESL
classrooms. For example, while she disagreed with the belief espoused by other participants that
English is a more direct language than Japanese, in Interview Two, Umeka noted that she was
taught that English was more direct while learning it as a foreign language at school in Japan. In
an asynchronous follow-up question, I asked her if she could remember how she was taught this,
and whether this was something she learned indirectly or was taught explicitly, to which she
replied:
Excerpt 6.3
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Regarding your question, as I reflect my younger days, I
think some teacher mentioned the directness of English
language when explaining the grammatical rules 1) to put
the subject first, 2) to put “not” earlier (compared to
Japanese, which put NAI at the end), 3) to capitalilize
‘I’, the first person subject... and etc. So it was not a
lesson particularly focusing on the linguistic/cultural
characteristic of the language, but in relation to the
linguistic rule.

Like Umeka, I believe we can be sceptical of this evidence for the alleged grammatical
directness of English in comparison to Japanese. As I replied to her, one could plausibly argue,

Indeed, as Kubota (1997) has discussed, studies that have taken up Kaplan’s problematic paradigm and attempted
to identify the supposed unique style of Japanese written texts can be seen to depend on static, exotic
conceptualisations of language and culture, ignore the actual diversity of approaches to supposedly rigid classical
forms, and disregard the intercultural influence between porous writing cultures.
24
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for example, that Japanese is more direct because the negative (ない) is “emphasised” as the
final semantic unit in a sentence or clause, rather than “buried” in the middle as in English.
Counter arguments of a similar style could be made to challenge other theories in which a
lexicogrammatical or orthographic feature of a language is arbitrarily recruited in the service of
propping up shaky linguaculture ideologies.
A few weeks later, Umeka, an English teacher by profession, sent me a photo of an
explanatory text box (Figure 6.2) she had found in a Japanese textbook on English essay writing,
Creative Approaches to Essay Writing (クリエイティブ英作文) (Katsura, 2013) which
compared the relative directness of Japanese and English. My English translation follows
directly below.
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Figure 6.2
Photograph of Text Box from Katsura (2013, p. 45)

No need to beat around the bush
Compared to English, Japanese seems to have many more
expressions that are indirect and vague. That is, Japanese
utilises many expressions that have no semantic content. On
the other hand, in English, plain and precise expressions
are preferred. Writing concisely and avoiding empty phrases
is the key to writing English in an authentic way. For
example, if we were to write a sentence like 「やはり彼女が言
うのは本当なのではないでしょうか」(“After all, could it not be
that what she says is true?”) in English, we would delete
「やはり～なのではないでしょうか」(“After all, could it not be
that … ?). The information the speaker wants to convey is
「私は彼女が言うのは本当だと思う」(I think what she says is
true). Therefore, declaring “I think (that) what she says
is true.” is more natural in English. English is
essentially a direct and simple language.
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The idea that it is somehow unnatural to hedge one’s opinions when writing an essay in English
is (present sentence excluded!) demonstrably false. As Hyland (1994) noted within the context of
English for academic purposes, “rather than being factual and impersonal, effective academic
writing actually depends on interactional elements which supplement propositional information
in the text and alert readers to the writer’s opinion. Significant among this interactive element are
hedges” (p. 240). In fact, simple searches for the phrases “could it not be that” and “might it not
be that” I conducted using Google Scholar generated 4,320 and 3,150 hits, respectively.
Unfortunately, this significant text offers further evidence that language education remains a key
domain through which perfidious linguaculture ideologies spread.
Returning to Yasu’s seven-second pause, I believe a lack of convincing there-and-then
evidence to support beliefs stated during our interview interactions often manifested in a
faltering flow that necessitated noticeable here-and-now repair work. Take the example from
Musumi’s Interview One, below. Musumi is an SP whose family lived in France and the United
States, before returning to the Kansai region of Japan when she was around three or four years
old. She spent her remaining school years in Japan, before moving to Canada for her
undergraduate and graduate degrees. The following excerpt occurs just after Musumi has
explained that one of the aspects of Japanese that makes her feel uncomfortable is her feeling
that she has to be “more indirect about [her] opinions or feelings” because to be direct “wouldn’t
be culturally appropriate”.
Excerpt 6.4
1
2
3
4

[0:42:42.0]
Ashley
yeah (1.5) um (2.1) this (1.1) image of er
Japanese as an indirect language comes up a lot
in these interviews uh with- with various
participants
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5
6
7
8
9
10

Musumi
Ashley
Musumi

uh ↑hm
how did you learn that how did you start
thinking of Japanese as an indirect language
↑oh uh I never really thought about that question
(1.0) °hm::° (3.6) °hm:° (4.0) ↑I’m not really
sure actually I feel like that’s something you

11

kind of ↑hear from people as well is like uh 日本

12

語は <Japanese is> like ダイレクトじゃないから°みたい

13

な° <not direct so °like that°> u::m (1.4) ↑hm

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Ashley
Musumi

(2.3) yeah actually I’m not really sure
[yeah
[I feel like I’ve kind of heard from people that
Japanese is meant to be indirect uh or especially
like being so close to Kyoto like I know people
living in Kyoto tend to be even more indirect
Osakans tend to be a little more direct in my
personal @view@ like people are very actually
direct
hm
u:m but Kyoto is very very indirect for example
(1.0) um in interacting with u:m my friends or
friends fr- from Kyoto o:r (1.0) even going to
Japanese restaurants in Kyoto I- I think I felt
↑that like people kind of (1.2) telling you (1.1)
oh would you like to stay for dessert um towards
the end of their like business hours and my
parents like oh let’s go l- let’s go home and
it’s like- like but they’re asking us to stay for
dessert but they’re like ↑no that means we gotta
get @out@
[@@@@
[and I’m like @okay@ @@ ↑@what@ uh the sort of
like I think little experiences like that really
kind of (1.9) u::m created that ↑belief
uh hm
but I think that’s very specific to Kyoto

41

Ashley

うん <yeah>

42

Musumi

and not about Hyogo or Osaka especially Osaka

Ashley
Musumi

Ashley
Musumi

Ashley
Musumi
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43
44
45
46

like for so many aspects it seems very direct to
me like even more direct than Can- Canadian
people that’s for sure sometimes um (1.2) so yeah
@I’m not really sure@ @
[0:45:25.0]

Musumi was one of the last participants recruited to the study and by that point I was already
beginning to work with participants to trace and interrogate some of the most recurrent beliefs. In
line 9, we can see a very long pause, punctuated by a few quiet “hms” that hold the floor and act
as promissory notes (Kitzinger, 2013, p. 240) to repair the trouble caused by the fact that her
account of how she developed her belief of Japanese as an indirect language (the preferred
second-pair part to my initial question in lines 6–7) is not immediately available to her. As with
Yasu and Umeka, the idea of Japanese being indirect is not necessarily a belief that she arrived at
through her own experiences, but is a belief that, on this account, seems to float around in the
Japanese-speaking ether (lines 9–17). The original belief—that Japanese is indirect—starts to fall
apart under closer examination; Musumi reflects on her personal experiences living in the Kansai
region, and she begins to explore a more fine-grained and complex analysis that breaks down the
binary contrast of “indirect Japanese” versus “direct English”, creating an ad hoc conceptual
system in which residents of Kyoto sit at the indirect end of the directness dimension, people
from Hyogo (a prefecture in the Kansai region) and Canada somewhere in the middle, and Osaka
residents at the more direct end. Of course, it can be said that we are still dealing with some
ideological illusion here, as the binary opposition she sets up between the social mores of
refined-yet-frosty Kyoto and rough-and-ready Osaka relies on tropes well-known throughout
Japan that surely must have coloured her parents’ interpretation of the restaurant staff’s
intentions (lines 26–34). Still, in the space of just a few turns, Musumi moves away from the
kind of “sweeping generalizations” (Mouer & Sugimoto, 2003, p. 13) that have plagued many
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sociological accounts of Japan, and seems to be working towards a more nuanced account of “a
complex industrial society with differentiation occurring in many dimensions” (p. 13). In
addition, my analysis underscores how here-and-now signs of trouble in the management of the
talk-in-interaction of the interview can be clues that the account being constructed might be less
adequate in terms of explaining social reality.
Overall, I could find almost no convincing evidence to support the idea that Japanese
was, in some natural—or even social—way, a less direct language than English.25 Still, for
several participants the belief acted as a potent contingent condition in the emergence of FLD.
One of the aims of critical realist social research is to reduce illusion (Sayer, 2011), especially
when, as in this case, it is infested with oppressive colonial logics. The above discussion has
highlighted some of the key sites (the media, education systems, etc.) through which ideologies
infiltrate our epistemology of the social world, and in Chapter 9 I will conclude by suggesting
some strategies to counter the effects of such illusions within those sites.
Conclusion
So far, I have identified a set of what I believe are necessary causal conditions for FLD to
emerge in LPs: The LP must have experienced significant contrasubjectivity encoded in their
mother tongue (perhaps not yet objectified as an L1). Around the same time, the LP has also
begun to develop more or less fallible knowledge about an L+ and its associated linguacultures, a

Although the participants’ data did not really invoke it, perhaps this contrasting image of (in)directness between
Japanese and English is a hangover from Hall’s (1976) low-/high-context model of culture. Based on this model,
Japan is often described as a high-context culture, notable features of which are homogeneity and an indirect
communication style. However, Hall’s model has been critiqued as “anecdotal-evidence-based” (Kittler et al., 2011,
p. 78), and Cardon’s (2008) meta-analysis of 224 articles using Hall’s contexting model published in business and
technical communication journals between 1990 and 2006 concluded that researchers “should consider contexting to
be a nonrigorously developed model without empirical support” (p. 423).
25
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process that makes possible both the objectification of what they now more or less fallibly
understand to be their L1 linguaculture, its properties and its association with the significant
contrasubjectivity. Based on their experiences of this conflict, the LP begins to perceive their L1
linguaculture and its relevant properties as intersubjectively non-sustaining in terms of a
significant aspect of their subjectivity. The L1 linguaculture starts to connote illbeing and they
come to undesire it. Conversely (and based on beliefs that may be more or less accurate), the LP
perceives the imagined/experienced L+ linguaculture as offering prosubjectivity in terms of the
same aspect(s) of their subjectivity that generates conflict with their L1 linguaculture. Thus, they
come to desire the L+ linguaculture. The simultaneous moments of undesire for the L1
linguaculture and desire for the L+ linguaculture work in tandem to generate both the direction
and momentum as the LP dissociates from the L1 linguaculture and invests in the L+
linguaculture.
But where does that direction and momentum ultimately take them? And what are the
effects of this journey on their now emerged FLD? Did all of the LPs experience FLD to the
same degree? Which factors might explain any apparent variation in terms of the strength of their
dissociation—the extent of the physical and symbolic distance they put between themselves and
the Japanese linguaculture? It is to these questions that I turn in the next chapter.
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Chapter 7: Contingent Factors Amplifying FLD
In Chapter 5, we learned that Hisako formulated two plans to escape the verbal and
physical violence she witnessed in the family home; the first, thankfully abandoned, was suicide.
The second was to become proficient enough in English to earn a scholarship and “get the fuck
out of Japan”. Retrospectively, she traced her formulation of this plan back to her second year of
junior high school, as by the third year she was already studying for the scholarship exam and
had been with her mother to the Rotary Club’s branch office to enrol in the Rotary Youth
Exchange programme. Indeed, many of the LPs described learner behaviours suggestive of high
levels of investment in their L+. These included working part-time while in senior high school to
pay for their own private English classes (Tsuji), studying abroad while in senior high school
and/or university (Eiichiro, Hiroshi, Hisako, Ikumi, Okifumi, Rudy), going to university abroad
(Chisato, Junko, Mayu, Yasu, Yoshi), and taking private English classes while working in Japan
(Kumiko, Yukon). However, understanding these behaviours solely or even mainly as the result
of their desire for and investment in the L+ is, I contend, only a partial explanation. As I argued
in the previous chapter, these behaviours can be seen as equally driven by undesire and
dissociation, as the above episode from Hisako’s linguistic (auto)biography illustrates. A further
example is provided by Kumiko, below, in an embedded story that follows on from her account
of her divorce from her first husband:
Excerpt 7.1
1
2
3
4
5

[0:20:19.0]
Kumiko
and then you know I- I moved around the jobs and
uh I: kind of decided that well I think these
don’t really work and I probably better get out
of- of Japan so that’s the only way I can es- I
could escape from the kind of subordination in
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6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

the system that ah they had but ↑then I don’t
think that I realised that that was systemic
Ashley
[yeah
Kumiko
[you know discrimination against women but I- I
just desperate- I felt desperate to- to leave
Japan so I- I started seeking how to do it
Ashley
[yeah
Kumiko
[and then I started to taking English classes and
then I met an Australian teacher back ↑then and
uh she h- uh sorry he had a Japanese wife and was
very nice and then he really um inspired me to
study English harder and to- to get out of the
society
Ashley
[uh hm
Kumiko
[and uh I guess back then the American dollars
was so expensive so I decided to come to Canada …
[0:21:29.1]
[Wanting to escape Japan] and [Getting out of Japan] were inductive codes I created and

used often across the data set (e.g., “I felt desperate … to leave Japan”, lines 9–10, and “he really
inspired me … to get out of the society and … so I decided to come to Canada”, lines 16–21,
respectively), designed to gather instances where the participants’ choice of language conveyed
the negative affect I would later come to theorise as the undesire that fueled the psychosocial
process of dissociation. Indeed, we can see that many of the behaviours suggestive of high levels
of investment in the L+ mentioned above involved participants leaving Japan to study, work and
live in other contexts. Chapters Five and Six explained a theory of how participants came to
perceive their L1 (and its associated linguaculture) as an impediment to their current or future
flourishing. In the next section, I will survey a range of distancing behaviours, in addition to
“getting out of Japan”, that form a key component of my theorisation of dissociation.
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Distancing From the L1 and Its Linguaculture
While “getting out of Japan” refers to a literal process of an LP physically distancing
themselves from a Japan that they have come to perceive as an impediment to their current or
future self-flourishing, other distancing behaviours were more figurative. Thus, distancing
behaviours are defined here as behaviours in which plurilinguals consciously or unconsciously
engage in order to achieve some ameliorative symbolic distance between them and the undesired
L1 and its linguaculture. The accounts constructed by Hisako (Chapter 5) and Kumiko (above)
are notable for language that frames their decision making and subsequent action in conscious
terms (e.g., “I kind of decided that well I think these don’t really work and I probably better get
out … of Japan”, Excerpt 7.1, lines 2–4). However, the accounts constructed by other
participants of what I would eventually term distancing behaviours often used terms that indexed
a lack of conscious intentionality. For example, one LP, Okifumi, noted that he had decided to
participate in the study to try and better understand why he had recently felt compelled to delete
his Japanese Twitter accounts in the aftermath of being suddenly ghosted by his then-girlfriend
of half a year back in Japan (“that’s why … I decided to participate I couldn’t explain what
happened here”). It should also be noted that distancing behaviours were evident in both the
there-and-then events recollected during the data generation and the here-and-now of the social
practice of data generation itself. Below I give examples to better show the range of what might
be considered distancing behaviours.
Avoiding the Japanese Language
Like Kenta, Masa and Yoshi, the participants from Moore (2013) who first piqued my
interest in FLD (see Chapter 1), many participants described actively avoiding Japanese, either in
particular situations (such as when talking about their sexuality or in romantic situations, as
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Hisako described) or in general. Take, for instance, the following supplementary annotation that
Kumiko shared along with her CG (Figure 7.1):
Excerpt 7.2
1
2
3
4
5
6

4.

Moved to Canada for a study abroad taking ESL programs
at {University A} in {British Columbia} and
{University B} in {Ottawa}; this was a planned to
escape from the Japanese society as I became despised
with the Japanese culture; I tried not to use Japanese
as much as possible in my everyday life

Figure 7.1
Kumiko’s CG, Point Corresponding to the Annotation Highlighted
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Likewise, as we discussed his decision to delete his Twitter accounts following his
painful and confusing romantic break up, Okifumi posited that “just trying to have very limited
exposure to Japanese that’s kind of my strategy back then”. In some cases, even when embedded
in Japan, LPs would construct an L+ bubble for themselves in order to minimise their use of
Japanese. For example, following a fight Ikumi had with her father that resulted in him cutting
off all contact with her, as well as the financial support she needed to finish her undergraduate
degree, Ikumi described using English as much as she could, throwing herself into the Englishonly edicts of her university classes, and spending her weekends in English with her foreign
friends and bilingual Japanese friends in Roppongi, a lively area of Tokyo also popular with
tourists and foreign residents.
Distancing From Non-Sustaining L1-Speaking Others
We have already seen a few examples of LPs distancing themselves from non-sustaining
Japanese-speaking others, such as Umeka’s decision to quit the volleyball club and throw herself
into the online Harry Potter community, many members of which used English as their lingua
franca, and Junko’s attempts to somehow distance herself from the tumultuous relationships of
her peers, escaping into mathematics, English and the school nurse’s office. Another interesting
example was shared by Yukon, who previously worked as a doctor in Japan, but had become
disenchanted and burned out by the demands of her patients and the extreme sacrifices she was
expected to make in terms of her personal life. She had escaped first to Singapore, then later to
Canada. As we discussed her language use on social media, she recalled a post she had written in
English and shared on Facebook, offering free counselling sessions in English with the express
condition that the sessions were intended for “anyone except for Japanese”.
Excerpt 7.3
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

[1:03:29.0]
Ashley
can I ask why did you aim it at English-speaking
people
Yukon
a:h because I @@ probably the same reason (.) I
didn’t want to ah listen to Japanese people
complaining about all things because @@@ theirsometimes their expectation @@ will go @ ah got
too much
Ashley
yeah
Yukon
so I prefer (1.1) that I- giving the offer in
English
Ashley
[yeah
Yukon
[because English-speaking people in general are
more- more @modest@
Ashley
@@@@
Yukon
@not demanding usually@
Ashley
yeah @@@@
Yukon
but Japanese-speaking people- Japanese people
like uh if it’s free- even it’s for free (.)
their expectations are quite high @@ and they
keep- they tend to keep their complain
Ashley
@@@
Yukon
so I just wanted to avoid those Japanese people
@@@@
Ashley
right right right
Yukon
that’s why I offered in English yeah
[1:04:40.5]

Leaving Behind a Past Self, Claiming a New One
While the distancing behaviours described thus far have been fairly concrete and would
have been easily observable, I also found evidence for more psychological distancing
behaviours. For example, several LPs described periods of their life in which they longed to
leave behind their Japanese identity and claim a new one, and distancing behaviours such as
getting out of Japan and avoiding Japanese were wrapped up in this larger project. To paraphrase
Norton (2013), the LPs’ ICMs of the L+ linguaculture offered “an enhanced range of identity
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options in the future” (p. 3). Kumiko, for instance, described an early childhood dream to be “an
expat family’s child who grew up in America,” inspired by a returnee classmate. Yoshi described
how, fired by English-language novels and Hollywood films, which were his only sources for
representations of gay life at that time, he invested heavily in the idea of moving to the United
States and adopting an American identity:
Excerpt 7.4
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

[0:19:38.5]
Yoshi
… you know I never told anyone (1.5) ↑then that’s
one of the reasons I decided to go to America
because when I was a kid (1.0) there’s nothing
about gay (1.9) the only things about the ga:y
things are (.) like American ↑movies Hollywood
Ashley
uh hm
Yoshi
movies is sometimes they say about gay people or
like novels (1.6) so I thought ↑oh Englishspeaking countries there are people like me (1.0)
so obviously that was a choice that I should move
(1.1) a:nd (.) so when I opened up my (.)
sexuality (4.0) I- it’s- it’s also language but
also it’s also like er who I ↑was before

14

Ashley

うん <yeah>

15
16
17

Yoshi

after I like you know freely become as a gay
person (1.3) so I wanted (1.3) to: be an
↑American

18

Ashley

[うん <yeah>

19
20
21

Yoshi

[rather than Japanese (1.4) it is because in
America I ca- I could be accepted as who I am but
in Japan °that was difficult°

22

Ashley

うん <yeah>

23
24
25
26
27

Yoshi

so: (2.5) speaking Japanese is (1.8) for me it
felt like (1.8) I still had- you know I still had
a old me (1.0) I want to get rid of (1.1)
everything I had (1.9) so: that’s why speaking
Japanese or like speaking English with Japanese
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28
29
30
31

↑accent that reminds me of who I was before
Ashley
[right
Yoshi
[so that’s why I feel uncomfortable speaking
Japanese
[0:21:38.9]

This excerpt also gives a very sharp snapshot of the theory of FLD I have outlined thus far, too,
as we see the simultaneous moments of undesire—the initial L1-associated significant
contrasubjectivity (growing up experiencing same sex desire in Japan with no apparent
models)—and desire—the alternate L+ mirror dimension (gay representation in Englishlanguage novels and Hollywood films)—all imbricated with beliefs indexing a “conservative
Japan”/“progressive English-speaking context” binary. From this dual moment emerges the
momentum and direction that animate a set of distancing behaviours characteristic of FLD:
getting out of Japan, avoiding Japanese, and leaving behind one’s Japanese identity in favour of
claiming a new one.
However, the participants’ accounts of these identity projects were notable for the threads
of tension they wove into the narratives. After his parents could no longer afford to pay for his
university tuition in the United States, Yoshi was forced to return to Japan. This period coincided
with his lowest level of comfort when using Japanese, and he noted that he went along with his
Japanese colleagues’ miscategorisation of him as a returnee who had not grown up in Japan
because it was psychologically more comfortable for him to think of himself as someone who
was “accidently living in Japan” (see Chapter 8). After some years, he met a British man who
became his partner and they moved to London together.26 Yoshi’s dream of transcending his
Japanese identity quietly reignited, this time illuminating the prospect of becoming British.

26

It was during this period that Yoshi participated in the study that would eventually be reported in Moore (2013).
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However, after a series of set backs, including breaking up with his partner and coming to the
realisation that his young British co-workers would never see him as British, Yoshi experienced
an extended period of depression. Similarly, Chisato described a period in her life when she was
“pushing away [her] Japaneseness,” but she eventually came to conclude that this effort “wasn’t
really helping [her] in any way.” Kumiko, recalling the advice she now gives to Asian
international students in Canada, whom she counsels to play to their cultural strengths, rather
than deny them or dismiss them as inferior, told me,
Excerpt 7.5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

[0:47:19.5]
Kumiko
… the biggest struggle I had was that I tried to
deny and dismiss my Japaneseness
Ashley
uh hm=
Kumiko
=that was- that was biggest mistake I wanted to
be like a White @person sorry@ @@ it’s not really
racially correct to say- politically correct to
say it but you [know
Ashley
[↑yeah
Kumiko
when I was in early twenties when I first came to
(.) Canada I mean was really more you know Whitedominant society that I- I- I I saw particularly
{in British Columbia}

13

Ashley

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Kumiko

うん <yeah>=

and at {name of university} was like that (.) so
um (.) so you know the first struggle I had and I
wanted to be like a more White per@son@ @@ so I
try not to see my Japanese friends and try not to
speak Japanese and try to kind of like dismiss
the Japaneseness and try to be more like Western
way person way but that was a mistake …
[0:48:17.0]

Kumiko reminds us that our undesires, like our desires, “are not solely our own but are
intersubjectively constituted and shaped by our social, historical, political, institutional, and
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economic contexts” (Motha & Lin, 2014, p. 333). In this case, Kumiko underscores two critical
points: first, that distancing behaviours, like the linguacultural beliefs that contribute to their
emergence, are also shaped by ideologies; and second, that the colonial and (auto-)Orientalist
ideologies that shape participants’ beliefs about Japan and other linguacultures in this study are
often reliant on racist ideologies of White superiority to sustain their façades of integrity (Befu,
2003; Takahashi, 2013).
I am aware that I have left Yoshi, especially, in a precarious, depressed state here, undone
by his own identity project. However, I will return to Yoshi’s linguistic (auto)biography in the
next chapter, when I look at the factors involved in a possible reassociation with Japanese and its
linguaculture.
Not Giving a Fuck
The last distancing behaviour I will discuss here, [Not giving a fuck], was a
psychodiscursive distancing behaviour, often described using strong language, which involved
LPs declaring—at least in the here-and-now of the interview—that they no longer cared about
the relationships or norms with which they had experienced contrasubjectivity. It was part of a
family of inductive codes that I grouped under the parent code of [Phasing out], which all shared
the quality of involving participants somehow psychologically uncoupling themselves from the
immediate intersubjectivities in which they were enmeshed. In the following excerpt, Ikumi is
describing how she reacted to the fallout from the argument she had with her father, which was
precipitated by her telling him how to fill the car up with gas while the family was on vacation in
the United States in a manner that he found “bossy”.
Excerpt 7.6
[0:28:32:5]
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Ikumi

8

Ashley

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Ikumi

Ashley
Ikumi

… I wanted to speak ↑up and then like tell him
what to do I mean like how to (.) put the gas (.)
kind of stuff
uh hm
and then um (.) and then he snapped so that’s (.)
like oh so (1.6) like I can’t- I can’t really
like say what I wanna say
うん <yeah>

and I should not (.) uh sp- speak up kind of
thing that’s what I was I don’t know ↑felt
Ashley
yeah
Ikumi
a:nd and uh so (2.9) yeah I- I- I guess I just
(.) turned into the um (2.2) don’t give an F mode
Ashley
right
Ikumi
yeah- and um am I allowed to cuss no @I’m not@
Ashley
of course you are [@@@@@@
Ikumi
[@’cause it’s recording@
Ashley
no it’s fine
Ikumi
okay [I’ll
Ashley
[somebody else I spoke to earlier today used
[the C-word so
Ikumi
[@oh my god@
Ashley
@@@@@
Ikumi
@okay so yeah@ I went into this I don’t give a
fuck
Ashley
right
Ikumi
yeah mind (1.0) so um (1.8) I think- and then so
when I quit [University C] I went backpacking
Ashley
uh hm
Ikumi
and I think that’s where I really uh felt
uncomfortable speaking Japanese
[0:30:05.6]

In Ikumi’s case, telling herself that she didn’t care seems to have enabled her to envisage and
implement a different plan of action (quitting university and backpacking around Europe), one
that deviated from the course upon which she was set until then (graduating from university in
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Japan).27 [Not giving a fuck] was a distancing strategy that LPs like Hisako, Milk and Tsuji also
positioned as helping them to manage life while embedded in a Japanese society with which they
did not enjoy a sense of prosubjectivity. For example, by the time he was in the third year of
junior high school, Milk was discouraging junior students from using keigo with him, asserting
in the here-and-now of the interview that he “literally didn’t give a shit”.
As with some of the participants in my study of queer language learners’ classroom
experiences (Moore, 2019) who asserted that they didn’t care what others thought about their
queer identities, “not giving a fuck” might be better understood not as a description of
participants’ actual indifference to the expectations and norms that weigh on them, but as a form
of accounting work that allows LPs to create a kind of psychic distance from those same
constraints. The strength of the language they deploy in the here-and-now both performs a
vehement discursive rejection of those sources of conflict, while also perhaps betraying their
continuing significance to the LPs.
The above discussion is by no means an exhaustive taxonomy of distancing behaviours (I
imagine there are many more), but I hope it helps to better exemplify their nature as I am
conceptualising them here, the scope of their modality and the role they play in the process of
FLD.

27

Also noteworthy here is the sensitivity Ikumi displays towards what she imagines to be the pragmatic norms of an
(English) research interview, despite the fact that just a few turns earlier she had expressed the belief that “native
speakers” of English, a category in which I was positioned as incumbent, “are told to speak up for yourself and then
just speak up what you are thinking,” indexing the “English linguaculture as direct” ideology dismantled in Chapter
6. Ikumi’s careful negotiation before she drops the “F-bomb”, along with my use of the euphemistic “C-word,” offer
further here-and-now evidence that actual observable interactional practices bear little relation to the beliefs and
ideologies of Lx directness.
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Locked in: Amplifying Conditions of FLD
As a result of the distancing behaviours I am theorizing as an integral feature of FLD,
certain conditions arise that can further amplify undesire towards and the process of dissociation
from the L1 and its linguaculture, thus creating what Dey (1999) refers to as a lock-in, a state in
which feedback processes “consolidate and amplify the effects of an initial configuration” (p.
238), as shown in Figure 7.2. I identified these conditions through insights shared by the
participants and by discerning qualitative differences in the conditions described in the linguistic
(auto)biographies of LPs who appeared to experience more and less intense FLD. Gauging the
intensity of FLD is a difficult and perhaps wrong-headed endeavour. Like the concepts of desire
and investment, it is certainly not something I think we would ever wish to measure in a
quantifiable way. Still, in the remainder of this chapter I will suggest a few qualitative
differences that I saw across the there-and-then and the here-and-now of the participants’
accounts that may allow us to make broad comparisons in terms of the intensity of an LP’s FLD.
I will begin by discussing some of the conditions that appeared to amplify FLD.
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Figure 7.2
Model of FLD Among Japanese-English LPs With Amplification Phase Highlighted

Avoiding L1 Japanese as an L+ Learning Strategy
Many of the LPs described periods in which they would avoid Japanese not because of its
symbolic link to experienced contrasubjectivity, but because they believed that this would aid
their acquisition of the L+. Chisato, Hisako, Junko, Kumiko, Mayu, Okifumi, Yasu, and Yukon
all related times when they avoided using Japanese for reasons that partly or wholly stemmed
from their desire to maximise their L+ learning. Strategies to achieve the immersive environment
they desired included avoiding Japanese-language media, other Japanese speakers and even, in
some cases, avoiding self-talk and self-writing (e.g., journaling) in Japanese. For some
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participants like Okifumi and Yukon, this occurred prior to and ostensibly separate from the later
emergence of FLD. For example, Yukon explained the first two dips in her level of comfort
when using Japanese, as encoded in her CG (see Figure 7.3), in terms of her then motivations for
learning English. In her account, these had nothing to do with the significant contrasubjectivity
that would drive her later dissociation (represented by the third and deepest dip in comfort on her
CG). For her first study abroad experience in Canada (see second highlighted area), Yukon
purposefully chose a smaller city in British Columbia where she thought there would be fewer
Japanese people. She clarified that, at that time (and in contrast with her later Facebook post
explicitly excluding Japanese people from the counselling sessions she was offering), she would
have been happy to socialise with other Japanese people as long as they spoke English with her,
as the reason for her wanting to avoid Japanese people was based solely on her immediate goal
of learning English. In these cases, the earlier periods of L1 avoidance as an L+ learning
strategy seem to have little to do with the later emergence of FLD stemming from the experience
of significant L1-associated contrasubjectivity.
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Figure 7.3
Yukon’s CG, Periods of L1 Avoidance as an L+ Learning Strategy Highlighted

However, for participants like Chisato and Junko, their avoidance of L1 as an L+ learning
strategy coincided with their experience of FLD, and thus also functioned as an FLD distancing
behaviour connected to L1-associated contrasubjectivity. For example, when studying in the
United States for the first time, Junko would avoid the areas at the college where other Japanese
students would congregate and use Japanese together as she felt that they were not making the
most of their learning opportunities in the new linguaculture, but also because they symbolised
Japan for her. The immersive L+ environments these LPs crafted in the belief that this would aid
their L+ acquisition thus also acted as amplifiers for the undesire that drove their FLD, as the
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restricted access to the Japanese linguaculture also drove other amplifying factors: perceived L1
attrition, the level of access LPs had to sustaining L1-mediated interpersonal relationships and
the LPs’ changing selves as they spent more time in the L+ linguaculture.
Perceived Nonstandardness of L1 Japanese Use
While SP and EP participants frequently linked their initial experiences of discomfort
when using their L1 Japanese to a perception that their L1 performance was in some way
marked, incorrect or lacking, performance-based anxiety was not an apparent cause in the
emergence of FLD in the LP group. However, as a consequence of their symbolic and/or
educationally strategic avoidance of the Japanese language, some LPs like Chisato, Eiichiro and
Junko did report feeling or being told that their use of Japanese was in some way nonstandard. In
Junko’s case, being told by a Japanese acquaintance in Canada that her Japanese was strange,
and that it was preferable to speak to her in English, further drove both her undesire for Japanese
and her investment in English.
Lack of Access to Sustaining L1-Mediated Relationships
When I compared those LPs whose accounts of FLD seemed qualitatively more or less
intense than others, one of the differentiating factors I often found was their access to sustaining
L1-mediated interpersonal relationships at the time they were experiencing contrasubjectivity;
enjoying sustaining relationships with others mediated through L1 Japanese seemed to lessen the
effects of undesire and the subsequent extent of their FLD, while having few sustaining
relationships conducted in the L1 seemed to amplify FLD. For example, Nana was an LP who
moved with her Japanese husband (on account of his job) and two children to Malaysia for
several years. While there, she described feeling uncomfortable when using Japanese with some
other Japanese residents due to what she saw as their neocolonial attitudes towards Malaysia and
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Malaysian people. At the same time, she enjoyed generally positive relationships with her family
and other Japanese residents who, like her, learned the local language and were more respectful
towards the local Malaysian culture. I asked Nana,
Excerpt 7.7
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

[0:23:52.0]
Ashley
so did you feel uncomfortable using Japanese was
it with those er was it only with those people
who were kind of looking down on local people or
was it with- did you experience the same kind of
feeling of discomfort with (.) um any time you
used Japanese
Nana
er actually er only er the time I talked with
yeah people ah looking down local people
Ashley
↑uh hm
Nana
hm
Ashley
and um (.) okay (3.6) and so this was i:n
Malaysia and (.) was it the- was it the ideas
that you were talking about or was it the
language itself and can you remember what kind of
language it was that you disliked
Nana
ah language
Ashley
yeah
Nana
hm yeah hm::: probably yeah (2.6) is it okay to
say Japanese

20

Ashley

うん

21

Nana

yeah yeah probably I think yeah hm::: so like

はい <yeah yes>

poor 貧しい <poor> or

22
23

Ashley

うん <yeah>

24

Nana

hm yeah レベルが低い <low-level>

25
26

Ashley
Nana

uh hm
so low-level yeah [so

27

Ashley

28

Nana

hm and somehow 汚い <dirty> dirty or something

29

Ashley

uh hm

[うん <yeah>
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30

Nana
yeah those things
[0:25:44.3]
While she identified herself as having experienced feelings of discomfort when using or

contemplating the use of Japanese and her linguistic (auto)biography had many of the hallmarks
of FLD I have discussed so far (significant contrasubjectivity associated with L1 Japanese as a
result of growing up in a strict, tense, household dominated by her father; a lifelong passion for
gender equality and equality more broadly; a high level of investment in learning L+ English), it
appeared that Nana’s undesire only ever adhered to specific words or phrases, used by specific
people, in specific contexts. In fact, it is difficult for me to say whether Nana had actually
experienced FLD as I have theorised it here, as I could find little evidence that she had worked to
distance herself from the Japanese linguaculture. Later in Interview One, she described how she
had initially felt discomfort when the older, well-to-do women in her sadō (tea ceremony) club
used terms founded in patriarchal ideologies to refer to their husbands, such as 主人 (shujin, or
one’s husband, using the kanji for “master” and “person”), ご主人様 (goshujinsama, an
honorific term for one’s own or another person’s husband, also used for lords and masters), as
well as the social hierarchies subtly woven into the practices of sadō. However, she stuck with
the group and even became comfortable using the same patriarchal language:
Excerpt 7.8
1
2
3
4
5
6

[0:48:40.3]
Nana
… yeah I’m very comfortable now uh using yeah
technical words technical tea ceremony so it’s
yeah so it’s part of my words
Ashley
yeah
Nana
yeah so: it’s okay so they are high society
people I use ah ご主人様 or 主人 uh to describe my
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7
8
9
10
11
12
13

husband it’s okay it’s this world
Ashley
yeah
Nana
yeah but in the re- real world I uh talked with
my husband yeah friendly
Ashley
yeah
Nana
and then so we are so close and we respect each
other and then yeah we enjoy talking every day
[0:49:28.3]

In line 9, Nana accounts for her ability to not only tolerate but even use the negatively valenced
patriarchal terms by shifting the setting of her account from the rarified domain of sadō to the
“real world” and her sustaining relationship with her husband, characterised by the qualities of
closeness, respect and mutual enjoyment (lines 10–13). In doing so, Nana makes her sustaining
relationship with her husband relevant as a way of explaining how she is able to participate in
sociolinguistic practices that are antithetical to her “real world” subjectivity and personal values.
Somehow, her sustaining marital relationship, also mediated in Japanese, keeps the negative
affect contained and manageable within the words themselves, and I could find no indication that
the effects of evaluative conditioning spread any further than the actual words themselves, unlike
with other LPs for whom the negative affect seemed to spread further than the specific words or
phrases associated with experiences of contrasubjectivity, shaping the affective valence of the
Japanese language in general for them.
In contrast, participants like Kumiko described periods in their lives when the majority of
the relationships associated with their L1 were characterised by conflict. After divorcing her first
(Japanese) husband and moving to Canada, she met her second husband, a White Canadian.
When her family lived in Tokyo, her son’s behaviour at his kindergarten drew criticism from the
other children’s parents and teachers, who suggested that Kumiko and her husband should find
an international school for their “mixed-race” son, as (in their words as she reported them),
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“racially mixed kid tended to be aggressive and overly confident”. Kumiko described this period
of her life as one in which she “only made enemies,” and—despite the fact she felt very strongly
that the problem was not her son, but the way society tried to “hammer down the nails,”—she
was unable to avail herself of much support:
Excerpt 7.9
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

[1:31:44.0]
Kumiko
… ↑I knew that but- but I wasn’t really proved- I
wasn’t really justified by any evidences or any
supporters that I had around that time
Ashley
[right
Kumiko
[only my- my mother-in-law who’s a teacher (.)
and uh- who was a teacher and then my husband of
course and ↑my- my- my mother was a kindergarten
teacher that d- did understand
(turns omitted)
so that’s the time I just hated (.) Japanese
society and then the language and the- how they
expressed my son as an outcast and aggressive and
I just didn’t like it at all and then I just er
isolated myself not really dealing with those
things I tried to avoid it so I gradually
withdraw my son from the kindergarten …
[1:33:00.5]
Thus, the few sustaining relationships Kumiko could count on during this “traumatic”

period of her life were mainly mediated in English (her husband and his parents), with only her
mother and eventually a Japanese child psychologist (not mentioned above) offering any kind of
sustaining relationships in Japanese. In contrast, the vast majority of Japanese-mediated
interactions she had in her role as a mother were overwhelmingly negative and tinged with racist
attitudes that worked to pathologise her son. I believe we can see evidence in this account of
affect shifting from these negatively valenced relationships, first to the terms they used to
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describe her son, and then to Kumiko’s ICM of the Japanese language and Japanese society in
general (lines 9–12).
LPs’ Changing Selves as They Spent Time Living in L+ Linguaculture
Once LPs got out of Japan, it is unsurprising that many noted how life in another
linguaculture changed certain aspects of who they were. Recall the excerpt from the beginning of
this chapter, in which Kumiko spots some trouble in her account and repairs it, noting that
around the time of her divorce, she had been desperate to leave Japan, but she had not at that
point been able to theorise her unhappiness as the product of “systemic … discrimination against
women” (Extract 7.1, lines 7–9). This came later, as she completed various undergraduate and
graduate courses in Canada, the United Kingdom and the United States, often focusing on gender
equality. Many participants described feeling out of place when they returned to Japan after
living abroad, their initial contrasubjectivity now amplified. For example, Chisato recalled
feeling like “a tourist” the first time she returned to Japan after her extensive backpacking tour of
Europe. Later, while living in Vancouver, she would start to change the way she understood her
sexuality:
Excerpt 7.10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

[0:41:57.5]
Chisato
… and you know living in Vancouver I met so many
people that I had never met before and that kind
of opened up (.) you know my possibilities and
(.) yeah like I started realising that I ↑was
different and I- I ↑could use different labels
and (1.4) I think that’s- yeah I- I did have that
in my mind and specifically for asexuality and
like heteronormative uh like I wasn’t sure if I
was bisexual or like uh heterosexual so those
things- yeah I think affected me with how
comfortable I was
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12
13

Ashley
yeah
Chisato
with the language
[0:42:41.0]

Thus, as participants lived in contexts outside of Japan, they also changed, developing new
knowledge and theories about the world and themselves that were often articulated in the L+.
However, they did not always develop the necessary literacies to talk about these ideas in their
L1, an example of Grosjean’s (2010) complementarity principle, which explains how
plurilinguals typically develop slightly different sets of skills across their named languages as a
result of patterned habitual language use across different domains. As a result, they often
mistook this personal variation in their ability to talk about a particular idea in the L1 with a
general lack of awareness and terms for such ideas in the L1 itself (rather than understanding it
as a product of their development). Chisato told me:
Excerpt 7.11
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

[0:39:47.5]
Chisato
… when I started talking about it with friends
and (.) like my partners (1.7) u:m and also I
talked to my friends in Japan and I realised that
(.) their- like it’s not just a lack of Japanese
terms in- when- when we talk about like sexuality
Ashley
hm
Chisato
it was just very uncomfortable and I think it’s
something to do with the language you know like
the vagueness and there’s a lot of u:m (.) like
in English it’s more concise and the feelings are
kind of detached from the ↑words but in Japanese
most of the words that we use or I knew like
weren’t very something that I would use to
describe my sexuality (.)yeah
[0:40:38.0]
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In lines 3–5, Chisato asserts that Japanese lacks terms to describe diverse sexualities. In the
subsequent turn of her account shown here, she invokes the now-familiar “indirect/direct” binary
and also notes that in English she finds that “the feelings are detached from the words” (lines 10–
11), an indicator of the kind of “emancipatory detachment” (Kellman, 2000) enjoyed by some
writers working in one of their additional languages (see Chapter 2). However, she then shifts in
her next turn to include the possibility that it might not be a problem with the “words that we
use” (where “we” is best understood as Japanese speakers), but rather a mismatch between how
she had come to understand herself and the Japanese words that she knew (“or I knew”, line
12)—an issue stemming from the way her linguistic repertoire at that time mapped across her
knowledge. Had Chisato stayed in Japan, she may well have developed both a similar
understanding of her sexuality and fluency in the relevant terms to describe it. Certainly, an
internet search of the various English terms Chisato used to try and understand her evolving
sense of her sexuality in Interview One (asexual, bisexual, heteroflexible, and demisexual)
reveals both equivalent terms in Japanese (e.g., アセクシャル, バイセクシャル, ヘテロフレ
キシブル, デミセクシャル) and links to various online and offline community groups
gathering around those terms.
Conclusion
In this chapter I have presented a complex set of often interlocking factors—distancing
behaviours and amplification conditions—that can act to create something close to a locked in
system, further increasing the negative valence of the L1 linguaculture and, conversely and
concomitantly, the positive valence of the L+ linguaculture. Indeed, some participants like
Yukon and Rudy (see Figures 7.3 and 7.4, respectively) concluded their linguistic
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(auto)biographies by asserting that their level of comfort in their L1 remained resolutely
uncomfortable, their accounts indicating little likelihood of any reconciliation. Like Dey (1999),
I do not wish to suggest that approaching a locked-in state of FLD should necessarily be seen as
a negative phenomenon. In fact, I hope I have been careful enough so far to have presented FLD
as neither a harmful nor undesirable process. Rather, I think it should be seen as one of many
ways in which people make their way through, around or away from sometimes less sustaining
social worlds. However, some participants did report having found their way back to enjoying
some prosubjectivity with their L1 linguaculture, and it is this process of reassociation that I will
discuss in the penultimate chapter.
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Figure 7.4
Rudy’s CG
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Chapter 8: First Language Reassociation
The converse of the lock-in state discussed in the previous chapter, Dey (1999) tells us,
are break-outs, “those situations where a new configuration emerges, perhaps because of some
interruption in the feedback process or change in conditions permits escape from the constraints
prevailing hitherto” (p. 239). As with lock-ins, Dey takes care to emphasise that although the
language he uses (“escape,” “constraints”) connotes a positive change, break-outs are ostensibly
value-free. In this chapter, I will discuss the conditions evidenced within the data set under
which LPs who experience FLD might break out and, to varying extents, reassociate with their
L1 and its linguaculture. I define first language reassociation (FLR) as a relatively enduring
psychosocial process through which a person who has experienced FLD symbolically moves
back towards their L1 and its linguaculture because they have come to perceive it as offering the
potential to sustain their current or future flourishing.
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Figure 8.1
Model of FLD in Japanese-English LPs Showing Possible Reassociation Phase

Experiencing Contrasubjectivity Associated With L+
In Figure 8.1, I have visually suggested that the positive affective valence of the L+
decreases as the affective valence of the L1 moves from negative towards neutral and possibly
positive. However, while FLR (as defined above) always involves the latter process, it might not
involve any particular change in the affective valence of the L+. That is, among those LPs whose
linguistic (auto)biographies contained evidence that led to my theorisation of FLR, many did not
make the idea of any change in the affective valence of the L+ relevant in their accounts of how
they came to symbolically move back towards their L1 and its linguaculture. This is in contrast
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to the necessary mirroring role that I have argued the LPs’ affective relationship to their L+ plays
in the emergence of FLD. However, Yoshi’s account, as constructed through his CG (Figure 8.2)
and Interview One, did suggest that his experiences of contrasubjectivity in his L+ English had
some causal relationship to his subsequent FLR.28
Figure 8.2
Yoshi’s CG, Experience of L+-Associated Contrasubjectivity and Subsequent FLR Highlighted

Notes. The red line represents Yoshi’s level of comfort when using Japanese over time. The light
blue dashed line (beginning around age 18) represents Yoshi’s level of comfort when using
English over time. The black dashed line (beginning around age 36) represents Yoshi’s level of
comfort when using German over time.

28

In this data set, I found no evidence of participants who came to dissociate themselves from their L+, although
this phenomenon is possible and has been documented and discussed by Brison (2002), as discussed in Chapter 2.
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In Yoshi’s CG, he has encoded two declines in his level of comfort when using his L+
English. The first occurs around age 26, when he moved to London, England with his then
partner and experienced some initial difficulty in adjusting to the new varieties of English he
encountered there. The second decline was around age 34, and followed Yoshi’s break up with
his British partner two years prior (around age 32). Although it was a sad experience for Yoshi,
he described himself as initially “coping really well”. However, around age 34, he began
working in a new restaurant:
Excerpt 8.1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

[0:44:09:5]
Yoshi
… I was you know in London for a long time and
because I wasn’t working in a Japanese restaurant
I ↑felt like ↑oh I’m like getting British
Ashley
yeah
Yoshi
you know like sounds better like my English
((inaudible)) changing and everything seems like
↑oh my life is ↑so British (1.3) then you know
the- the co-workers at the- at the- in {name of
town} ↑they are nice they are friendly (.) but I
can tell that they look- you know for ↑them I’m a
foreigner
Ashley
[yeah
Yoshi
[I am ↑not British ↑oh (3.4) and that hit me hard

14

Ashley

15
16

Yoshi

↓うん <yeah>

because for almost ten years I live in UK (2.2) I
am still not one of them
[0:45:04.9]
Yoshi then went back through his life story, describing it in terms of a lifelong quest to

find what might be referred to in Japanese as an 居場所, or ibasho, a term which “connotes a
place where one experiences a peace of mind, reassurance, security, acceptance, and belonging”
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(Bamba, 2010, p. 129).29 After unsuccessfully trying to find a place to belong in Japan, the
United States (“that place was taken away because of the financial reason”), and the United
Kingdom (see above), Yoshi met his current partner and moved to Germany to live with him:
Excerpt 8.2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

[0:53:33.6]
Yoshi
… you know coming to Germany (1.6) I realised (.)
that (1.8) there was no place that I can belong
to (1.0) because (1.2) ↑oh I am ↑Japanese but I
lived in ↑America and also you know I mean in- I
was in- in Britain (.) and now Germany a:nd (.)
the common knowledge or common sense of each
country

8

Ashley

↑うん <yeah>

9
10
11
12
13

Yoshi

is different (1.0) sometimes it’s rude in here
but sometimes ↑good in Japan (1.1) and (2.2) I
realised so what is it what’s the- there’s
nothing about- you know everything about- there’s
nothing about good or right=

14

Ashley

=うん <yeah>=

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Yoshi

=nothing about right or wrong nothing is- there’s
no perfect person there’s no like uh ideal uh you
know man or woman because every country has
different er value or certain things (1.1) ↑so
(2.8) I made my identity (1.3) as (.) who I am
Ashley
uh hm
Yoshi
then I ↑felt really better (.) so (.) that’s why
all the language the comfort of using Japanese
and English are spiked up ↑and German I- even
though I don’t speak much ↑German every day it’s
getting better and better
[0:55:14.4]

29

As such, the concept of ibasho is very much compatible with the concept of prosubjectivity as I have defined it
here, such that we can say that the existence of an ibasho makes the experience of prosubjectivity possible.
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Yoshi’s experiences of L+-associated contrasubjectivity appear to have been significant
in his terms of his eventual experience of FLR. First, through successive experiences of
contrasubjectivity in Japan and the United Kingdom, he seems to finally find belonging in,
ironically, not belonging: “I realised that there was no place that I can belong to” (lines 1–3).
Through accepting the impossibility of both finding a perfect ibasho and assuming a perfectly
aligned subject position within it (“there’s no like uh ideal uh you know man or woman,” lines
16–17), Yoshi finds a release from his pursuit of seamless belonging.30 Finally, he has come to
accept his identity as who he is, the complex sum of his diverse experiences of subjectivity
across several social worlds—“I made my identity as who I am” (line 19). Yoshi experienced
increased feelings of comfort when using Japanese (lines 21–22), and this could perhaps be seen
in his decision to shift from the restaurant industry to teaching English to Japanese people online,
a new role that meant he estimated during Interview One that Japanese accounted for 40 percent
of his language use on a work day (although still only 15 percent on his days off). His
experiences echo those of Kanno’s (2003) four returnee participants who had to uncouple
themselves from a desire to fit in with any one particular culture and embrace their complex
identities, faceted through diverse experiences, before they could reconcile with their lives in
Japan after their oversea sojourns.
It is also through these experiences that Yoshi begins to move away from the contrastive
approach to cultures that was fundamental to the binary conceptual system from which
dissociation emerges (as discussed in Chapter 6), to what I will term here a critical approach to

30

Although, from a critical realist perspective, we may wish to challenge the judgemental relativism (as opposed to
critical realism’s preferred judgemental rationalism) he seems to index across lines 11–15 (Rutzou, 2016).
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culture(s). While a contrastive approach to cultures assumes an essentialised notion of distinct
cultures that obtain meaning through contrast with one another, a critical approach to culture(s)
offers a more nuanced perspective that reveals more subtle gradations of similarity and
difference across perceived cultures, as well as the heterogeneity within each perceived culture.
My use of parentheses to enclose the “s”, the morpheme that implicitly theorises culture as a
countable object, points towards the potential of a critical approach to culture(s) to question the
boundaries of our ICMs of seemingly discrete “cultures”, while not necessarily ignoring
important differences—especially those that coincide with the effects of power and result in
inequality and oppression. We saw an earlier example of what a shift from between the two
approaches might look like in Chapter 6, as Musumi used the reflective space of the research
interview to move from a contrastive understanding of relative directness across Japanese and
Canadian cultures to a more critical understanding that revealed cross-cultural similarities
(between the directness she associated with the residents of Hyogo and Canada) and intracultural variation (between the directness she associated with the residents of Kyoto, Hyogo and
Osaka). A critical approach to culture(s) can also be seen as one of the components of Kramsch’s
(2009a) notion of symbolic competence, which she describes as:
an ability that is both theoretical and practical, and that emerges from the need to find
appropriate subject positions within and across the languages as hand. The multilingual
subject is defined by his or her growing symbolic competence. … the symbolic
competence necessary to become a multilingual subject includes:
•

an ability to understand the symbolic value of symbolic forms and the different
cultural memories evoked by different symbolic systems.
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•

an ability to draw on the semiotic diversity afforded by multiple languages to
reframe ways of seeing familiar events, create alternative [empirical] realities, and
find an appropriate subject position “between languages”, so to speak.

•

an ability to look both at and through language and to understand the challenges
to the autonomy and integrity of the subject that come from unitary ideologies and
a totalizing networked culture. (pp. 200–201)

Specifically, a critical approach to culture(s) is what would enable a multi/plurilingual subject to
understand the false premises of unitary ideologies of language, culture and people. This study
also shows that the development of the symbolic competence that Kramsch proposes is, in fact,
not a necessary condition of becoming a multilingual subject, as I have demonstrated how it is
quite possible to become a multilingual subject while still being very much under the thrall of
ideological distortion (see Chapter 6). Critical multicultural education (Kubota, 2004) may be
one method of reducing such illusions and promoting a critical approach to culture(s) through
language education, as I will discuss in the final chapter.
I have contended that Yoshi’s reassociation can be seen as the result of his experiences of
L+-associated contrasubjectivity, and his subsequent development of a more critical approach to
culture(s). However, very few of the LPs who described symbolic moves back towards the L1
linguaculture framed such moves as responses to L+-associated contrasubjectivity.31 By far the
most common conditions that preceded FLR were the affordances offered by what I will term
bridging opportunities.

This could also be an effect of their likely perception of me as a “native English-speaker,” by far the most
common L+ represented across the participants; perhaps some participants were reluctant to share such experiences
for fear that I might perceive them as face-threatening critiques.
31
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L1 Reassociation Through Bridging Opportunities
Bridging opportunities were events involving particular social objects (e.g., people,
places, etc.) and practices (e.g., language teaching, writing a blog, etc.) that allowed LPs to enjoy
a sense of L1-associated prosubjectivity in a way that was harmonious with their complex
plurilingual subjectivity. Examples of bridging opportunities included rediscovering Japan with a
new significant other, finding a comfortable place to live in Japan, teaching Japanese and writing
blogs and articles in Japanese. Rather than provide an exhaustive account of each bridging
opportunity I identified in the data set, in the following I discuss a few notable instances that
serve to elaborate what I contend is a necessary condition for reassociation.
Consider Ikumi’s CG (Figure 8.3), in which she includes an annotation that makes her relation
with her ex-fiancé relevant, spatially linking it just before she represents an upturn in her level of
comfort when using Japanese:
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Figure 8.3
Ikumi’s CG, Reassociation Highlighted

As she narrated this section of her CG, the significance of this relationship in terms of her
subsequent FLR became apparent:
Excerpt 8.3
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

[0:35:08.3]
Ikumi
so his name is- was {Rob}
Ashley
yeah
Ikumi
and he was in the navy
Ashley
uh hm
Ikumi
and then ↑actually we were engaged
Ashley
↑oh right
Ikumi
we were um- so he:- he was like otaku
Ashley
yeah
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9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Ikumi

26

Ashley

↑うん <yeah>

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Ikumi

and um (.) so we- we go Kyoto and appreciate all
the history and then we go- take a trip to onsens
and appreciate a little culture
↑yeah
so yeah I think um ↑yeah I think he did made me
realise (2.3) ↓yeah
kind of reestablished that relationship (.) with
Japanese
yeah yeah (.) and then I- I started to like
(.) study about Japanese ↑history ((inaudible))
now into Japanese history
↑oh really
yeah um this is just like the first trigger to
trip to Kochi because I wanted to um (2.0) er how

Ashley
Ikumi
Ashley
Ikumi
Ashley
Ikumi
Ashley
Ikumi

Ashley
Ikumi

Ashley
Ikumi
Ashley
Ikumi

Ashley
Ikumi

and then he loved he- he was crazy he- he loved
about Japanese culture and then everything about
Japan
uh hm
and not in a like creepy way you know some
right
some
@@@@@@
yeah not yellow fever kind of thing
yeah
yeah but ↑he like appreciate (.) every little (.)
detail about Japan history to like our culture
and then ↑so u:m when we started dating we: took
a trip to everywhere in Japan
uh hm
and then um he I think he made me realise how
great (1.0) Japan (1.0) ↑is

do you say 墓参り <visiting a grave>

41
42

Ashley

[↑うん <yeah>

43
44
45
46

Ikumi
Ashley
Ikumi

[↑graves
[yeah
[yeah I wanted to come to the graves of great
samurais in Kochi
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47

Ashley

48
49

Ikumi

[↑え::

[so that- ↑yeah that was my first er trip to
Kochi
[0:37:13.6]
With his passion for Japanese culture and history, Ikumi’s ex-fiancé, an American,

became what I am theorising here as a bridging opportunity, offering a route through which
Ikumi could move symbolically back towards her L1 linguaculture. While Ikumi’s positioning of
“Rob” as the primary agent of this process (“I think he made me realise how great Japan is,” line
24–25) perhaps resonates with White savior narratives (Jenks & Lee, 2020), others LPs
positioned themselves as the primary agents within their accounts of bridging opportunities. For
example, Kumiko made the most of a similar bridging opportunity after moving to Japan with
the Canadian friend who would later become her second husband, as she notes in the
supplementary written explanation she provided for one of the spikes in her comfort when using
Japanese (see left-most highlighted area in Figure 8.4):
Excerpt 8.4
1
2
3
4

Went to Japan for one year with my husband (back then as a
friend): teaching English and made a small teaching
business; Marriage: I enjoyed introducing and exploring
Japanese culture with my husband
Through her developing relationship with her second husband, Kumiko shifts from her

earlier accounts, in which Japanese culture and traditions were things she was subject to within a
contrasubjective dynamic (and consequently “questioned,” “challenged” and “despised”), to the
above account in which Japanese cultural discourses and artifacts became social objects that, for
a period at least, she could orient to on her own terms; it is Kumiko who introduces Japanese
culture—no doubt with her own critical perspective—to her future-husband.
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Figure 8.4
Kumiko’s CG, Two Periods of Reassociation Highlighted

In the right-most highlighted area in Figure 8.4, we can see a rise in Kumiko’s comfort
when using Japanese that coincides with the beginning of her work providing academic coaching
and homestay services to international students in Canada, many of whom have come from Japan
and other East Asian countries. Kumiko described those students as often feeling lost: “they are
swimming in the ocean of different cultures and cultural values and then they can’t really find
what to do with it.” Kumiko also employed the metaphor of a bridge, noting her valuable role in
“mak[ing] the bridge again” as she counsels the international students under her care to use their
“differences as a … strategy,” combining the diverse skills and knowledge they are accruing
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through their international experiences. By the time Kumiko joined the study, I had already been
playing with the theoretical metaphor of a bridge to try and understand the role that certain
objects and practices seemed to play in participants’ accounts of reassociation (pulled together
by the focused code, [Bridging the gap]), and I shared this resonance between her account and
my developing theory:
Excerpt 8.5
1
2
3
4
5
6

[0:49:35.0]
Ashley
you used the metaphor of a- a bridge and it’s so
interesting ’cause that’s the- you know as I
analysed the- [the data and things
Kumiko
[yeah
Ashley
that’s the m- metaphor that I thought (.) kind of
drew all these different experiences to[gether

7

Kumiko

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Ashley

Kumiko
Ashley

Kumiko
Ashley
Kumiko

Ashley
Kumiko

Ashley

[うん
<yeah>
when people start to feel like this kind of area
((I hover over the cursor over area indicated by
the right-most highlighted area in Figure 8.4))
uh hm
after the big dip somehow a bridge- participants
(.) find a way to build a a- bridge or help
others build bridges between two worlds that
seemed very separate at some [point
[yeah [yeah
[yeah
yeah I can’t- I realised that really um (1.8)
going through my (.) life events and- I can’t
really separate (.) the things and all- all are
(.) intertwined
[uh hm
[and connected and then I have to accept that
that- that’s I am (.) a:nd (.) that’s make myit’s me that’s- it’s me so that yeah so better
to- better to build the bridges @
right
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29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Kumiko
Ashley
Kumiko
Ashley
Kumiko

and- and so that I can go back and ↑forth
right
or use them together
[yes
[as a like a minestrone soup that you know just
@everything is in there that’s me@ (.) and then
uh friends-wise and occupation-wise and um (you
know?) the new family here and so on everything
that that I found that uh people that- who
accepted me (.) the way I am

39

Ashley

[うん <yeah>

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Kumiko

[and- and then I can be myself (.) to practice my
traditions (.) and- and- and- also I can be more
(1.2) um (1.4) how do you say liberated and more
um (.) hm progressive woman like or- like not
woman but a human being like um (1.9) that’s the
way I like to be=
Ashley
=yeah
Kumiko
so: (.) I guess yeah
Ashley
[yeah
Kumiko
[I guess I’m- I’m- I’m finding the (1.9) comfort
zone that I can be in (.) better than before
[0:51:58.4]
Like Yoshi, Kumiko also constructs her account in a way that suggests she has been able

to reassociate with her L1 linguaculture through embracing the complexity of her multifaceted,
sometimes contradictory, subjectivity today (“I can’t really separate the things … all are
intertwined and connected and then I have to accept … that’s I am … it’s me”, lines 20–26).
Kumiko’s language in this excerpt also suggests that she may have arrived at a critical approach
to culture(s), and the symbolic bridge she has built allows her to view cultures as both separate
entities between which she can strategically “go back and forth” (line 29), while also offering a
symbolic in-between space in which she can adopt a stance that Kramsch (2009b), drawing on
theorisations from the diverse fields of semiotics (Barthes, 1977; Peirce, 1898/1955), philosophy
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and literary criticism (Bakhtin, 1981), cultural studies (Bhabha, 1994), foreign language
education (Kramsch, 1993) and literacy pedagogy (Gutierrez et al., 1999; Kostogriz, 2002),
refers to as thirdness—a stance that allows Kumiko to “use them together” (line 31) and, in
doing so, break out of essentialised, dichotomised conceptual systems.
Also important to note are the fluctuations in Kumiko’s account of her affective
relationship to Japanese. The visual profile of her CG was quite unique among the participants,
and Kumiko’s biography is notable in that, after she left Japan to live abroad for the first time,
she and her growing family had moved around a great deal (in order: Canada, Japan, Canada, the
United States, the United Kingdom, the United States, Japan, and then finally back to Canada).
These shifts in social context and her personal circumstances map very closely onto her
emotional comfort when using Japanese, further underscoring the psychosocial nature of FLD. In
terms of FLR, Kumiko’s linguistic (auto)biography shows us that the symbolic moves that might
be made back towards one’s L1 are variable in their intensity and highly contingent on one’s
circumstances.
In some cases, the objects involved in the bridging opportunities, by virtue of their
properties and the resultant powers they exerted on the LPs, could be understood as being in
some way significant in terms of the contrasubjectivity that had driven the emergence of the
participants’ FLD. For example, as Ikumi related in Excerpt 8.3 (above), it was through her
travels with her ex-fiancé that she ended up living in Kochi, a prefecture situated on Shikoku that
enjoys an informal, folksy image. Towards the end of Interview One, I asked Ikumi if and how
her emotional relationship to the Japanese language had shaped her life:
Excerpt 8.6
[1:00:40.0]
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Ikumi
Ashley
Ikumi

Ashley
Ikumi
Ashley
Ikumi
Ashley
Ikumi
Ashley
Ikumi
Ashley
Ikumi
Ashley
Ikumi
Ashley
Ikumi
Ashley
Ikumi
Ashley
Ikumi
Ashley
Ikumi
Ashley
Ikumi
Ashley
Ikumi
Ashley
Ikumi

I don’t think (.) that you know using Japanese
really doesn’t matter
uh hm
because you know if I really had (1.8) like
problem with using Japanese I would have moved to
other countries
uh hm
but uh instead I decided @to@ move to Kochi so
@@
↓yeah
what is it about Kochi (.) that you like
oh it’s- you’ve been- yeah yeah you told me
you’ve been here
I’ve been there
yeah so I lo- first I loved the (.) people
uh hm
so here they’re like people here are like Latin
like Spanish or Greek people
[@@
[you know they don’t give a fuck they just get
drunk and then have fun
@@@@@@@@
yup and they- they’re really straight [and
[they’re
↑strict
no straight like they really um say what they
wanna say
[yeah
[so sometimes it’s really @hurtful@
@@@@
@yeah@ but um it’s- it’s good because I know that
they’re not talking behind your back
uh hm
so I think that’s the one thing I love about them
yeah
and then um ↑so when I um- when I decided to own
a hostel people
yeah
around me just helped me like without any (.) u:h
how do you say it without uh (.) asking for any
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41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

Ashley
Ikumi
Ashley
Ikumi
Ashley
Ikumi
Ashley

return
yeah
yeah they just did it anyway
uh huh
so I just love the culture and people
[yeah
[(the weather?)
the weather

49

Ikumi

うん <yeah>

50
51
52
53
54
55
56

Ashley
Ikumi
Ashley

yeah
[yeah
[it sounds like you managed to find a kind of inbetween space
↑yeah ↑yeah that’s right you know like they’re
like Latin like (1.0) Latin people but (.) um
↓they ↓speak ↓Japanese ↓so

57

Ashley

58
59

Ikumi
yeah yeah you are right it’s like in between
Ashley
good for you {Ikumi}
[1:03:29.9]

Ikumi

うん <yeah>

Across these turns, Ikumi and I co-construct the theorisation of Kochi as an “in-between space”
(lines 52–53), a place in which she could enjoy the kind of boisterous directness (“they really um
say what they wanna say,” lines 26–27) she associated with the people she encountered while
backpacking around the Mediterranean. Furthermore, I think it is significant that this property
associated with people from Kochi is precisely the kind of behaviour that she was symbolically
punished for by her father, as I discussed in Chapter 7 (“then he snapped so that’s like oh so like
… I can’t really like say what I wanna say,” Excerpt 7.6, lines 5–7).
Umeka’s Japanese doctoral supervisors in Japan also seemed to function as a bridging
opportunity for her. Tellingly, next to an upturn in her comfort when “speaking up” in Japanese
(see Figure 8.5), Umeka uses an annotation to make beginning her PhD with “overseasexperienced supervisors” relevant to this reassociation. She would go on to elucidate this in the
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interview, describing her supervisors, with whom she mainly communicated in Japanese, as
being “more open to new things” and direct in terms of how they gave her feedback (as opposed
to her colleagues at the junior high school in which she taught, whom she characterised as
unconstructively criticizing others behind their backs, and perhaps also the bullying she
experienced as a member of her junior high school volleyball club).
Figure 8.5
Umeka’s CG, Reassociation Highlighted

When I caught up with her over 12 months later for Interview Two, she wrote:
Excerpt 8.7
1
2

I may have been feeling less uncomfortable in communicating
in Japanese for the past year (or at least I have fewer
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3
4
5
6
7
8

opportunities to feel uncomfortable in communicating in
Japanese.) I think I feel a bit more confident about
sharing my ideas in Japanese, and that’s probably I have
found a place where I feel I can share my ideas with people
more freely even in Japanese, which is a university I have
belonged to for the past few years.
Hiroshi, Kumiko and Chisato discovered another potential bridging opportunity through

the practice of teaching Japanese to others. Take, for example, Hiroshi’s response when I asked
about the slight upturn in the final trajectory of his CG (Figure 8.6):
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Figure 8.6
Hiroshi’s CG, Reassociation Highlighted

Note. The purple text attached to the highlighted section reads, “I came to Vancouver. I was not
satisfied by English level, but still felt comfortable with being myself when I speak English, so I
felt uncomfortable contrastly with speaking Japanese.”
Excerpt 8.8
1
2
3
4
5
6

[0:35:54.0]
Ashley
and then (.) is this- can I see a little (.)
upturn here in ↑Japanese
Hiroshi
yes yes u::m (.) just because I started teaching
Japanese ((inaudible)) and like um ((inaudible))
I noticed such a wonderful things to be able to
speak two languages a:nd also Japanese- Japanese
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7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

language itself is not that useful but Japanese
language is- I noticed they’re so- that’s really
beautiful language and- and also thanks to anime
or something you know (.) it’s- it’s cool
Ashley
[yeah
Hiroshi
[so I’m really- kind of I’m started (.) feeling
proud of (1.5) being able to speak ↑Japanese a
little bit so that’s the ((inaudible)) curve @@@@
[0:36:48.5]
Drawing on the notion of sociological capital (Bourdieu, 1986), we can say that Hiroshi

connects the potential of teaching Japanese to act as what I have theorised as a bridging
opportunity with the fact it allows him to leverage the cultural capital (“such a wonderful things
to be able to speak two languages”, lines 5–6) he has accrued, along with enjoying, as a speaker
of the language, some of the symbolic capital the Japanese language enjoys through the soft
power generated through pop-culture diplomacy projects like “Cool Japan”—projects that are
tied up in nation branding (Valaskivi, 2013) and which Iwabuchi (2015) argues amount to little
more than a “one-way projection” (p. 425) designed to rehabilitate Japan’s image in postwar
South-East Asia and increase profits from the products of its media culture in global markets.
One final example of a bridging opportunity used by several participants during phases of
reassociation was the practice of writing various kinds of texts about their experiences in
Japanese. Chisato mentioned that she had begun to feel more comfortable when writing
“articles” in Japanese, as the slower process of writing enabled her to express more precisely her
thoughts and feelings about her life in Canada and her related changing subjectivity (as discussed
in Chapter 7). I followed up by asking Chisato what specific topics she had been writing about:
Excerpt 8.9
1

[0:52:40.5]
Chisato: I write about psychedelics I write about
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

asexuality I write about like LGBTQ in ↑general
(.) I just thought that I would write something
in Japanese so that- that I can share with people
in Japan and explain the things that they might
not be familiar with
Ashley
yeah
Chisato
yeah
Ashley
[and
Chisato
[but it’s only for me for now @@ I don’t know if
I would ever publish or yeah (.) put in public
Ashley
right okay so where- where do you write ↑them
Chisato
er just on my computer and sometimes I share with
my ↑mum my friends in Japan sometimes I post it
on Facebook
Ashley
yeah
Chisato
[uh hm
Ashley
[okay so it’s mainly for ↑you but also kind of
you selectively share it in kind of private
channels with [some others
Chisato
[uh hm
Ashley
is [↑that ↑right
Chisato
[yeah ↑yeah exactly
[0:53:36.0]

In addition to its slower timescale that allowed Chisato to express herself more precisely (in
contrast to the times when she had struggled to talk about her sexuality with her friends back in
Japan, as discussed in chapter 7), the practice of writing also afforded Chisato control in terms of
the access others had to what she wrote, allowing her a safe pseudo-dialogic space in which she
could imagine herself explaining things that “people in Japan … might not be familiar with”
(lines 4–6), despite the fact that she did not always share this writing with others. Thus, this
practice of writing these articles became a safe space in which Chisato could enjoy a sense of
prosubjectivity with her ICM of “people in Japan,” without necessarily having to manage the
actual reactions of others to what she had written. Similarly, Yoshi noted that a key practice that
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coincided with his rising feelings of comfort when using his L1 was his decision to write
publicly in Japanese about his life, including his sexuality and relationships, via blog and social
media posts when he was around 29 years old. The fact that any interaction in the form of
comments on the publicly shared texts would be virtual and asynchronous was freeing for Yoshi
as he could imagine an ideal reader who was somewhat paradoxically both “anyone” and
sympathetic. As he explained, “for the social media it worked because then anyone can read …
the person who I don’t know but then if they like they read if they don’t like they don’t read.”
Thus, the particular properties of the practice of writing for online publication—the ease
with which everyone can self-publish and find a wider audience, the greater time afforded to
writers to more precisely articulate their thoughts, the greater sense of agency they have in terms
of if and how they share their ideas, the level of temporal and spatial remove between the author
and their audience, and so on—had the power to create a psychologically appealing pathway
through which LPs could start to translate, in a both a literal and symbolic sense, their complex
subjectivities into their L1 in more harmonious, prosubjective ways.
Can You Ever Go Home? The Limits of Reassociation
I have discussed various examples of the conditions through which LPs might reassociate
with their L1 linguaculture. Within many of those examples, however, the LPs often qualified
the extent of the L1-associated prosubjectivity they could enjoy: Ikumi notes that the directness
of Kochi residents is sometimes “really hurtful” (Excerpt 8.6, line 29); Chisato keeps most of her
writing to herself for now; Umeka’s update from Interview Two describing less discomfort when
using Japanese is carefully hedged throughout. FLR, then, is a slow and complex process, and it
seems unlikely that any of the participants can ever return to the mother tongue-associated
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prosubjectivity they retrospectively realised they had enjoyed in their youth (as discussed in
Chapter 4).
Ikumi, for example, provided a very positive and passionate account of her FLR during
Interview One, telling me, “so right now I think Japan is the most like amazing country in the
world.” While acknowledging the troubling national exceptionalism that manifests in this
evaluative stance, it also demonstrates how much her stance has changed since she wrote the
following social media post in 2009 (selected by Ikumi for inclusion in the data set for the study
as a Significant Text):
Excerpt 8.10
1
2
3
4

Eversince i came back from Europe, i just cant enjoy being
here,,,i mean,,,,everything is different. i know thats
cultural difference and i should face it since i am
Japanese, but i dont like it here.
However, her current FLR was still highly contingent, as revealed through an excerpt

from her Language Use Journal (Figure 8.7):
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Figure 8.7
Screenshot of Day One (March 11, 2020) From Ikumi’s Two-Day Language Use Journal

We can see from this very structured account that Ikumi presents herself as generally
enjoying a neutral or high level of comfort during activities involving Japanese, even when the
activity is completely in Japanese. During the interview in which Ikumi explained her Language
Use Journal data, Ikumi revealed that “Person A” was in fact her boyfriend, a Japanese man who
had spent several years living abroad and was also fluent in English, who could also be theorised
within my model as a bridging opportunity—somebody who allowed Ikumi to enjoy an easy
sense of prosubjectivity while drawing on her complex repertoire of linguistic and cultural
resources. However, Ikumi draws my attention to the limits of reassociation as she constructs a
lean yet vivid account of the penultimate activity in her day, the “business drinking party” that
she attends with members of the local assembly, whom she characterises as powerful (“people of
high position”) and patriarchal (“mostly men over 70”). Ikumi employs all caps to emphasise
that her comfort level during this party: “LOW”.
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Excerpt 8.11
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

[0:10:34.0]
Ashley
and you’ve- you’ve rated your level of comfort
there as low and capital- all [caps low @
Ikumi
[yup
@@@@@
@yeah you noticed@
Ashley
@@@ @can you tell me about that@
Ikumi
yep capitals um so it was really like ↑official
↑drinking ↑party
Ashley
uh ↑hm
Ikumi
and then like old- so a lot of participants were
like over seventy years old all the guys- men and
then I was there and then you know I have to (.)
pour some drinks like a beer
Ashley
[uh hm
Ikumi
[for them and er they just talk talk to me ask me
so- like a lot of stuff (.) and then you know I
have to respond (.) like really politely
Ashley
[uh hm
Ikumi
[with- like I have to uh (.) think what they want
me to say

20

Ashley

21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Ikumi
Ashley
Ikumi

うん <yeah>

you know before I ↑talk @
yeah
so it was like ((coughs)) uh yeah it was ↓low
yeah I have to- it was like I’m speaking Japanese
but not- I’m- ↑a:h I don’t know how can explain I
was talking Japanese but I- I felt like I was
talking like some kinda (.) different languages
[0:12:04.3]
Due to her newcomer status and the nature of her work (running a local hostel), it was

important for Ikumi to attend parties such as these, but this instance shares many of the
characteristics of the contrasubjectivity that precipitated the dramatic schism in her affective
relationship to her L1: the argument she had with her father in Hawaii (see Figure 8.3 and the
earlier discussion in Chapter 7). These characteristics include being subject to a patriarchal
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regime of power that placed Ikumi, as a younger woman, in a subjugated position, forced to
“pour some drinks … for them” (lines 12–14) while they dominate and direct the conversation
(“they just talk talk to me ask me … a lot of stuff,” lines 14–15). Perhaps wary of being punished
for challenging patriarchal power again, Ikumi describes herself as highly self-conscious of the
pragmatic constraints of this gendered power system (“I have to uh think what they want me to
say you know before I talk,” lines 18–21), to the extent that her subjectivity seems almost
effaced. Though she struggles to put her affective response to the experience into words, she
lands on an evocative simile that suggests a sense of dissociation from the situation and the L1
that encodes it: “I felt like I was talking like some kind of different languages” (lines 26–27).
A closer analysis of examples of Yoshi’s recent social media posts, in which he draws on
his whole linguistic repertoire, also helps us understand the limits of reassociation. Take, for
example, the two Facebook posts (Figure 8.8) he consented to include in the study as significant
texts, both produced in 2020, before his Orientation to the Study:
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Figure 8.8
Facebook Posts Published by Yoshi

Both are typical of Yoshi’s recent social media posts, as each features a photo of the deliciouslooking food he and his German boyfriend are enjoying together, along with bilingual captions,
written first in English, then in Japanese, explaining that his boyfriend had made both dishes,
then going on to describe the food. Each post ends with a collection of hashtags written in a
combination of German, English and Japanese. At first glance, it seems as though Yoshi has
completely reassociated with his L1 Japanese linguaculture, and he appears to be a quite
different person to the Yoshi I interviewed back in 2007, who expressed a strong desire to avoid
using Japanese in our interview about the potential links between his investment in English and
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his sexual identity as a gay man (Chapter 1). On closer inspection, however, we can see subtle
differences in the ways Yoshi represents his sexual identity in English and Japanese; the hashtags
that reference his sexuality directly (“#gaylifestyle,” “#gaycouple,” and “#gayasian”) are written
only in English, while the Japanese hashtags only reference Germany (“#ドイツ”), living in
Europe (“#ヨーロッパ暮らし”), and the food featured in each post (“#ピザ変化,” “#サラダの
夕飯”), ideas that are also captured in some of the English hashtags he uses (e.g., “#germany,”
“#bigsalad”). Similarly, in the English caption, Yoshi refers to his “boyfriend,” whereas in all of
his Japanese posts he refers to his boyfriend by his first name, written in katakana, followed by
the affectionate suffix “君” (-kun), often—but not always—used for men with whom one shares
a close and familiar emotional bond, including the bonds typical of romantic relationships, but
also friendship, senior/junior professional relationships and parent/child relationships. Yoshi also
told me about how he had started writing a blog in Japanese around 2010, in which he shared
various aspects of his life, including his relationship with his previous British boyfriend and their
breakup:
Excerpt 8.12
1
2
3
4
5

[1:23:49.4]
Yoshi
↑so ↑yeah I was really comfortable (.) talking
about (.) and (1.1) you know get a feedback
((inaudible)) that’s nice and- so yeah now it’s
almost the same but- yes it’s a really
interesting thing is yes in Japanese I write

6

(2.9) his name or like part of his name {Ma-}君

7

<kun>

8

Ashley

うん <yeah>
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9

Yoshi

but then in English I always say my boyfriend

10

(1.2) because it just (1.1) {Ma-}君 <kun> sounds

11
12
13
14

Ashley

cute in Japanese because Japa↑nese they like- if
you write it down boyfriend (1.6) it’s: (2.4)
really ↑↓real for them
↓hm

15

Yoshi

but if you write {Ma-}君 <kun> sounds like a

Ashley
Yoshi

character
↑yeah
so (.) for Japanese (1.1) people it works well

16
17
18
19

because they have imagination they say ↑oh {Ma-}君

20
21

<kun> this character (.) rather than like
boyfriend (.) so I think that’s why I kind of

22

choose {Ma-}君 <kun> rather than boyfriend

23
24

Ashley

yeah what kind of effect do you think it would
have if you- what kind of effect do you imagine
it would have if you wrote like 彼氏 <boyfriend>

25
26

Yoshi

[うん うん <yeah yeah>

27

Ashley

[or ボーイフレンド <a gairaigo term for boyfriend>

28
29
30
31
32

Yoshi

I think it is- because (3.4) my Instra- Instagram
I want to have some distance between real life
and- I mean it’s not- it is real life about my
life it is true there’s nothing (.) lie about it
Ashley
right
[1:25:39.4]
At the same time as Yoshi has discovered a bridging opportunity in posting blog entries

and social media posts about his life using his full linguistic repertoire, including his L1
Japanese, he still does so strategically—carefully and differentially deploying terms like “{Ma-}
君” that allow him to psychologically distance himself from an imagined Japanese reader
(“they,” e.g., line 11). In the above excerpt, Yoshi also distances himself from that imagined
Japanese reader in the here-and-now of the interview as he works up an account of an ad hoc
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membership category, which I will refer to as THOSE JAPANESE, within the membership
categorisation device, “communicating online.” The membership category THOSE JAPANESE
accrues a number of membership category features as the turns unfold, such as the categorypredicated feature (Reynolds & Fitzgerald, 2015) of being monolingual in Japanese (implied by
the fact they would not, in Yoshi’s account, logically be able to read and understand the word
“boyfriend” in the English version of the caption) and the feature more explicitly tied by Yoshi
to the category across lines 10–22 of understanding the relationship between Yoshi and {Ma-}君
—as constructed through the use of the 君 suffix—more generally and fictively, rather than as
unambiguously indexical of a real romantic relationship. It is implied that the idea of THOSE
understanding {Ma-}君 to be Yoshi’s boyfriend is somehow to be avoided as it would

JAPANESE

be “really real for them” (line 13). At the same time as he builds up the ad hoc category of THOSE
JAPANESE,

he implicitly positions himself in another ad hoc and implied membership category

(Baker, 2000) that I will call WE UNJAPANESE, a kind of negative category that becomes hearable
and within which Yoshi is logically incumbent given that (a) Yoshi ultimately identifies as
Japanese (Excerpt 8.2, line 3), but (b) does not share the features of the category THOSE JAPANESE
made relevant here: being monolingual (as evidenced by our interaction itself) and having the
unambiguous knowledge that {Ma-}君 is his boyfriend. Tellingly, the reason why it is necessary
for Yoshi to avoid the situation in which THOSE JAPANESE might unambiguously understand
{Ma-}君 to be his boyfriend is not for their benefit, but his, as we see later when he interprets the
subject of the “effect” generated by the hypothetical indexing in Japanese of the romantic nature
of their relationship (lines 23–25) to be him, not THOSE JAPANESE (lines 28–31). As he makes
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clear, it is he who paradoxically needs, on one hand, psychological distance between his real life
and THOSE JAPANESE, and, on the other hand, a way to prosubjectively share those aspects of his
life across the various domains of his social world today.
Across both Ikumi and Yoshi’s accounts, then, we see evidence that the symbolic move
back towards their L1 linguaculture is never quite complete, proving perhaps the old adage that
one can never go home. Still, as the excerpts I have discussed here show, it is possible for some
LPs who have experienced FLD to “break out” and, through various bridging opportunities,
make symbolic moves back towards an often-contingent sense of prosubjectivity associated with
their L1 linguaculture.
Conclusion
In this chapter I have presented and discussed evidence that shows how some LPs have
been able to make symbolic moves back towards their L1 Japanese linguaculture and enjoy a
greater sense of harmony and wellbeing through the process of reassociation. This is possible
through the discovery of bridging opportunities, objects and practices that open up a third space
that allows them to prosubjectively engage with the L1 linguaculture, often in ways that are
inversely resonant with the initial contrasubjectivity that spurred the emergence of FLD. At the
same time, we should not ignore the fact that these accounts of reassociation sometimes bore the
traces of linguistic and cultural exceptionalism, ideologies that typically prop up nationalism;
reassociation can sometimes mean buying back into false beliefs. Reassociation is also no return
to the unselfconscious ease that the LPs once enjoyed with their one and only mother tongue. It
is a fragile and complex process, one that—from a critical perspective, at its best—demands a
great deal of symbolic competence and an increasingly critical and nuanced understanding of the
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fine shades of similarity and difference that spread unevenly across the stratified social worlds in
which plurilinguals participate.
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Chapter 9: Discussion and Conclusion
Three main research questions drove this study:
•

RQ1: How can the nature of (what I came to theorise as) FLD best be theorised?

•

RQ2: What are the causes of FLD among Japanese LPs?

•

RQ3: How do Japanese LPs’ experiences of FLD develop over their lifespan?

Ultimately, the data I was able to generate with the participants meant that my grounded theory
of FLD’s causes cannot necessarily be generalised to Japanese LPs more broadly, but over the
last five chapters, I have laid out my grounded theory of its causes among Japanese-English LPs,
the factors that might predict both its amplification and potential resolution, and the nature of
FLD more generally. I have covered a lot of ground—a composite life in language, really—so I
will first provide a summary of the theory. I then turn to reflect on the study itself, and attempt to
untie some of the methodological and ethical knots that I encountered as it progressed. I go on to
consider the limitations and potential reach of my theory, before making claims for what I
believe to be its implications and significance within the field of language education and applied
linguistics more generally. Throughout, I indicate some potentially fruitful directions for further
research.
Summary of My Grounded Theory of the Nature of FLD, and Its Causes Among JapaneseEnglish LPs
Figure 9.1 provides a consolidation of the prototypical model of FLD among JapaneseEnglish LPs that I have, through close reference to the empirical data, gradually built up and
used to explain its emergence, amplification, and potential resolution across the preceding five
chapters. In Chapter 4, I argued that all 17 of the LPs who participated in this study enjoyed
sustained periods of mother tongue unselfconsciousness and mother tongue awareness between
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their birth and the emergence of FLD (pre-emergence). During the mother tongue
unselfconsciousness period, the affective valence of their Japanese mother tongue ranged from
neutral to positive, a happy state of unselfconscious ease enabled by the coincidence of their
mother tongue and the dominant language in the wider society. As the term suggests, this thereand-then state is only revealed ex post facto through their here-and-now accounts, constructed in
the later knowledge of another named language and the experience of a qualitatively different
affective relationship to what had then become not only their mother tongue, but also their L1. I
contend that a key finding here is what was not found; I could find no evidence that Japanese
obtained a negative affective valence for any of the LPs during their infancy or childhood.
Though some began to develop distinct affective routines around particular varieties and
linguistic practices understood to be part of the named language, “Japanese,” during later periods
in which they developed increasing levels of mother tongue awareness, the change in the
affective valence of Japanese itself from positive to negative only occurred later in life.
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Figure 9.1
A Model of FLD and FLR in Japanese-English LPs

Through studying its nature, I came to define FLD as a relatively enduring psychosocial
process through which a person distances themselves from their L1 because of its entanglement
with, and subsequent connotation of, perceived impediments to their current or future
flourishing. In Chapter 5, I was able to identify a number of necessary causes for the emergence
of FLD in Japanese-English LPs. All 17 LPs reported experiences of what I have theorised as
contrasubjectivity associated with their L1 Japanese linguaculture. Contrasubjectivity is defined
here as the significant and relatively sustained experience of conflict between one’s subjectivity-one’s enduring sense of self as formed through symbolic exchanges with others—and one’s
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social environment. For some, the contrasubjectivity was tied to specific significant others, while
others experienced conflict with more macro-level societal norms and discourses.
While many people experience contrasubjectivity at some point in their lives without it
affecting how they feel about their L1, two further causal conditions were identified that helped
to explain how it was possible for the negative affective valence from the experience of
contrasubjectivity to adhere through the process of evaluative conditioning to the LPs’ L1
Japanese. First, for all 17 LPs, this change in valence from positive to negative was possible only
after the onset of acquisition of an L+. The L+ and its associated linguaculture(s) acted
symbolically as an alternative dimension, a potential space to move into that was not the
Japanese linguaculture. Moreover, this alternative dimension was also a mirrored dimension, as
the LPs were able to enjoy a sense of prosubjectivity associated with the L+, a feeling of easy
alignment with the L+ social environment, in a way that was the symbolic opposite of their
experience of L1-linked contrasubjectivity. It was through the contemporaneous experience of
L1-associated contrasubjectivity and L+-associated prosubjectivity that undesire first emerges.
Undesire is a force that compels us to distance ourself from an object that has become too much.
While desire is a lack, undesire is the excess of something extant, and both are productive in the
sense that they generate push and pull energies that drive us simultaneously away from the
undesired and towards the desired. Undesire is to dissociation what desire is to investment—the
driving force. I also proposed the principle of Lx affective mirroring to explain the effects of
these simultaneous moments of un/desire over time, presenting evidence from the CGs and
interview data, consistent with the law of comparative feeling, that suggested that continuing
negatively-valenced experiences of L1-associated contrasubjectivity have the effect of increasing
the contrasting positive valency of the L+ and its associated practices. This increase in positive
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affective valence then has the same polarising effect on the negative affect associated with the
L1, such that the affective valence of each becomes increasingly polarised, over time (see Figure
9.2).
Figure 9.2
Hiroshi’s CG, Example of Lx Affective Mirroring Highlighted

Just like our desires (Ahmed, 2010; Motha & Lin, 2014; Takahashi, 2013), our undesires
are “shaped by our social, historical, political, and economic histories and contexts” (Motha &
Lin, 2014, p. 333), and in Chapter 6, I discussed the influence of these macro structural forces on
the emergence of FLD. I focused on the L+ English shared by all 30 participants and identified a
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remarkably consistent binary conceptual system formed by the participants’ beliefs about L1
Japanese and L+ English linguacultures. Each common belief about the Japanese linguaculture
found its foil in a corresponding mirrored belief about L+ English linguacultures, and these
individual beliefs coincided with enduring and much-discussed macro-level linguacultural
ideologies, rooted in Orientalism and auto-Orientalism, that have distorted how Japan and the
English-speaking West have historically seen each other and themselves. In order to establish
causation, rather than mere correlation, I worked with participants to identify some of the spaces
in which they encountered and took up such ideologies into their personal belief systems. While
folk theories and the media certainly played a part, it was unfortunate to see language education
in both Japan and in the West emerge as a key site for the uncritical inculcation of these binary
stereotypes. Furthermore, I worked with participants to interrogate the veracity of such
beliefs/ideologies, and we discovered that the extreme binaries, such as indirect Japanese
linguaculture versus direct English linguaculture, frequently broke down under critical scrutiny,
and it was through this process that we arrived at more nuanced, finely grained accounts of social
reality, challenging more simplistic accounts that take nation states to be the smallest unit of
analysis.
Once initiated, the process of FLD drove a number of literal and symbolic distancing
behaviours in which plurilinguals consciously or unconsciously engage in order to achieve some
ameliorative symbolic distance between them and the undesired L1 and its linguaculture. In
Chapter 7, I presented a number of these distancing behaviours, ranging from the quite concrete
(getting out of the L1-dominant context, avoiding the L1, distancing oneself from non-sustaining
L1-speaking others) to the more overtly symbolic (distancing from a past subjectivity,
discursively and forcefully asserting that one doesn’t give a fuck). One consequence of these
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distancing behaviours was the creation of conditions that could, in turn, amplify the effects of
FLD. These included avoiding the L1 in order to maximise L+ learning opportunities,
nonstandard use of the L1, lacking access to sustaining L1-mediated relationships, and not
developing the necessary L1 literacies to talk about new facets of one’s subjectivity that evolve
within L+ contexts.
At the time of participation, it appeared likely that for some participants, Japanese would
continue to hold a negative valence for them, and they would continue to try and distance
themselves from it like Kyoko Mori (1997), who closes Polite Lies still very much estranged
from Japan. Despite entertaining the idea in the aftermath of her father’s funeral of perhaps
returning for a longer sojourn to spend more time with family and friends, she snaps out of it at
the end of her visit, described in the final chapter:
Sitting on the plane and remembering these thoughts, I wonder, What was I thinking?
There’ s no way I could stay there for more than a couple of weeks. Who was I trying to
fool? As the plane begins to taxi and then to lift off into the sky, I am relieved. I got out
of there in time, I think, Thank goodness. Up in the air, it’s easy to admit the truth: it will
be a long time before I am in Japan again, on another short visit; until then, I will think of
my family and friends often, but they won’t know because I won’t write or call. This
truth fills me with regret. (p. 274)
In the final sentence of the book, thinking of her late mother’s last words to her on the telephone
just before she took her own life, she concludes: “All these years later, my conviction remains
the same: I speak her words though I speak them in another language” (p. 284).
However, this was not the end of the story for other LPs. In Chapter 8, I adduced some of
the factors involved in first language reassociation, a relatively enduring psychosocial process
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through which a person who has experienced FLD symbolically moves back towards their L1
and its linguaculture because they have come to perceive it as offering the potential to sustain
their current or future flourishing. While the account of one LP, Yoshi, suggested that Lx
affective mirroring might again be involved—that the positive affective valence of the L+ would
have to decrease in order for the affective valence of the L1 to become positive again—this
turned out not to be the case for most of the LPs who experienced FLR. Instead, the necessary
condition was a bridging opportunity, an event involving particular social objects (e.g., a foreign
partner interested in Japan, a region of Japan with a relaxed and frank vibe reminiscent of the
Mediterranean, etc.) and practices (e.g., teaching English to Japanese people, or teaching
Japanese as a foreign language, etc.) that allowed LPs to enjoy a sense of L1-associated
prosubjectivity in a way that was harmonious with their complex plurilingual subjectivity.
Exploiting the bridging opportunities available to them, LPs might also reassociate with their L1
linguaculture by discovering third spaces in which they can more fully deploy their complex
linguacultural repertoires. Perhaps one reason why the LPs who did experience FLR were able to
do so without a long-term change in the affective valence of the L+ linguaculture was the fact
that many—but not all—showed signs of having moved from what I termed a contrastive
approach to cultures to a critical approach to culture(s). A contrastive approach to cultures is
exactly the approach that results in the binary conceptual system discussed in Chapter 6; cultures
are approached as discrete, essentialised, and counterposed entities, their differences more salient
than anything else. A critical approach to culture(s) is one in which the LPs developed a
sensitivity to the subtle complexities of sameness and difference observable within and across
cultures. I argued that a critical approach to culture(s) can be seen as one of the hallmarks of
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Kramsch’s (2009a) concept of symbolic competence, and my findings show that the adoption of
such an approach cannot be assumed for all plurilinguals.
At the same time, some LPs’ accounts of reassociation contained traces of ideologies that
are troubling from a critical perspective; with some participants appearing to recruit discourses
of linguistic and cultural exceptionalism in order to explain the symbolic moves back towards
their L1 Japanese linguaculture. In addition, the evidence generated through the study suggested
that reassociation should not be confused with a return to the affective ease of mother tongue
unselfconsciousness. The genie of plurilingualism cannot be put back in the bottle. Instead, the
LPs’ accounts point toward a more complex and contingent reality, in which they draw on their
repertoires, including their L1, in strategic ways that deburr their passage through the social
worlds in which they participate.
Across Chapters 4–8, I believe that I have produced a grounded theory of the nature of
FLD, and its causes in Japanese-English LPs, that satisfies the quality criterion of theoretical
validity (Maxwell, 2012) in that (a) the categories making up the theory are well-elaborated and
persuasive, and (b) the relations that exist between them have been explicated. In doing so, I also
believe that I have satisfied the quality criterion of fit, in that the theoretical categories and their
relations have been well-supported by the empirical data generated through the study. A third
quality criterion guiding my work has been the ongoing exercise of epistemological and
methodological reflexivity, and it is to this criterion I turn to now.
Reflections on the Study
A study is never over. However, while we can always return to the data to dig deeper and
discover further layers of insight (Moore, 2021), this conclusion offers me a chance to pause and
reflect on a number methodological dynamics that emerged as the study unfolded. One of the key
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challenges I faced during the preparatory work for this study was creating selection criteria for
participants who could help me understand the nature and causes of a phenomenon that had
never been theorised before. As noted in Chapter 3, the key criterion I used to recruit Japanese
plurilinguals who may have experienced FLD was having experienced feelings of emotional
discomfort when using Japanese. Now with a better understanding of FLD’s nature, I would
move away from the language of discomfort in future studies, instead searching for, in the
simplest terms, plurilinguals who have wanted to distance themselves from their L1 because it
has become somehow connected to a threat to their sense of self or wellbeing.
One of the greatest challenges I anticipated during the development of the study was
actually finding enough Japanese LPs who had experienced FLD. Some seasoned applied
linguists I spoke with even doubted that such people might exist. In fact, the relative ease with
which I was able to recruit participants was a revelation. Of the 30 participants, two thirds were
recruited through my own social network (people I knew, or were known to people in my social
network who kindly shared the CfP). The remaining third were quickly recruited after I posted
the CfP in an online group for Japanese people living in Vancouver. It is difficult to say with
certainty, but my experience suggests that FLD may be relatively common among Japanese LPs.
The use of my own social networks to recruit some of the participants brings into focus a
central force shaping all aspects of this study: my own positionality. Among these aspects, it
seems likely to me that my own positionality as a queer/gay man contributed to the relatively
large number of LPs who indexed non-heteronormative sexual identities in the study (five out of
17; Chisato, Eiichiro, Hiroshi, Milk and Yoshi). Along with the dominance of English as an FL
in Japan, the limits of my own linguistic repertoire (English, Japanese, limited French) and my
immediate geographic context while conducting the study (Vancouver, Canada) certainly seemed
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to reinforce the dominance of English in the eventual languages represented across the
participants’ collective linguistic repertoires (a topic I return to below). Additionally, I suspect
that my positionality as a non-Japanese person made certain things tellable that might not have
been so had I been perceived to be Japanese by the participants. When explaining my research
questions to Japanese people who have not experienced discomfort when using Japanese, even
some plurilinguals have expressed incredulity or contempt for the idea that other Japanese people
might want to distance themselves from their L1. We know that research participants will tell
particular stories in particular ways depending on their perception of their interlocutor (Miller &
Glassner, 2011), and I often wondered whether the participants would have been able to share
the same experiences and emotions with a Japanese researcher. Would the risk of being viewed
as a traitor to one’s mother tongue have prevented them from generating similar data? For
example, Kubota (2018, pp. 231–232) features a brief sketch of a Japanese woman whose past
investment in learning English was best understood as a by-product of her desire to escape from
a past marred by domestic violence and divorce into an idealised life in Canada, as symbolised
by the wholesome fictional world of Anne of Green Gables created by Canadian writer Lucy
Maud Montgomery. By the time of their interview in Japan, the allure of Canada (and English)
appeared to have been replaced by a steely self-belief, but many of the factors I have argued are
involved in the emergence and amplification of FLD among some Japanese-English LPs are
easily identifiable in her past experiences: the experience of contrasubjectivity; the
contemporaneous onset of acquisition of an L+ associated with images that appear to offer the
promise of prosubjectivity; extended periods living outside of Japan. According to Kubota
(personal communication, September 1, 2021), her participant did not report having experienced
emotional discomfort when using Japanese, but—and this is pure speculation—could it have
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been that such experiences were less tellable to another Japanese person? Perhaps, too, there is
argument to say that my positionality as a Western/British person with some knowledge of Japan
made these accounts of dissociation not only tellable but expected—the assumed Orientalism of
my subject position being reflected back at me. Future studies might better illuminate the
phenomenon of FLD among Japanese LPs by using multiple interviewers occupying various
subject positions, including those seen as Japanese, to generate varying recipient-designed
accounts of FLD.
Many participants commented on the benefits that participating in the study had for them.
Several participants realised significant patterns in their affective routines around language use
for the first time. For example, Ikumi described how completing her LUJ (see Figure 9.7)
enabled her to recognise that her emotional comfort when using a language is “not about which
language I use it’s the person I’m talking to.” In a similar vein, Saori, an EP, realised through the
completion of her CG that, in terms of her linguistic life, she is happiest when she is in contexts
that allow her to use a fuller range of her linguistic repertoire, rather than those in which she
feels restricted to the use of just one named language. Others spoke of the apparent psychological
benefits of constructing and sharing their linguistic (auto)biographies with me:
Extract 9.1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

[0:06:48.0]
Kumiko
… sometimes really like you said u:m (.) provoked
my feelings
Ashley
[uh hm
Kumiko
[you know old feelings that I forgot about andbut it was a good reflection of my uh history
over the last th- you know (.) two to three
decades and- mainly- ↑yeah
Ashley
yeah
Kumiko
it was really good yeah and uh I- I kind of made
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10
11
12
13

a summary out of my f- @you know life@ @@@ ↑right
it was very good experience yeah
Ashley
okay good [I’m glad on the whole it was positive
Kumiko
[yeah thank you for the opportunity
[0:07:20.0]

Scholars (e.g., Mann, 2016; Prior, 2019) have noted the potential of research interviews to have
positive therapeutic effects for participants as they use the here-and-now interactional event to
re-story past experiences in ways that might reframe their there-and-then experiences in ways
that are more conducive to their psychological wellbeing. However, as Kvale (2006) cautions,
“with the proximity of intimate personal research interviews to therapeutic interviews, ethical
issues of mixing the roles of research interviewer and therapist need to be addressed” (pp. 482–
483). Certainly, it is clear that completing some of the data generation tasks stirred up some
memories and emotions for Kumiko and other participants that may have been challenging to
revisit and, on reflection, my positive evaluative stance in line 12 edges over a line I am not
qualified or comfortable to have crossed. In other instances when participants related similar
feelings around the positive effects of participating in the research, I was more satisfied with my
responses when I acknowledged that constructing one’s linguistic (auto)biography can be a
useful and insightful sense-making activity, but also problematised the apparent therapeutic
effects of participation and my own limitations as a research interviewer (as opposed to
counsellor). For example, when Okifumi noted that taking part in the data generation tasks had
allowed him to make sense of his feelings toward Japanese in the aftermath of being ghosted by
his then-girlfriend, I explicitly noted my wariness in assuming any therapeutic effects of taking
part in my study, but also an emerging body of research (e.g., Prior, 2019) that argues such
participation does have the potential for ameliorative psychological effects.
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There were also times when participants shared beliefs about language, people and places
that, as a critical applied linguist, I knew or suspected to be false. According to the axiological
commitments of CR, all things being equal, it is better to believe something that is true rather
than something that is false (Collier, 1994), and I was often able to fulfil that entailment by
working with them to trace where those beliefs came from and consider what evidence might be
mustered in support of them (see Chapter 6). However, there were times when, weighing up the
situation, I decided not to challenge such accounts, especially during the early turns of my first
interview with a participant when I was focused on building rapport. In addition, I was wary of
challenging a false belief when I could see that it formed part of a conceptual system connected
to the wellbeing of the participant, such as when Ikumi indexed discourses of Japanese
exceptionalism (“I think Japan is the most like amazing country in the world,” Chapter 8) while
sharing her current experience of gradually reassociating with Japan, a linguaculture with which
she had experienced significant, extended periods of contrasubjectivity in the past. In such
moments, I judged all things not to be equal. It is my hope that this dissertation, and the future
efforts I make to mobilise my theory of the nature and causes of FLD in Japanese-English LPs—
including the causal power of ideological illusions—might contribute to the denaturalisation of
such false accounts.
Limitations and Potential Theoretical Reach of the Study
Given that the total number of participants was 30, and the total number of LPs was 17,
on the face of it, this study would be considered limited in its scale by many traditional
measures. However, in terms of qualitative research, and GTM in particular, I submit that this
study was based on a moderately sized data set that, thanks to the methodological triangulation
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ensured by multiple types of data generation and analysis, was rich, deep and diverse—qualities
that enable me to be confident in my findings’ theoretical sufficiency.
Along with fit, theoretical validity, and epistemological reflexivity, I followed Maxwell
(2012) in suggesting that internal and external generalisability would also be appropriate criteria
for judging the quality of this scholarship. Although there were only 17 participants in the LP
group, the fact that they were largely unknown to each other, and were diverse in terms of age,
gender (although no one topicalised anything outside of a cisgender identity), sexuality,
socioeconomic background and current circumstances, occupation and current place of
residence, meant that the level of data triangulation was enhanced. In addition, discussing my
grounded theory with other Japanese LPs who have experienced FLD but did not participate in
the study has suggested to me that the theory has a high level of fit in terms of explaining their
experiences. Of course, the true test will be the extent to which future work finds my theory
useful in terms of explaining FLD as experienced by other Japanese LPs. I emphasise here that I
am not suggesting that all or even most Japanese LPs experience FLD, merely that some do.
I must be more cautious when making any claims with regard to external generalisability.
Certainly, we would not expect to find the same empirical facts when studying the causes of
FLD among LPs distancing themselves from an L1 other than Japanese—the linguacultural
ideologies will be different, as will the sociohistorical relations between the linguacultures, and
so on. Nevertheless, if I have succeeded in abstractly transcending these empirical facts to the
extent necessary, the generative mechanism I have abductively theorised here might have some
transferable explanatory power for other LPs. However, because I limited my focus here to
Japanese LPs, it is difficult to say whether there are any effects particular to the Japanese
linguacultural complex at play. As Mouer and Sugimoto (2003) challenged many of the
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stereotypes about Japan that circulate both internationally and domestically, they argued that “the
truly unique feature of Japanese society becomes the way in which ideologically colored lenses
have been used to give many Japanese a narrow view both of their own society and of the world”
(p. 14). Though I contend that such blinkeredness is not the preserve of Japanese people, perhaps
FLD is more likely to be experienced by LPs whose L1 is entangled in discourses of
homogeneity and cultural purism. When such discourses are propagated, the ideological equation
of “Land = People = Culture = Language” (Befu, 2001, p. 71) becomes a more tenable and
persuasive fiction. If it is made easy to imagine all four entities as internally homogenous and
jointly coterminous, does this then make it easier for the affective valence of a place, people
and/or culture to condition the valence of the language? Perhaps controversially, we might even
say that the above equation is also supported by the reality of the actual distribution of Japanese
users around the world; though we can technically find people who can use Japanese across the
globe, their density is concentrated in Japan (Eberhard et al., 2021), again making the apparent
reality described by the equation more believable. Indeed, some participants alluded to this
perceived “restricted” quality of Japanese, such as when Hiroshi remarked that the “Japanese
language itself is not that useful” (Excerpt 8.8, lines 6–7) or when Chisato noted that while she
felt she could travel the world with English, Spanish, French or Mandarin, Japanese didn’t have
the same image for her “’cause it’s spoken mostly in Japan and not in many other places.” Is the
association of one’s L1 with an essentialised and apparently homogenous linguacultural complex
one of the necessary conditions for the emergence of FLD among other LPs? Future comparative
studies might answer this question by also focusing on LPs whose L1 is less readily associable
with a singular linguacultural complex.
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In addition, the foregrounding of English over other foreign languages within both the
Japanese educational system and public life in general (Seargeant, 2011) ensured its dominance
across the linguistic (auto)biographies of the participants, and in their accounts of FLD. Though
several LPs were users of other L+s, none had yet developed their proficiencies on par with their
L+ English and—perhaps because of the limitations of my linguistic repertoire—they rarely
topicalised them vis-à-vis FLD. Further research could usefully explore what effect the different
social realities of an L+ linguacultural complex other than English, as well as the ideologies
surrounding it, have on the emergence of FLD among Japanese LPs. For example, Mandarin is a
popular foreign language to learn in Japan (Kubota, 2020), but the ideologies surrounding it and
its distribution across the global world are quite different from English. Does it have the capacity
to operate as an alternative mirror dimension for some Japanese LPs who have become fluent in
it? Is there evidence of FLD among Japanese LPs whose only functional L+ is Mandarin? Or is
there something special about English and its myths?
I have more confidence in the external generalisability of my theorisation of the nature of
FLD and its animating force, undesire. I believe it could help to name and understand the
psychosocial phenomenon observed in various kinds of plurilinguals who distance themselves
from an L1 linguaculture on account of it having come to connote illbeing. Looking back to the
various fields and sub-fields surveyed in Chapter 2, though of course the causal mechanisms are
likely very different, perhaps FLD is the construct that can draw together diverse cases of
plurilinguals distancing themselves from their L1: Kai-fong/Ken, who refused to speak
Cantonese at home with his family in the aftermath of being seriously bullied at school for being
different (Wong Fillmore, 2000); the unnamed son of the Navajo-speaking mother quoted in
McCarty et al. (2006), who refused to speak an Indigenous language that, through the
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machinations of colonialism, appeared to him to have no futurity; the rejection of German by
German Jewish refugees who were able to escape the genocide of the Nazi Holocaust, but not its
traumatic psychological legacy (Pavlenko, 2005; Schmid, 2002); the young Ariel Dorfman
(2004), who refused to speak his Spanish L1 with his mother after the traumatic early childhood
experience of being hospitalised for three weeks on an isolated ward in which his Spanish was of
no use. In all these cases, I argue that FLD—the relatively enduring psychosocial process
through which a person distances themselves from their L1 because of its entanglement with, and
subsequent connotation of, perceived impediments to their current or future flourishing—can be
a useful theoretical description of the process that underlies these empirically observed effects.
Thinking about language more broadly, it seems likely that an umbrella concept of
language dissociation could have wider applications when we pick out and focus on other
empirical linguistic objects like L2s, dialects and accents. For example, second language
dissociation could be a useful concept to understand Brison’s (2002) strong impulse to generally
avoid the use of her L2 French in the aftermath of the horrific L2-encoded attack she endured (as
discussed in Chapter 2). Similarly, the concept of accent dissociation could open up a field of
inquiry that explains the psychosocial causal mechanisms behind the phenomenon of people
trying to distance themselves from a now undesired accent that has developed a negative valence
for them, like a friend of mine who was born and raised in the Southern United States, but retains
no trace of the Southern accent of his youth. Today, on the rare occasions when he travels home
and hears it, it reminds him painfully of the homophobic attitudes he suffered under as a young
gay man. Thus, the concept of language dissociation can become a direction for further
investigations into the intimate links between language and undesire.
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Significance and Implications of the Study for Applied Linguistics and Other Fields
In addition to offering theoretical tools that can analytically draw together a range of realworld language phenomena that have, until now, been considered quite separately, I believe the
study and my findings may have implications for conversations that continue across the field of
applied linguistics and beyond.
Beginning with the methodology of the study itself, this research offers a worked
example of how a CRGTM study can be carried out. This is significant because, as noted in
Chapter 3, unlike other variants of GTM (e.g., Charmaz, 2014), there is no established
methodological text that sets out how the ontological, epistemological and axiological
commitments of CR might be coherently applied to the core methodological strategies offered by
GTM. I took the participants’ accounts of their experiences seriously and, analysing across these,
I was able to make abductive claims about the nature of FLD and the objects and processes that
form the generative mechanism for its emergence among some Japanese-English LPs. At the
same time, I also took CR’s epistemological relativism seriously, and worked with participants to
explore the veracity of their claims about linguacultural realities. Furthermore, I contend that a
key contribution of the present study is the extent to which I both acknowledged the reality of the
social forces that shape all research practices and attempted to ensure that my analysis and
claims were sensitive to the particular forces that shaped how this study unfolded in meaningful
ways. In doing so, I hope that I have offered an example of how CR-informed studies might
succeed in being more than just naïve positivism with a disclaimer.
This work might also have some significance as an example of a rigorous GTM study
within applied linguistics. Hadley (2017) notes that GTM has not enjoyed the same runaway
success in our field as it has in other social sciences, and that those studies that do claim to have
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used GTM or one of its variants “have typically drawn upon only isolated aspects of the
methodology” (p. 4). My own investigation into the demonstrated methodological rigour of
purported GTM studies published in five top-tier applied linguistics journals between January
2013 and August 2018 (Moore, 2018) also found that many of the articles either did not include
sufficient evidence to support claims of rigour, or else contained information that directly
contradicted methodological principles that are generally considered essential to a GTM study’s
success, e.g., the authors noted that data generation and analysis were not concurrent (see
Chapter 3). Despite its limitations, I hope that the present study might contribute to the evidence
that, when rigorously deployed, GTM offers a set of strategies for data generation, analysis, and
theory construction that are well-suited to generating persuasive and useful explanatory theory in
applied linguistics.
In addition to these methodological contributions, I believe that the findings may have
wider significance in terms of some ongoing conversations within applied linguistics.
The Language-in-the-Mind and Language-in-Society Dialogic
While overwhelming evidence suggests that plurilinguals are not just two or more
monolinguals in one body (Grosjean, 1982; Li, 2018; Otheguy et al., 2015), Aneta Pavlenko
(2006) has argued that, due to distinct contexts of language acquisition and use, they are
not exactly like a single monolingual either. Some bi- and multilinguals may perceive the
world differently, and change perspectives, ways of thinking, and verbal and non-verbal
behaviours when switching languages. Some may derive enjoyment from hybridity and
relativity of their existence and others may feel that they inhabit distinct and at times
incommensurable lifeworlds … (p. 29)
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The findings from this study clearly support the view that, because languages are
unevenly distributed across the social world, we develop quite distinct embodied cognitive and
affective routines around them, and this is entirely normal. Indeed, because languages in
pluriglossic contexts rarely occupy exactly the same domains (Burck, 2005, pp. 54–55; see also
Grosjean, 2010), their uneven social ontology and our resulting differentiated habitus around
them seem inevitable to a certain extent (Bourdieu, 1977). While this runs counter to some of the
claims made by translanguaging theorists on the nature of language-in-the-mind and assumptions
that the unfettered deployment of one’s full plurilingual idiolect is always a desirable state, my
conclusions do not detract from the political project of translanguaging (Flores, 2014).
Languages do not simply fall into their observable uneven distribution across the domains of the
social world. These sociolinguistic contours are intentionally produced by the weathering of
sociohistorical political, economic, racist and colonial processes that produce and perpetuate
linguistic hierarchies in the interests of the powerful. On a structural level, it is vital that
ideologies and systems that police fluid individual language practices into discrete entities and
then frame these different embodied language practices as academic or colloquial, grammatical
or ungrammatical, prestigious or deficient, and so on, are strongly resisted—especially within the
field of education. At the same time, as Vallejo and Dooly (2020) have pointed out, there is
perhaps a lack of research into plurilingual students’ perspectives on bringing their full linguistic
repertoires into the classroom, and if and how they are able to resist unwelcome pedagogic
approaches that might compel them to do so. This study further illuminates the complex reasons
why some plurilinguals might choose to distance themselves from an undesired language that has
come to connote illbeing, and should remind educators that affective routines around the idea of
a named language and its associated linguaculture necessitate a sensitive negotiation with
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plurilingual students (and colleagues, friends, partners, etc.) around their language use
preferences.
The Importance of Critical Multicultural Education in Language Education
Although I am arguing that there is a need to be sensitive around an individual’s
decision-making in terms of the deployment of their linguistic repertoire, especially when they
choose to distance themselves from an undesired language, I have also demonstrated how
undesire, just like desire, is shaped by distorting ideologies that bear little relation to linguistic
realities, and tend to be rooted in oppressive systems that secure the privilege and domination of
some groups over others. Thus, just as Motha and Lin (2014) urge (English) language educators
to create non-coercive “spaces in which their own and students’ desires might move into a line of
vision available to consciousness” (p. 349) and, possibly, reflexive critique, so too might we
carefully create spaces that bring learners’ unconscious, seemingly spontaneous, undesires for
their L1 and its associated linguacultural complex into the light of conscious consideration. At
the same time, Motha and Lin’s recommended caution around the overuse of teacher authority in
eliciting and shaping learners’ confessional narratives of desire becomes even more paramount
when the emotional stakes of undesire are considered.
For me, by far the most disappointing finding of the study was the revelation that
language education was such a key and fertile site for the propagation of linguacultural myths
among the participants. Scholars like Kubota (2018) are engaging in more accessible scholarship
to challenge some of the more obviously damaging myths surrounding English language
education in Japan (such as the ideologies that frame the standard varieties of inner circle
countries as the legitimate varieties, or link English native speakerhood to Whiteness), and this
study suggests there is still more work to be done in terms of challenging false linguaculture
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beliefs and the enduring binary conceptual system, mapped out in Chapter 6, that they prop up.
More must be done to draw language educators’ attention to the gaps between sociolinguistic
realities and “images of the Other and Self [that] are neither natural nor neutral but are
discursively constructed and are influenced by, and reinforce binary thinking within, unequal
relations of power” (Kubota, 2004, p. 44). This is not to deny the existence of linguacultural
differences, but to challenge educators, and thus their students, to appreciate the patterns of
difference and similarity that exist within and across diverse cultures, much like Musumi began
to during our interview (Chapter 6). This is especially pertinent in the case of Japan, where autoOrientalising myths of homogeneity, rigidity, indirectness, conservatism and so on first become
models for understanding society that obfuscate the richly varied social reality, and then become
models for directing behaviour in such a way that perpetuates oppressive structures—structures
with which many of the LPs experienced contrasubjectivity. The critical multicultural approach
advocated by Kubota (2004) encourages language educators to recognise and legitimise a
plurality of linguacultural forms, and this might manifest in activities that are designed to raise
learners’ awareness of, and proficiency in, the rich variety of multimodal pragmatic resources
that English users routinely employ in order to achieve their goals through interaction with others
and, in doing so, underscore the fact that pragmatics are important to all human social actors.
Complementary activities might also encourage learners to explore the wide range of pragmatic
practices and strategies that are observable in Japanese culture, countering narrowly prescriptive
myths around the achievement of politeness in Japanese society (Obana, 2019; Okamoto &
Shibamoto-Smith, 2016). Such processes of internal linguacultural ethnography might well
uncover spaces within the richly variegated structure of the L1 linguacultural complex that offer
the potential for greater prosubjectivity to learners like the 17 LPs who participated in this study.
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A critical multicultural approach would also encourage the consideration of the
sociohistorical forces that result in diverse linguacultural forms and shape how they are
differentially viewed and valued in the wider society. Thus, we might ask learners to investigate
how keigo developed and what kinds of social relations and actions it makes (im)possible, or to
consider why they and many other learners around the world are learning English today, why
they are learning a particular variety, what other varieties of English exist around the world and
why, and to what kinds of linguistic hierarchies they are subject. A critical multicultural
approach can be an important tool to move from a contrastive approach to cultures toward the
development of a critical approach to culture(s), one that is capable of appreciating the
complexity of the real, the actual and the empirical of languages, people, places, and cultures.
The Generative Power of Negative Affect in Language Learning
Lastly, a significant finding of this study is the generative power of negative affect. So
many of the concepts we have to think about why people learn languages are based on positive
affect—the pull of the target language imaginary; the shaping power of an ideal L2 self
(Dörnyei, 2009); an investment in a new and better identity; the desire to obtain a language that
promises to unlock the door to a brighter future. As I have shown, however, investment in
language learning is often—maybe even always—also driven by the power of undesire for
something already within one’s proximity that is, far from being lacking, altogether too much. In
Chapter 5, I presented the empirical evidence for the concept of undesire and outlined its relation
to desire. While undesire drove the process of dissociation, I argued that it also partly drove the
LPs’ investments in their L+s.
Benesch (2012) has critiqued both the general lack of attention that language education
has historically paid to emotion and affect (which she understands as synonymous terms) and the
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propensity of work that has considered their roles to view negative emotions as best avoided or
moved past; she notes that “negative emotions, such as anxiety and anger, are seen as
impediments to language learning while positive emotions, such as self-esteem and motivation,
are viewed as facilitators” (p. 24), views that she argues belie the complex ways in which
positive and negative affect can shape our behaviours. As she concludes:
Emotions stick to certain objects, including those used in English language teaching and
learning, and are therefore worth exploring in classroom contexts for greater
understanding of their role. When teachers and students have differing reactions to these
objects, pulling them toward themselves or pushing them away, those differences can be
important areas of exploration, leading to greater understanding of teaching and learning.
(p. 133)
Undesire is a concept that makes us consider why we might push away, or distance
ourselves from, extant objects that threaten to overwhelm our subjectivity. It is a powerful
animating force that also gives direction to and helps to sustain the energies we invest in the
pursuit of bringing happier objects—words, languages, cultures, people, and so on—within our
bodily horizons. While undesire can be understood as a negative affect, its effect on our lives
might be quite productive, and it is worthy of further unprejudiced study in the field of language
education.
Conclusion
It is my hope that others find my theory of the nature of FLD and its causes among
Japanese-English LPs useful. No doubt FLD and the theoretical categories such as undesire,
contrasubjectivity, prosubjectivity and so on will be further revised and refined as I, and possibly
others, generate more data that can help us to understand their complexities. The same can be
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said for the wider theoretical construct of language dissociation and all of the sub-forms of
language dissociation that it suggests. While I am wary of dictating how others might take up
and expand on these concepts, I finish by noting how, throughout the study, it has been my
intention to avoid pathologizing FLD. Indeed, I must confess to an earlier sleight of hand, as—to
quote her in full—Pavlenko (2006) wrote that while some plurilinguals may enjoy the hybridity
and relativity of their existence, others “may feel that they inhabit distinct and at times
incommensurable lifeworlds and experience pain and anguish over this condition” (p. 29,
emphasis added). This may often be so, but for some of the participants here, the tone of their
accounts was altogether more matter of fact. Instead, these apparently incommensurable worlds,
these alternative mirror dimensions, offered a kind of respite to the tensions we all experience as
we make our way through life. To uncouple ourselves from objects that have contributed to
illbeing in the past, even when these are things that society tells us to hold onto dearly, is not
necessarily something to be avoided or remedied. Distancing oneself from an undesired object
can be a powerful act of self-preservation and emancipation. If the concept of dissociation does
enjoy a theoretical life outside my own work, I hope that it will never be pathologised. Instead, it
might better be seen as a complex creative response to some of the peaks and valleys
plurilinguals must traverse as they make their way through multiple social words in search of
enduring wellbeing.
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Appendix C
Protocol for Orientation to the Study
Before: Generate individual password and update participant ID document.
During:
•

Not being recorded yet

•

Description of the space I’m in

•

Does the participant have any questions about participation?

•

Go over important points from Consent Form.

•

Is the participant happy to consent?

•

What is the participant’s preferred method for sharing documents: scanned? posted?

•

Share individual password with participant.

•

Is the participant happy for me to start recording our conversation?

•

How old is the participant?

•

Where do they live?

•

What is their current occupation?

•

Show some example Comfort Graphs and explain how to complete them.

•

Set a date and time for Interview One.

After: Send participant a follow-up email with written instructions for completing their Comfort
Graph, example Comfort Graphs and a blank template.
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Appendix D
Instructions and Template for the Comfort Graph
Instructions
As I mentioned, there's a document called a "Comfort Graph" that I'd like to ask you to complete
before the interview on DATE at TIME. I've attached the template here, but it needs to be printed
out and completed by hand. Two examples of Comfort Graphs are also attached for your
reference (but yours might look different of course!). The instructions for completing the
Comfort Graph are as follows:
•

Using a pencil, draw a line on the graph that shows how your level of comfort in
Japanese has changed over time (from your birth to now).

•

For most people, I imagine that the level of comfort at birth was "neutral".

•

If you want, you can add notes to your line to explain any important features or
background information.

•

Please share your Comfort Graph with me before Interview One (DATE). You can do
this by sending me a photograph or scanned image. Don't forget to use the password I
shared with you in Orientation to the Study (if you don't have the password, just let me
know and I can share it).

We will discuss your Comfort Graph during the interview.
Please feel free to ask if you have any questions!
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Appendix E
Schedule for Interview One
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Appendix F
Language Use Journal and Instructions
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Appendix G
Schedule for Language Use Journal Interview
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Appendix H
List of SP and EP Participants With Relevant Biographic Information
Pseudonym Plurilingual Named Languages
Group
in Functional
Linguistic
Repertoirea
Ayaka
SP
Japanese, English

Age at
Pronoun(s) Place of
Time of
Residence
Consent
at Time of
Consent
36
she
Japan

Current
Occupation(s)

Additional Information

Subtitle
translator; English
teacher; Social
media producer
Clinical
counsellor
Undergraduate
student
Undergraduate
student
University
lecturer

Ayaka and I were
friends from my time
living in Japan. Ayaka
is Saori’s sister.

Musumi

SP

Japanese, English

25

she

Canada

Nozomi

SP

Japanese, English

21

she

Canada

Shizuka

SP

Japanese, English

21

she

Canada

Wataru

SP

47

he

Japan

Fumie

EP

27

she

Canada

Homemaker

Haruki
Kanako

EP
EP

Japanese/Japanese
Sign
Language/taiou
shuwa, English
Japanese,
Mandarin, English
Japanese, English
Japanese, English

22
21

he
she

Japan
Japan

Ranko

EP

Japanese, English

30

she

Canada

Undergraduate
Undergraduate
student
PhD student

Wataru and I were
friends from my time
living in Japan.
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Pseudonym Plurilingual Named Languages
Group
in Functional
Linguistic
Repertoirea
Rika
EP
Japanese, English,
French/ Swiss
German (no longer
functional),
Spanish
Saori
EP
Japanese, English,
Brazilian
Portuguese
Takako
EP
Japanese, English
Terry
EP
Japanese, English

Age at
Pronoun(s) Place of
Time of
Residence
Consent
at Time of
Consent
26
she
Canada

Current
Occupation(s)

Additional Information

Receptionist/
Administrative
assistant

40

she

Philippines Homemaker

28
51

she
she

Canada
Japan

Saori is Ayaka’s sister.

Masters’ student
Homemaker; Life
coach

“Functional languages” are defined here as languages that the participants have used for everyday life outside of any instructed or
independent language learning settings. Thus, they do not include languages that participants studied within an instructed context
(such as a beginner-level French course at university) or on their own (such as using a language learning app to learn Swahili), but
never used as part of their everyday lives outside of that context. This distinction, necessarily somewhat fuzzy, is consistent with
Cook’s (2016) differentiated concepts of L2 users, those who use their additional languages to live part of their daily life outside the
L2 classroom, and L2 learners, “people who are learning another language but are not using it, in other words those whose sole
purpose is learning the language” (p. 4, see also Pavlenko, 2005). Named languages are listed in order of onset of acquisition, with
commas denoting sequential acquisition and forward slashes indicating simultaneous onset of acquisition.
a
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Appendix J
Transcription Key
Example of Symbol
(1.3)
to:
(.)
pretty
@compare with@
[yeah
[that’s why I said
…
↑alright

me- my
((inaudible))
(thing?)
敬語 <keigo>
@
uh hm=
=in
↓for

°hm::°

Meaning
Parentheses enclosing a number indicate a timed pause of one
second or longer.
Colons indicate that the preceding sound was stretched (number
of colons indicates approximate length of stretch).
Parentheses enclosing a period indicate an untimed pause of
less than one second.
Underline indicates that speech was produced with a noticeable
increase in volume compared to the surrounding speech.
Speech sandwiched between @ marks was produced with a
laughing quality.
Opening square brackets indicate the onset of overlapping talk.
Ellipsis indicates that some speech from the same turn has been
omitted.
An upward arrow before a word indicates that the word was
produced with a pitch that was noticeably rose compared to the
surrounding speech.
A hyphen attached to a word and followed by a space indicates
a false start or syntactic shift.
Double parentheses enclose transcription notes.
Parentheses enclosing words with a question mark indicate an
uncertain transcription.
Pointed brackets enclose translations or romanised
transcriptions of the preceding non-English word.
@ marks represent aspirated syllables of laughter.
Equal signs indicate latching between turns.
A downward arrow before a word indicates that the word was
produced with a pitch that was noticeably fell compared to the
surrounding speech.
Degree symbols enclose speech produced with a noticeable
decrease in volume compared to the surrounding speech.
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